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THE SPEAKER (Mr Barnett) took the Chair at 10.45 am, and read prayers.

PETITION. - RAYLANDS HOSPITAL

Prison-Forensic Unit - Establishment, Opposition

MR HASSELL (Cottesloc) (10.47 am]: I have a petition which reads as follows -

To: The H-onourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We, the undersigned respectfully showech:

That the community is extremely concerned about Government plans to establish at
Graylands Hospital a prison/forensic unit for mentally disordered offenders and
persons who have committed serious offences but have been found "not guilty" by
reason of insanity, particularly because such unit will now be in the heart of a
residential area and close to a public primary school and private college and therefore
your petitioners humbly request that:

1.. Plans to establish the prison/forensic unit be abandoned forthwith; and

2. Any future plan to open a prison/forensic unit within a populous suburb and
next to schools and playgrounds be fully discussed with and justified to the
community and all relevant authorities and interests before such future
decision is made.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 83 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 1 18.J
PETITION - ABORTION

Unborn Babies - Protection Legislation

MIR H ASS E LL (Cottesloe) [[10.48 amJ: I have a petition which reads as follows -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of Western Australia showeth.

That every abort ion kills an unborn baby

That the Right to Life of all human beings is the most fundamental and
essential of all human rights

That unborn babies are the most helpless and defenceless humans, wham our
Government is duty bound to take extra steps to protect

That since 1980, over 55,000 Western Australian babies have been killed in
abortion, thus indicating the need to uphold the law protecting unborn babies
in this Stare

That Government be asked to uphold, enforce, and tighten W.A. law to stop
the abuses which are obvious by the above, and to use all the means at its
disposal to protect the Right to Life of all Western Australian babies

And your petitioners as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 320 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
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The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 119.)
A similar petition was presented by Dr Tumnbull (L.25 persons).
[See petition No 121.)

PETITION - LAND

Leda, Western Ridge - Development Opposition
MR KIERATH (Riverton) 110.50 am): I have a petition which reads as fol-lows -

To: The Honourable Minister of Planning, the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly.

We the undersigned residents of Western Australia call upon the Stare Government to
halt all further development of the Leda area until a large, viable conservation reserve
has been established, to include;

(a) The entire western limestone ridge and surrounding slopes

(b,) The wetland chain

(c) Corridors connecting the adjacent reserves

(d) A large, compact area, including the System 6 area (M104) to ensure the
preservation of the local bushland.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound will ever pray.

The petition bears 84 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 120.]

MATTER OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE - ECONOMIC POLICIES, AUSTRALIA

Economic Reform
THE SPEAKER (Mr Barnett): Honourable members, earlier today, within the appropriate
time, I received a letter from the Leader of the Opposition seeking to debate as a matter of
public importance Australia's economic policies and the implementation of economic reform.
If sufficient members agree to this motion, I will allow it.

(Five members rose in their places.J
The SPEAKER: In accordance with the Sessional Order half an hour will be allocated to
each side of the House for the purpose of this debate.
MR NMacKIN;NON (Jandakot - Leader of the Opposition) [10.53 am): I move -

That this House calls upon the Stare Labor Government to present a bi-partisan
approach -

(a) to the Federal Labor Government urging it to modify its economic policies to
alleviate interest rates which are damaging home owners and small and large
businesses; and

(b) to urge the Federal Goverrnent to implement more effective micro economic
reform so that long term benefits can be achieved before the country's
economic crisis deepens further.

Without doubt the economy of Australia and econom-ic issues generally are the predominant
concern of all Australians at this time. Any research done under referendums - and I know
the Government is undertaking research on a weekly basis - indicates clearly that that is the
predominant concern of Western Australians and Australians generally. It is an issue which
will dominate the forthcoming election campaign.
People are hurting, indeed many people are buckling under the weight of the high interest
rate policies pursued by the Commonwealth Government, and openly and positively
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supported by the State Labor Government in Western Australia. Statistics do not tell the real
story. I do not believe reports in the newspapers that the economy is only just starting to
turn, that the economy is still overheated, and that we need to continue with the situation for a
long rime. My discussions in the business community, and elsewhere, indicate that interest
rates are having a serious impact on the community. One has only to talk to accountants in
Perth, as they are the people involved with liquidation. I spoke to one of the top eight
accountancy firms the other day and asked what was the biggest growth area of business. It
was confirmed that unfortunately that growth is in the area of liquidation and banknuptcy.
That is a common story throughout the accounting profession.

Not only are organisations such as Qintex and Bond Corporation in difficulty; the small
business people, including the fanning commnunity, in many respects have been hit hardest by
interest rates. That community has fixed interest rates and is capital intensive. I predict that
in the new year the building industry will hit the wall with a hard bang. Many factors point
to that result. The plug has been pulled on the Keysrart scheme which will mean that the first
home owner market will cease. Traditionally great pressure is placed on builders to complete
homes by Christmas on orders made around June or July, and those homes are nearing
completion. However, new starters' orders are nowhere near the previous level. Christmas
timne is traditionally a time for the building industry to wind down but I predict that it will not
rewmr to its previous level of activity.

The Con~monwealtb and State Governments support a policy that uses the housing industry
as an economic tap. It is time that stopped, and the industry agrees. If anyone wants proof of
the hardship occurring in the housing industry, one should talk to the people involved with
Keystart. I have been told that more than one-third of the applicants for the Keystart scheme
lived at home with their parents prior to receiving a loan. That is a clear indication of the
enoninous amount of hardship within the community at the moment; that hardship is being
wreaked upon the people of this State by the high interest rate policy which the uncaring
Commonwealth and State Governments are happy to continue to support.

People are looking for a new direction but they are not getting it. At the Commonwealth
level Paul Keating and Bob H4awke say, "Steady as we go; we are all right." My message is
that the track is all downhill for Western Australian famnilies who are feeling the pinch as they
have never felt it before. AT the State level, the Premier says, "Stop navel gazing. Interest
rates are coming down." The Premier may gaze at his navel and contemplate the lack of
support by his back bench or his Ministers, but what positive suggestions has the Premier
brought forward? Not one, other than supporting Bob H-awke and Paul Keating's high
interest rate policy. Not one positive suggestion was made by the Premier, although he says,
"Stop navel gazing; come up with a positive suggestion." He has nor had an original idea in
his life. There are solutions. There is need for reform. In a scathing attack on the
Commonwealth Government policy and lack of commritment to reform in the
micro-economic reform areas, The Australian said today that it is time to get back on the
agenda many of the issues that the current Governments, both State and Federal, have thrown
into the too hard basket. They have thrown their hands up in despair. The economy is in
crisis. That newspaper is suggesting that the Premier should stop navel gazing; steady as she
goes.

Much more needs to be done if we are to address the problem on behalf of the thousands of
families and individuals in this State who are beginning to reel under the serious impact of
interest rates. We would be prepared to suggest reforms to the Commonwealth Government
in a bipartisan approach with the State Government to help bring that Government to its
senses.

The SPEAKER: Order! The background noise is a little too high.

Mr MacKINNON: The first thing to be done in this country is that people need to be
encouraged to save more. Australia has a chronically low savings'ratio by comparison with
most of the advanced economies in the world. We are currently importing capital. One of
the reasons interest rates remain high in Australia is the need to encourage capital into
Australia. Why do we not give tax incentives for people to save more rather than as is
currently the case with Federal economic policy, encouraging people to spend today because
they will have less tomorrow because of the effects of taxation and inflation on those
savings?
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9The second reform we would suggest would be micro-econom-ic reform, It is interesting
that the Prime Minister said before the last election that micro-economic reform was at the
top of the agenda. However, today's The Australian stares that the IAC, one of the
Government's most important bodies in terms of economic advice, scathingly attacked the
Commonwealth, Government by saying that not enough had been done and that the
Government is dragging its feet on the waterfront, transport and the like. Those areas are
fundamental to the improvement of productivity in this country and that, in turn, is
fundamental to getting interest rates down and reducing our reliance on imports and imported
capital.

Included in that reform is industrial relations reform. The greatest condemnation of the
industrial relations system in Australia has been the pilots' dispute which has gone on for
almost four months and still has not been resolved by the system. That dispute has done
irreparable damage to our nation and to the economy. What have the Premier and the
Commonwealth done?

Mr Kierath: They have stated that they will tough it out.
Mr' MacKLNNON: Exactly. They have decided to tough it out instead of creating a new
agenda on the industrial relations scene as represented by forward thinking and enterprise
based industrial relations policies.
Thirdly, we would recommend a cutback in Government spending. Duplication and waste
between the Commonwealth and State Governments are rampant. I remember the Premier
going to his first Premiers' Conference saying that he would attack Government duplication
and waste between Federal and State Governments. We have heard nothing since then but
deathly silence. That needs to be addressed. The Premier, instead of going to Canberra with
his entourage of hangers-on and advisers and beating his breast and preparing Press
statements before he goes, should be prepared to discuss more meaningful matters that are
hurting Western Australians every day of the week. [nstead, the Premiers' Conferences are a
charade in which this Premier is happy to participate because he does not want to rock the
boat. It is time that people in this coutntry with guts and vision rocked the boat and stood up
to the Commonwealth. Itris time they said that the Commonwealth Government is heading in
the wrong direction. It is time that Government was told that Australia is in economic crisis
and that thousands of Western Australian families and businesses are in trouble and the
country needs direction. That would be a real lead that the Premnier could show the rest of
Australia. However, I predict that he will not show that leadership and will say to Bob
Hlawke and Paul Keating that they are on the right track. Australia should be booming as
never before with commodity prices at strong levels internationally. Australia is a strong
exporting nation and we should be in the best economic health. Instead of that, after six years
of Labor Goverrnents, we are a long way behind the eight bai and going further backwards
every day.
Many other reforms could be put to this House today, but time does not allow me. We are
prepared to work with the Government in a bipartisan manner to encourage the change of
economic direction which this country is so eamnestly looking for and which will not come
from this Government or this Premier;. it will not come until after the next Federal election.
We will then restore to this country the leadership necessary for thousands of needy families
and businesses who are currently being crushed underfoot by careless, thoughtless and
heartless government at both State and Federal levels.

MR LEWIS (Applecross) [11.08 am]: I support the motion. Unfortunately the Federal
Government has forgotten its constituency. It has forgotten the ordinary people who are
suffering because of the ravages of interest rates and cannot afford houses. This motion calls
for a bipartisan approach to the matter.
In September, 1 wrote to the Premier asking him to take a message from the citizens of
Westrm Australia to Mr Hawke to remind him how interest rates were impacting on ordinary
Australians and how something needed to be done very quickly. I received a standard letter
back from him stating that I should not worry about it, that he was talking to Canberra and
that was all there was about it. I believe that the Government has a responsibility to carr
messages to Canberra on behalf of the citizens of this State. Unfortunately, the Premier does
not.

Hawke and Keating are out of touch completely with their electorate. Mr Hawke junkets
A7271.!4
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around the world on his various important missions, as he sees it, but which are not as
important as the economy of this country. An article written in November 1989 by A. and A.
Global Portfolio Managers Inc in New York states -

The Australian scene is amazing only because so many nightmares are happening at
one time. The promoters, who are called 'entrepreneurs' in Australia, have virtually
all fallen into the abyss as cash flow dries up and interest rates approach 20%. T'he
Government has even more problems with a nagging trade deficit, pilots who are in a
life and death struggle with the Airline monopoly, less than a year away from
deregulation, and cornuption drifting East from Western Australia. Meanwhile, S&P
joined Moody's in downgrading the country while the Prime Minister was up in
Malaysia leading a verbal attack against South Africans. It all seemed quite
hypocritical to me.

That sums up what is happening in this country. Unfortunately, the leaders of this country
think South Africa is more important than the high interest rates impacting on every
Australian family. It is well known that housing interest rates in Australia are the highest in
the world. In Japan the housing interest rate is five or six per cent, in Italy it is 13.5 per cent,
in the United States it is between 10 per cent and 13 per cent and in Germnany it is less than
eight per cent.

Mrs Beggs: You have not mentioned Thatcher's rate.
Mr LEWIS: I know that the rate in Britain is not 17 or 18 per cent. Hawke and Keating are
presiding over a mismanaged economy: they are allowing Australians to suffer, they are
asking for another chance and telling the people that everything is on track and the problems
will be fixed up. Who mucked everything up in the first place? It is well known that under
the Federal coalition Governiments of this country housing rates were never higher than
13.5 per cent, yet today they are 17.5 or 18 per cent. That is not acceptable. Australia is
going down the tube while the silly Prime Minister fiddles around with South Africa. HeI
should get his act together and return to Australia to give some thought to the citizens of this
country.

As the Leader of the Opposition said, the number of business bankruptcies in this country is
at an all-time high, and this Government increases the problems in the business sector by
imposing more taxation measures. What an inopportune time for further taxes and charges to
be imposed on the housing and business sectors. The affordability of housing in this country
has gone to the wall. At one time 19.9 per cent of the average weekly income in this country
was spent on housing; today 35.8 per cent of the average weekly income is spent on housing
costs. It has blown out by more than 30 per cent in a few short years. Let us consider the
impact of interest rates on this country.
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask members to come to order.

Mr LEWIS: The high interest rates are also impacting on rents, the standard of living, the
building industry, commercial sales in real estate, public housing, and just about every sector
in the community. The Premier laughs and giggles and throws insults across the Chamber. It
is time he took note of what is happening to the people in suburbia. At the end of August the
Liberal Party ran a phone-in to find out how interest rates were affecting people. At that time
the interest rate was 17 per cent, although it is now higher. People told us, among other
things, that they were buying second-hand clothing for their children and were living in
shared accommodation, Shared living in this State is higher than it has ever been. These
people cannot afford to pay for any entertainment, some have sold their homes, and others
must send their spouses to work although they have very young children they do not want to
put into child care centres. Marriage breakdown is occurring as a result of the stress of high
mortgage repayments. That is forcing more and more people to look to the public rental area
for some relief.

The Leader of the Opposition reflected on how that is impacting on the building industry and
I ask the Minister to listen to my comments. According to the Australian Bureau of
Statistics' housing figures for Western Australia, in September 1988, 2 145 starts were made
and in September 1989 only 1 262 were made. That is a drop of 883 starts in the comparable
months, and represents a decrease of 41.1 per cent. The situation in the private sector is even
worse: 1 182 starts in September 1988, and 552 starts in September 1989 - a drop of 630
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starts, representing a 53 per cent decrease in building activity.

Mrs Beggs: September is a bad month.

Mr LEWIS: Then let us consider the quarterly figure for the private housing sector; from
July to September 1988 the number of starts was 5 017 and for the same quarter in 1989 it
was 2 830. That represents a decrease of 44 per cent in housing activity. The Minister for
Housing is laughing and thinks it is funny. She should understand what is happening in the
housing industry. The people in that industry are on their knees but the Minister is not aware
of that. She is not listening again; unfortunately, she never listens.

What is happening to the rental rolls as a result of the high housing interest rates? People are
flooding into Homeswest offices and seeking Government assistance for housing because
they have nowhere else to go. It is interesting to note that in 1985, 8 543 people were on the
Homeswest waiting list for rental accommodation. At 30 October 1989, four years later,
16 824 people are on that list. That is a massive increase in four years of 8 281 people, and
represents a 97 per cent increase. The rent waiting rolls are increasing at an annual rate of
23 per cent, and have been doing so every year since 1985. That is indicative of what is
happening in the housing industry. The Labor Government is forcing more and more people
onto its rental roll and, unfortunately, it is not putting the capital resources into
accommodation at a sufficient rate to help those poor unfortunates who have been forced by
the economic scene in Australia to register and seek Government assistance. The travesty is
that the little people who trusted the Government are suffering.

Unfortunately, Hawke and Keating have other ideas in mind. In 1986 Keating said that
Australia was in danger of becoming a banana republic; they were the truest words ever
spoken. The Government in 1986 should have put on the agenda the hard measures
necessary to sort out the economy and, had it done so, we would not today be faced with the
high interest rates which are impacting on everyone. However, in 1986 Hawke had an
election on the agenda and he warned to be the first Labor Prime Minister to be elected to a
third term in this country. That was more important than the economy and the sufferings of
the people. He told Keating not to pursue his comments about a banana republic, and
decided to let the economy run because the Labor Government intended going to the polls
and it wanted to win. The Labor Party won the election but it was the greatest disaster for
this country, which is now suffering the highest housing interest rates in the world.

Mr Peter Dowding: That is not true. They might be the highest in the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development countries.

Mr LEWIS: They are the highest housing interest rates in the world. The political agenda
overtook the economic agenda and all of Australia is suffering because of Hlawke's ego. The
economy is on the rocks and the Governiment's measures are still impacting on the little
people in Australia. In six months Hawke will go to the people again and ask for another
chance.
Mr Peter Dowding: What would you do about it?

Mr LEWIS: I would not be in that position in the first place. I would not have got into that
position, nor made the blues. The fact is that they are not prepared to take the blame for their
mistakes. The Federal Labor Government has mnucked up the economy of this country. That
is the reason we are paying the high interest rates that we are. The State Labor Government
has mucked up the economy of Western Australia, and blown $500 million in wasted
business deals; that will impact on Western Australia for many years to come.

This motion is a genuine call to the Government to join with us in a bipartisan approach to
the Federal Government, to give the Federal Government a message that high interest rates
are hurting all Australians, and Australians have suffered enough. I commend the motion to
the Parliament.

MR PETER DOWDING (Maylands - Premier) [11.21 am): At a time when the Opposition
has spent about six months telling the people of Western Australia that the only issue that
ought to be on their minds is the question of the petrochemical project, and when we have
been telling the Opposition that it is out of touch with the issues which concern the ordinary
people of this State, it is very interesting and surprising to hear the Leader of the Opposition
at last recognise that interest rates are a significant issue; in fact, I think I am right in saying
he said they are the biggest issue of all. I am not averse to a debate about this
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issue, and I was listening with interest to see what the Opposition would suggest was
appropriate, because the motion suggests that in this debate we will hear some solutions, not
just criticism and attack.

Several members interjected.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Is this the Leader of the Opposition's motion, or are we seeing here
some evidence of movement at the top on the other side of the House? Is this a stamp at the
bottom, or is it a signature? It is amazing; the Leader of the Opposition does not run this
party opposite us, but only signs what the Deputy Leader of the Opposition types up for him
to sign! Things are a bit different on this side of the House.

What is surprising in the speeches from members opposite is that they have offered no vision
for the future. They have indicated nothing that they would do, at either a State or Federal
level, to change direction. They know that the few proposals that they mention have been
rejected by the Federal Opposition. The principal proposal is the suggestion to just bring
down interest rates. However, The West Australian of 28 November says -

Mr Peacock said it would take the coalition the first term of government to get rates
down, while Senator Stone said they would "stay high for some time".

So there is no question that even if the Federal Opposition were to gain Government
inmnediately. that would not change the situation in relation to interest rates.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! It is becoming increasingly difficult this morning for Hansard to
take down these debates, in part because the background conversation is far too high, and
because on occasions the level of interjections is unacceptable. Could members please
co-operate?

Mr PETER DOWDING: The Australian of 28 November says -

The Opposition spokesman on finance, Senator John Stone, told Parliament the
Coalition had no "magic wand" and would not act irresponsibly by promising an
immediate and large fall in rates...

"We are not saying that (our) policies will bring down interest rates with a rush in the
course of the next month or so after we're elected. We'd be irresponsible to say so."

The Opposition also conceded, as reported in The West Australian of 29 November, that -

Several members interjected.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The Opposition has said there are important matters to debate about
the Federal economy. Members opposite have had 25 minutes, and as soon as I get up to talk
about this issue, which is so serious, they do not want to talk about it; they want to shout at
everybody. Members opposite may be able to hurt, abuse, and upset me, but they will never
be able to shout me down. Members opposite were very deprecating about what I was doing
last night. As members opposite well know, I was doing a service to the Spastic Welfare
Association of Western Australia. The deprecating comments of the Leader of the
Opposition last night were not well received, I can assure hint

Mr Macinnon: They were directed at you!

Mr PETER DOWDING: I was doing something which I was proud and happy to do, and
which was important to the Spastic Welfare Association; and all the Leader of the Opposition
could do was heap a bucket on them. I can tell him he was not well received.

Mr Macinnon: I got the message back that you were not well received eicher. In fact, I
think they were passing around a petition there last night.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I was proud and pleased to be able to present the Spastic Welfare
Association awards last night. The individual people of the community - the little people: not
the big commuercial line of friends of members opposite - raised $852 00O for that charity;
and when the Leader of the Opposition calls it a beauty contest, I just say to him that is not
well received in those quarters, and neither should it be.

I will now progress, if the Opposition is serious about wanting to discuss this issue. The
Federal Opposition is reported as saying -
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... that it could not give a timetable for interest rate cuts if it won the next election.

*... Dr l-ewson, refused to give a guarantee that interest rates would be down by
Christmas next year.

The Leader of the Opposition, Mr Peacock, also said it would "take rime over the first
term of our government" for interest rates to fall, and they would not fall in the first
year.

When asked for some definition and what they are proposing with their major economic view
of Australia, do members know what they said? The Federal Opposition Treasury
spokesman said, "No. We don't put timetables, we never have." These are the people to
whom members opposite want to entmust the management of the Australian economy - and
they do not put timetables. I bet they do not put timetables!

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER; Order! It has been a long week but that does not excuse interjections of chat
nature. I have stood up often enough and asked people to cooperate. I am now expecting it
and I do not want to have to take action but I will if I am forced to do so.
Mr PETER DOWDING: When we think that the Liberals and, from time to time, the rural
parties, whatever they call themselves, were in power from 1949 to 1.972 and from 1975 to
1983, and the entire problems that Australia experiences are as a result of their economic
policies during those years, I am not surprised they do not put timetables on it. It would be
2050 before we got anywhere if the Opposition were in power.
The other thing about the Opposition's view of this issue and about the relevance of this
debate is this: It is interesting to see that even business, or particularly business, has now
begun to reject the Opposition's preoccupation with other matters. I see from the West
Australian Business World of 28 November that a group has said it is time that the yoke of
WA Inc was pulled off the back of Western Australian business, and that a "Getting it Right"
seminar is being held to cover topics including the winning and losing industries, industry
revitalisation and so forth. This is what was said about the Western Australian economy in
that context - not a context one would expect to be necessarily favourable to Western
Australia's Governiment of the day -

"But the fundamentals in the Western Australian economy are still strong, and so it is
not all doom arid gloom. We have a good base from which to enter the 1990s.

Western Australia indeed has a good base from which to enter the 1990s and it is a pity that
the Opposition does not recognise it. Let us look at that base as it concerns ordinary Western
Australians. Western Australia has more affordable housing than any other State in
Australia. Our high economic growth, our further employment opportunities, and our more
affordable homes are the reasons chat so many people have made Western Australia their
home. Thirty-three per cent of Western Australians own their own homes.

Mr Lewis: Not because of your Government.

Mr PETER DQWDING: The member of the Opposition front bench who interjected that that
is not as a result of our policies is absolutely wrong because that is exactly the point I make:
it was largely as a response to the recognition of the Labor team in 1982 when domestic
housing provided the best opportunity to improve employment prospects in this State that we
had the housing boom which followed our election in 1983. And we were not Content to See
the housing boom being only for the wealthy, or only for those who chose to live in Liberal
electorates. We took steps to ensure that the low income groups in our community had
unparalleled and unprecedented access to home finance, and when we recognised that interest
rates would rise and that would cause difficulties for those low income home aspirants we did
something about it - we introduced the Keystart housing loan scheme. That scheme has been
so successful that we are now being berated for not dramatically extending it for the balance
of this financial year, yet members opposite did not support chat scheme or approve of it but
decried it as cheap politics. The Keystart scheme has provided many Western Australians
with an opportunity that they have never had under Liberal Governments. Our Government
introduced that scheme and the Opposition could not even support it. Calls for bipartisan
support from this Opposition must be regarded very carefully because members opposite
have no capacity to deliver.
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A sum of $200 million has been allocated for Keystart for this financial year. We gave a
commitment, which was laughed at and decried by the Opposition, to provide $750 million
over a four year-period. Why can the Opposition not put some bipartisan support behind that
project? Mr Speaker, you and every member of this House know that Opposition members
have never been serious about low income housing; they have been serious only about high
income housing. We even had the unfortunate spectacle of the person who represents the
electorate of Applecross doing his best before the last election to create an atmosphere of
panic in the housing release sector in order to try to demonstrate the tmuth of his own political
utterances that there would be panic in that area and that home costs would escalate so
dramatically because of that panic.

Mr Lewis: They did, didn't they?

Mr PETER DOWDING: The member for Applecross contributed to the atmosphere of panic
which was unjustified. So much for a bipartisan response! Before the last election the
member played a significant role in frightening young people into the belief that there would
not be any land for people in this community.

The Opposition has no credibility when it talks about bipartisan support. This is a case where
we had nothing to gain or lose and the Opposition had nothing to gain or lose, except for a
few political points, to ensure that people did not suffer and the Opposition could have played
its part in ensuring that the market was not artificially overheated. But the Opposition did not
play that part. I do not know whether the Opposition has land interests and plans to recoup
from them, but many people cannot understand the way in which the Opposition is treating
this issue. People in the housing industry said to me that they did not believe the Opposition
was acting responsibly and that it could not claim credibility for its actions. They are the
sorts of comments before the election which led ultimately to the Opposition's demise. That
is ultimately why the Opposition did not win the election.

Mrs Beggs: It did not come up with one responsible policy.

Mr PETER DOWDINlG: The Opposition did not act responsibly at all.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr PETER DOWDING: I want to mention the three packages that the Government put
together to address the problems of people who were facing high interest rates. The first was
the mortgage support package. The second was the home buyers loan guarantee scheme.

Opposition members interjected.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Gee, the member for Applecross is a bad loser. He gets in here and
plays rough and tough but he is simply a bad loser.
The third package was the Keystart home loan scheme. I went for a walk in town the other
day and as I was buying an ice cream a young woman and her husband came up to me and
said, "Excuse me, we are sorry to bother you. We can see that you are doing something
private but we just wanted to tell you that we are the people that you have shown that you
stand for. We got a home through the Keystart scheme and we would never have been able
to get a home in our life. Thank you very much." That was a very moving thing for that
young lady to do. She was obviously timid and embarrassed but she is exactly the sort of
person that Pam Beggs had in midnd when she proposed to the Government that it adopt the
Keystart agreement. The difference between the Government and the Opposition is that there
are people in the Government who care.

Mr Lewis interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr PETER DOWDING: The Opposition is a ragged lot. In the area of micro-economic
reform it is easy to say that more can be done. What did Mr Keating want to introduce when
the Federal Government set out to reform the tax system in Australia? It was a new tax
option for the country - the consumption tax. Where was the Opposition when the Treasurer
wanted to do that? It ran a thousand miles; the Opposition opposed it and marched in the
streets because it did not want to accept option C. It wanted this, that and the ocher thing but
five years later the Opposition wimped that option. The Opposition bypassed the opportunity
for all party support on tax reform. What happened when the Opposition could well have
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taken a position for reform? The Federal Government has dramatically reduced corporate tax
rates; it has dramatically reduced personal income tax rates; it has dramatically increased the
access of pensioners and people on social welfare to indexed pensions; and it has created the
ability for people - even at the lowest level of' our community - to say that they are getting a
livable income out of social security. What did the Opposition do in that area when it was in
power? It did absolutely nothing.

Western Australia is harder hit than any other Stare in Australia, with the possible exception
of Tasmania, in trade and tariff protection. What did the Federal and State Liberal Parties do
when they were in Government? They left Western Australia out on a hook. 'The Federal
Government's intervention has resulted in the steel industry plan; the car industry plan; and
the textiles, clothing and footwear plan. All of these plans still have a long way to go, but not
one was initiated by a Liberal Government. There has been a 20 per cent across-the-board
reduction in tariffs. A promise has been made to deregulate the airline industry which should
apply from I November 1990. Grain handling, storage and marketing has been deregulated.
Reforms have been recommended in the Interstate Commission report on the waterfront
industry. The waterfront industry was in its worst state between 1949 and 1972 - far worse
than it has been since.
Mr Grill: What about mentioning the $600 million shipbuilding industry which has only
grown up during our time in Government?

Mr PETER DOWDING: I will mention the $600 million ship building industry which has
grown up during the course of the Labor Government. It is very good. Look at the
goidmining industry. Look at the Ord River scheme. The Government was responsible for
introducing reforms into that small economy and it is going at a thousand miles an hour.

The Opposition does not have the courage to introduce micro-economic reform at any level
of government. The Opposition does not have the courage to talk about it and it certainly has
no courage to act on it. What about the range of reforms in the public sector? What did the
Opposition do about the State Engineering Works that has been operating since about 1930?
What did the Opposition do to the State Printing Division when it was in Government? It did
absolutely nothing. What did the Opposition do with Westrail? It tried to disadvantage the
community by closing the Fremantle to Perth railway line. The Opposition did not get into
the business of reforna.

The national account figures were released yesterday and showed a slowing dawn in the
economy. Every respected commentator regards this slowing down as essential. If domestic
demand is not slowed down there will be serious damage to the Australian economy and no
commentator disagrees with that. The Liberal Party had no plans to slow down economic
demand. What plans were mentioned in today's debate? Nothing at all was said about that.
Paul Keating, Bob Kawke and the Federal Cabinet have the same views as this Government
has about interest rates. We want interest rates to drop as soon as practicable. It is interesting
that even the Federal Opposition, which comes under heavy Press scrutiny, has admitted that
it has no solutions for the short term.

Mr Lewis: You are animals.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Amendment to Motion

Mr PETER DOWD[NG. The opportunity has arisen for me to move an amendment to this
motion. I move -

To delete all words after "House" and substitute the following -

(a) notes that the Federal Opposition has acknowledged that prospects for an early
reduction in interest rates are remote;

(b) supports a bi-partisan approach to the Federal Government urging it to modify
its economic policies to alleviate interest rates as soon as it is economically
responsible to do so;

(c) commurends the Federal Government for initiatives already taken in the area of
micro-economic reform;

(d) supports a bi-partisan approach urging the Federal Government to maintain
and develop its momentum in implementing micro-economic reforms for the
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long term benefit of the nation.

MR COWAN (Merredin - Leader of the National Party) (11.50 anh]: The National Parry
has no enthusiasm for the deletion of the words contained in the motion. I intend to respond
to some of the remarks of the Premier. Although it is indicated in the national accounts that
the policies of the Federal Government are starting to bite and perhaps the timing of this
motion is not entirely appropriate, nevertheless the fact is that interest rates have hurt many
people. It is interesting to note that the Premier referred to the housing packages initiated to
alleviate the interest rate problem for housing and construction, and although we do not have
any arguments with the programs. I ask the Premier, the Minister for Housing and the
Minister responsible for small business what they are doing about those interest rates which
impact on small business men arid women in this State. While the Government is
concentrating its energies on housing, interest rates for small businesses are four or five
per cent higher than those relating to housing. The Government has done nothing about that
and the policies of the Government's Federal colleagues have hurt those people enormously.
I refer to the farming section of' the small businesses community which is seriously affected
by high interest rates. In the national account agricultural terms of trade have dropped in the
last quarter by something like 2.5 per cent. That has a great impact not just on farmers, but
on all rural industry, including the miniing sector. Clearly, this pant of the business sector has
been seriously affected by the Federal Government policy. I note that some flattening of the
rate of demand has occurred and perhaps we should not have this matter of public importance
at this moment. In addition the two Federal coalition financial spokespersons have both said
that the policies of the Federal coalition would not turn, around this situation overnight - that
would be impossible. Nevertheless, it is appropriate to raise the issue contained in the
original motion, the wording of which the Premier wants to delete. We are strongly opposed
to the Premier's amendment,

In dealing with the issues relating to micro-economic policy, I point out to the Premier that he
made claims about a 20 per cent reduction in tariffs which would assist the business sector.
However, the high interest rate policy pursued by the Federal Governiment has iniflated the
rate of the Australian dollar and this has tended to completely absorb that 20 per cent
reduction in tariffs. Therefore, the tariff reduction has had no value for exporters who must
buy machines from overseas to maintain their exports. The loss of trade as a result of the
high Australian dollar has more than compensated for any savings achieved through reduced
tariffs. So much for that micro-economic policy.
I thought I heard the Premier say that some attempts had been made to reform the waterfront.
That will be regarded as the joke of the day!
Amendment (words to be deleted) put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (28)
Dr Alexander Mr Peter Dowding Mr Marlborough Mr Taytor
Mrs Beggs Dr Gallop Mr Parker Mr Thomas
Mir Bridge Mr Graham Mr Pearce Mr Tray
MrCarr ir Grill Mr Read Mrs Watkin
Mrx Catania Mrs Henderson Mr Ripper Dr Watson
Mr Cunninghamn Mr Kobe Ike Mr D.L. Smith Mr Wilson
Mr Donovan Dr Lawrence Mrx P.J. Smith Mrs Buchanan (Teller)

Noes (23)
Mr Ainsworth Mr Hassel) Mr Minson M~r Fred Tubby
Mr Bradshaw Mr Kieratb Mr Nicholls Dr Tumbull
Mr Clarko M\r Lewis Mr Omodel Mr Wall
Mr Court Mr Macainon Mr Shave Mr Wiese
M~r Cowan Mr McNee Mr Strickland Mr Blamke (Teller)
Mr Grayden Mr Mensaros Mr Trenorden

Pairs
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Mrs EdwardesMr Leahy

Amendment thus passed.

Amendment (words to be substituted) put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (28)

Dr Alexarser
Mrs Deggs
Mr Bridge
Mr Canr
Mr Cat ania
Mr Cunningham
Mr Donovan

Mr Ainsworth
Mr Bradshaw
Mr Clarke
Mr Court
Mr Cowan
Mr Grayden

Mr Peter Dowding
Dr Gal lop
Mr Graham
Mr Grill
Mrs Henderson
Mr Kobelke
Dr Lawrence

Mi- Hassell
Mr Kierath
Mr Lewis
Mr Macinnon
Mr McNee
Mr Me nsaros

Mr Marlborough
Mr Parker
Mr Pearce
Mr Read
Mr Ripper
Mr D.L. Smith
Mr P.1. Smith

Noes (23)
Mr Mirison
Mr Nicholls
Mr Omodei
Mr Shave
Mr Strickland
Mr Trenorden

Mr Taylor
Mr Thomas
Mr- Troy
Mrs Watkins
Dr Watson
Mr Wd son
Mrs Buchanan (Teller)

Mr Fred Tubby
Dr Tumbull
Mr Watt
Mr Wiese
Mr Blaikie (Teller)

Pairs

Mr Gordon Hill Mr House
Mr Leahy Mrs Edwardes

Amendment thus passed.

Mto, asAmended

Question (motion, as amended) put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (28)

Dr Alexander Mr Peter Dowding Mr Marlborough Mr Taylor
Mrs Beggs Dr Gallop Mr Parker Mr Thomnas
Mr Bridge Mr Graham Mr Pearce Mr Troy
Mr Carr Mr Grill Mr Read Mrs Watkins
Mr Catania Mrs Henderson Mr Ripper Dr Watson
Mr Cunningham Mvr Kobelke Mr D.L.- Smith Mr Wilson
Mr Donovan Dr Lawrence Mr P4-. Smith Mrs Buchanan (Teller)

Noes (23)
Mr Ainsworth Mr Hassell Mr Minson Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Bradshaw Mr Kierath Mr Nicholl Dr Tumnbull
Mr Clarko Mr Lewis Mr Omodel Mr Watt
Mr Cowrt Mr Macinnon Mr Shave Mr Wiese
Mr Cowan Mr McNee Mr Stnicland Mi- BlIaikie (Teller)
Mr Grayden Mr Mensaros Mr Trenorderi

pairs

Mr Gordon Hill
Mr Leahy

Mr House
Mrs Edwardes

Question thus passed.

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND) BILL

Council's Message
Message from the Legislative Council received and read notifying that it would not press the
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request contained in Legislative Council Message No 43.

As to Council's Message
The SPEAKER: I take this opportunity to point out to members that the Legislative Council
does not have the power under section 46 of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act to press
its request. It has exhausted its power by merely making the request.

PARKS AND RESERVES AMENDMENT BILL

Returned
Bill returned from the Council with an amendment.

LEDA RESERVE BILL
Introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Kierach, and read a first time.

LAW REFORM (DECRIMINALIZATION OF SODOMY) BILL
Second Reading

MIRS BUCHANAN (Ashburton) t12.08 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

This will be the fifth time this Parliament has considered legislation to eliminate the intrusion
of the Crinminal Code into the private bedrooms of our citizens. Previous Bills were
introduced by the Tonkin Labor Government, by the late Hon Grace Vaughan in 1977, and
by Hon Robert Hetherington, who last introduced such a measure in 1987. Some members
will recall that the Bill introduced by Hon Grace Vaughan was passed by a substantial
majority in the Legislative Council, but was defeated in this place.

For quite a number of years properly conducted public surveys have indicated substantial
public support for the view that the sexual activities of consenting adults should not be
regulated by the criminal law. A recent independent poll has indicated a striking elevation in
the level of community support for this position. The Bulletin published the results of a
nationwide Morgan Gallup Poll on the issue on 3 October this year, in which 74 per cent of
Western Australians surveyed expressed support for decriminalisation. In fact Western
Australia demonstrated the highest level of support, but in no State was the level of support
below 50 per cent.

This Bill was not, however, introduced because of the result of any poii or simply because it
is supported by the vast majority of Western Australians. It is true that the level of support
by the public and by the medical community, and resolutions by such groups as the Anglican
Synod and even the Young Liberals' organisation. indicate a groundswell of recognition chat
this measure is overdue. However, this Bill has been introduced simply because the present
law is wrong. It is a violation of our civil liberties. It is an anomaly in our Criminal Code
and a shameflul blemish on the Statutes of this Parliament. I take the view, which I hope will
be shared, that this is not a political issue. Both the Governent and the Opposition claim to
be forceful advocates of individual and civil rights. Indeed, the Opposition has gone so far as
to establish a shadow Minister for individual rights. I hope that he, with his keen eye for
defects in the criminal law, will encourage his colleagues to support this Bill.
I realise that some members hold strong religious or moral views which engender such
distaste for certain sexual acts - not necessarily homosexual - that they believe the Criminal
Code should continue to prohibit them. I ask those members to reflect upon the range of
human activity, including other sexual acts, they regard as repugnant and ask: What unique
feature is it which constitutes the criminality of the narrow range of sexual acts under
consideration? In his very moving reply to the second reading debate on his 1987 Bill,
Hon Robert Hetherington gave an account of an exchange with a woman protester which
starkly illustrates my point. H~e said

Last time this Bill was before the House I had a discussion with a woman on the steps
of Parliament House. She told me about her sister who was a lesbian and who had
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suffered a nervous breakdown and had experienced trouble getting over it. She said
how terrible it was for her. I asked her whether, if I introduced legislation that would
make lesbianism a crimninal act, that would help her sister. I did not receive a reply. I
do not get a reply from people who say that this is immoral and therefore it should be
banned.

The historical origins of the homosexuality provisions of our criminal law are to be found in
medieval church law. In fact in those times it was not uncommon for homosexuals to be
executed. Following Robert Peel's reforms in the early nineteenth century the criminal law
largely retreated from the bedrooms of the nation. The reprieve was short-lived, however, as
an arbitrary and somewhat irrelevant Committee stage amendment to a criminal law Bill in
1885 extended the scope of the law to a range of private sexual activities. This amendment
soon become known as the "blackmailers' charter" and there was ample evidence of its use
for that purpose well into this century. By the 1950s prosecutions reached 2 000 per year in
Britain and in the United States Senator McCarthy expanded his anti-communist witch-hunt
to include homosexuals. A certain irony attaches to this in the light of the fate of his
notorious counsel assisting.

The level of prosecution of homosexuals under the Criminal Code in Western Australia is
low. About half a dozen public indecency cases are prosecuted each year, but it is many
years since a conviction was secured under the private bedroom offences in sections 181I and
184. In general police tend to prosecute homosexuals under various public order offences in
the Police Act: of course this Bill makes no attempt to deal with that area. There are a
number of good reasons why the Criminal Code would be better off without the provisions
which this Bill repeals. Firstly, the private bedroom offences are rarely prosecuted and the
provisions are very difficult to enforce. In practice there are only two ways to obtain
evidence to sustain a charge. One is a particularly sordid forn of entrapment and the other is
blackmail.

Members who have read the Wolfenden report will recall the detailed discussion of cases of
men who complained to police after years of blackmail and were themselves ultimately
charged and gaoled for sodomy. The difficulty with offences like these is that they bring the
law into disrepute and can even act as an aid to corruption in the Police Force. A discussion
of this phenomenon may be found in the report of the Fitzgerald Royal Commission which int
fact recommended that Queensland review its homosexuality and prostitution offences with a
view to decrimninalisation. Members may not be aware that the Western Australian Criminal
Code is closely based on that of Queensland.

Members may be aware that Govemnment members in the Legislative Council did not oppose
a range of amendments put forward by H-on Peter Foss. Those amendments have had the
effect of increasing the age of consent for homosexuals to 21 years and have inserted criminal
and civil sanctions against what is described as the promotion of homosexual behaviour.
Members on this side of the House have deep reservations about these amendments.Th
argument put forward for an age of consent of 21 years makes no sense in the real world. At
18 years of age young men are free to drive, vote, drink, marry, enter into binding contracts,
accept full criminal responsibility, and even to die for their country. Our community has long
accepted that young people are free to act independently of their parents once they reach 18
years of age.

The amended Bill will attempt to postpone for a further three years the opportunity for young
men to come to terms with their sexuality. Of course, it will not really work any more than
the offences which this Bill repeals have worked to contain homosexuality. In moving those
amendments to the age of consent Hon Peter Foss insisted on taking away the traditional
defence of having an honest and reasonable belief that the co-offender was over the age of 21
years. This presents serious problems. For a start, it encourages entrapment and blackmail.
In practice it may well mean that homosexual men will have to exchange birth certificates
before proposing sex.

The Bill as introduced into the Parliament simply decriminalised certain homosexual and
heterosexual acts and made consequential amendments to the Criminal Code. Hon Peter Foss
has inserted an affected and rather insulting preamble together with several clauses which
will remain as part 2 of the Bill without affecting the Criminal Code.
The heading for part 2 of the Bill is "Proselytising Unlawful", It is most important that
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members when voting on this Bill understand what proselytising means in the context of the
prohibitions contained in pant 2. According to the Shorter Oxford Dictionary, to proselytise
is to make a proselyte of - and a proselyte is a convert. Originally a proselyte was a gentile
convented to the Jewish faith. This pan of the Bill only makes sense if one interprets it to
refer to attempts to convert heterosexuals to homosexuality. I would certainly not want
anyone to attempt to do that, although I very much doubt that anty such attempt could
succeed.

Some concern has been expressed that pan 2 might in some way affect AIDS education
material that emphasises the erotic potential of the safer forms of homosexual behaviour. I
do not believe this to be the case; an attempt to persuade homosexuals to modify their
homosexual behaviour is not an attempt to convert heterosexuals to homosexuality. Hon
Peter Foss has not sought to define homosexual behaviour, but in the context of the Bill it can
only be interpreted as referring to those sexual acts which the Bill permnits between men over
the age of 21 years but otherwise proscribes. Under the second of the two clauses in pant 2 it
is unlawful to promote or encourage homosexual behaviour as part of the teaching in primary
or secondary schools, although no penalty is provided.

Hon Peter Foss admitted that he was not aware of section 177 of the Criminal Code, which
would in fact subject school teachers, both public and private, to the threat of one year's
imprisonment for offending against such clause. Although this is a draconian measure it is
unlikely to have much practical effect as no school would ever get away with attempting to
convert its students to the practice of homosexuality regardless of the law. Hon Peter Foss
moved his amendments to allay community fears about the proliferation of gay mardi gras
and homosexual proselytising in schools. The fact is that these things are quite legal but do
not occur simply because of the responsible attitude of the homosexual community and our
teaching profession.

The heart of this Bill is an attempt to repeal a handful of anomalous offences relating to
victimless crimes. It is not a Bill to encourage homosexuality and regardless of whether this
Bill is passed the homosexual and heterosexual acts which it seeks to decriminalise will
continue. It is far better that these practices occur within the proper legal constraints which
this Bill preserves and which are more consistent with conmmunity attitudes and the correct
function of the criminal law. I do not believe that anyone in this House would disagree with
the very fundamental principle that the business of the criminal law is to maintain public
order and to ensure that all citizens can jive their privates lives without hindrance or
harassment.

In this light, I would like to quote the following statement from the Gay Law Reform Group -

Homosexuals, as much as others in the community, simply seek to be able to get on
with their lives and to be able to enjoy to the maximum extent possible, A that life
has to offer.

They wish to maximise their potential to contribute to society through their work and
other community activities.

They do not seek to turn people into homosexuals or to bring about the destruction of
the family.

Homosexuals simply want to be treated with the same dignity and respect that is
accorded other members of the comm unity and to live their lives free from the guilt
and fear presently experienced.

This encapsulates the intent of the legislation before us. I commend the B ill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Macinnon (Leader of the Opposition).

SUPREME AND FAMI[LY COURTS (MISCELLANEOUS AMIENDMENTS) BILL

Second Reading
MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell - Minister for Justice) [12.21 pmj: [move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to clarify arid rectify a number of administrative matters relating to
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the Supreme Court and to provide for the appointment of additional judges. At present the
Supreme Court Act permits the appointment of a chief justice and 12 other justices. It is
likely that the twelfth judge will be appointed in the current financial year. The Bill, as
introduced in another place, proposed to move from the position where every increase in the
total number of Supreme Court judges requires a separate Act of Parliament.

The Opposition has argued previously that the Supreme Court should continue to have
restricted numbers so that the Government of the day could not "stack" the court to secure a
favourable decision for its legislation. While that argument might have some validity with
ultimate courts of appeal, the clearly established jurisdiction of the High Court of Australia to
deal with any appeal from our Supreme Court - guaranteed by section 73(11) of the
Commonwealth Constitution - ensures that any decision of our Supreme Court in an
important case could go on appeal to the High Court. There is, therefore, no possibility of the
Supreme Court being "stacked" to the advantage of any Government. Moreover, there is the
practical consideration that any attempt to do so would be blatantly obvious and would
undoubtedly attract insuperable antagonism from existing judges and the profession and
public alike.

The Bill was, however, amended in the other House so as to limit to 16 the number of
Supreme Court judges who may be appointed without a separate Act of Parliament. The Bill
provides also that an acting judge or a commissioner, or an acting judge of the Supreme
Court and Family Court, shall complete an oath of allegiance and an oath of office prior to
commencing to act in a judicial capacity. Recently it has come to the attention of the
Government that the present Acts do not authorise these oaths to be taken by these acting
judges of comnmissioners. Early attention to these provisions is necessary, as it is an offence
to administer an unauthorised oath. These problems have only recently come to light and are
an unintended consequence of the passage of the Australia Acts 1986. Uip to that time, the
old letters patent of the Governor authorised him to administer oaths. The new letters patent
do not continue that authority arid it is, therefore, necessary for each Act to specifically
authorise oaths whenever Parliament intends that they should be administered.

Masters of the court generally enjoy the same conditions of service as do judges, but a
disparity exists in that masters must now retire at 65 years of age, whereas judges, can
continue until 70 years of age. It is proposed to allow masters to similarly retire at 70 years
of age.

Finally, the deletion of the reference to the "Great seal in Her Majesty's name", and
substitution of the reference of "Public Seal of the State", reflects the terminology in the new
letters patent relating to the office of the Governor which were granted by Her Majesty
consequent on the passage of the Australia Acts 1986.
I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjournied, on motion by Mr H-assell.

LOCAL GOVERNMIENT SUPERANNUATION AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

MNR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell - Minister for Commiunity Services) [12.25 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

The Government proposes, in response to employer, employee and union requests, to extend
the coverage of the Government employees superannuation scheme to State agencies now
included in the local government superannuation scheme. This decision is in line with the
Government's policy of providing superannuation to all its employees through membership
of the Government employees superannuation scheme. As the Government employees
superannuation scheme offers a higher level of benefits than does the local government
superannuation scheme, this change will be of benefit to the affected employees. The
employing agencies are the Zoological Gardens Board; the Metropolitan Cemeteries Board;
the Keep Australia Beautiful Council (WA); the Fremantle Cemetery Board; the Waterways
Commuission; and the Kings Park Board. The proposed arrangements will apply also to
certain employees of the Department of Conservation and Land Management, who were
previously employed by the now defunct National Parks and Wildlife Authority.

Transfer to the Government employees superannuation scheme is to be optional, and at the
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discretion of each member. It is proposed chat all transferring members be treated as new
members of the Government employees superannuation scheme. Each transferring member's
accrued superannuation entitlement in the local government superannuation scheme will be
fully protected and reserved without penalty, irrespective of the period of membership in the
local government superannuation scheme. The preserved benefit will remain in the local
government superannuation scheme and continue to accrue interest at the rate applicable to
other members of the scheme. To give effect to this arrangement, it will be necessary to
prepare suitable regulations as the benefit entitlements in the local government
superannuation scheme are set out in the supporting regulations and not the Act. After the
proposed amendments come into effect, employees int the agencies concerned, who are not
already members of the local government superannuation scheme, will have access only to
the Government employees superannuation scheme.

These proposals have the endorsement of the Local Government Superannuation Board and
the Government Employees Superannuation Board. I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Clarko.

PERTH - JOONDALUP RAILWAY BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 29 November.

MR HIASSELL (Cottesloe) (12.28 pm]: I enter the debate on this legislation with some
trepidation because I imagine that the Minister for Transport winl see it as a prime
opportunity to have a go at me; so I will say right up front that I have changed my position
somewhat in relation to the provision of railway services in Perth since 1, as a backbench
member of the Liberal Government, defended a Government decision to close down the Perth
to Fremantle railway.

Mr Pearce: There is more joy in Heaven at one sinner who repents -

Mr HASSELL: I never thought the day would come when the Minister for Transport would
resort to using a Biblical quotation!
Dr Lawrence: It is a good source.

Mr HASSELL: It is indeed a good source, as the Minister for Education indicates, but I am
surprised it is one to which the Leader of the House resorts.

The Government of which I was a backbench member made a decision to close the Perth-
Fremantle railway line. That decision caused me a lot of pain in my electorate but I defended
it on grounds which I think were logical and sensible economically. I won the argument
because at the next election, although clearly my electorate was affected by the decision from
its first street to its last because the railway runs through the length of my electorate, my
majority increased. However, I do not think I would ever defend such a decision again. A
different view is appropriate now, if it was not appropriate then, in the sense that the more I
visit cities overseas the more I see that cities which are successful as places in which to live -
as distinct from simply being operative - are cities which provide a good public transport
system. London is an obvious example, and there are many others. It would be almost
impossible to imagine Hong Kong today without its underground railway. Singapore has
adopted a very modern, clean and pleasant underground and surface railway system. I do not
think New York could operate without its railway system: certainly Tokyo could not.

I believe our own city will develop enormously in the next 40 years and there will be a need
for a comprehensive public transport system. I have not read the detailed reports referred to
by my colleague, the member for Riverton, during his address on this Bill and by other
members who have already spoken, and I am not here to defend the particularity of the
Govenrment's decision in relation to the Perth-Joondalup railway. However, there is room
for argument as to whether the precise route of the railway is the best route to adopt, whether
it will be effective to run the railway down the middle of the freeway, and whether it is
necessarily a good decision to have a steel on steel system - or whatever the expression is - as
distinct from having an 0-bairn system. Those are questions which can be very legitimately
raised and argued. Given that we already have a rail system which is being electrified on the
three branches running from Perth- Fremantle, Perrh-Annad ale and Perth-
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Midland, -there seems to me to be some logic in saying that initially there would be a
presumption in favour of a new railway system being of a similar kind so that they could
integrate, but those are arguments that I will not cake up.

I do take up the proposition that for the long term interests of our city it is desirable that the
Government has made a decision to have the Perth-Joondalup railway. I support it, and I
have been particularly moved to take this view because of several visits I have made to Los
Angeles in recent years. Los Angeles is a city which I would not like to live in, one of the
reasons being that it is dominated by roads - not just by freeways but by big roads of different
kinds.

Mr Pearce: Planners around the world talk about Perth as a Los Angeles style city because
we are heading in that direction.

Mr HASSELL: Yes, and I am concerned about that because I see increasingly, particularly in
my own electorate, the essential question arising as to how we cope with traffic problems in
an established area. It is pretty easy when developing a suburb north of Whitford or south of
Rockcingharn to provide great corridors for roads which initially will be narow and
eventually will be wide, but in the central areas of Perth it is seen to be a very difficult task to
make those provisions. I refer in particular to the Cottesloe electorate. There is still drawn
on the planners' maps a link between the Mitchell Freeway in the north, across country down
to the northern end of Servetus Street. I believe that line on the planners' maps should be
deleted because there is no way we can have a freeway running across those established
suburbs of Wembley and Floreat, past Bold Park and so on.

Mr Pearce: It is very likely that it will be. There is a road reserves review under way which
will report in a few months and it is my expectation that it will take that freeway out.
Mr HASSELL: I hope it will. The Servetus Street problem must be solved by providing
what is needed in that corridor, but it is already established that the south end of Serverus
Street links up at its north end to the south end of West Coast Highway, not on the basis that
it is joined up from a freeway type road going from the Mitchell Freeway. I hope it will be
deleted. The Leader of the House is not the Minister for Planining-

Mr Pearce: I am the Minister for roads.

Mr H{ASSELL: - and perhaps he is not the Minister who should take note of this, but if he
deletes that reservation he will have my support because I publicly advocated some time ago
that it should be deleted.

I return to the rail issue. There will be a temptation for Perth to become a city more and more
like Los Angeles - a city in which we solve our transportation problems by having these
massive freeways supported by major roads. Let me make it clear that I am not opposed to
freeways. We need them and we will need more of them, there is no question of that. We
will need freeways to do their proper job in their proper places. It is very good that major
link roads - they are not freeways yet although they are capable of being developed as such -
have been put in. I refer to such roads as the Roe and Tonkin Highways. All those roads
going around the metropolitan area for the bypassing of traffic and for movement of traffic
between one end of the city and the other are desirable. Apart from the fact that we have to
move a lot of goods through and around the city and move our produce to the port and so on,
we also have to live in the city and we cannot go on forever expanding the sprawl of our city,
although it is continuing at a tremendous pace.

I have had some very strong arguments with the planners who want to impose greater
densities in areas such as my electorate. I will continue to oppose vigorously those who say
that because there is a Perth to Fremantle railway line we should jam dense housing all along
the line as an economic support for the railway. I think that is a crazy way to go. However, I
believe we should be planning and making provision for an extension of the Fremantle
railway line down to Mandurab.

Mr Pearce;. There is a working group dealing with that at the moment.

Mr HASSELL: I know because I asked the Minister some questions about this matter only
recently in the House; I asked hini whether a reseration of land had been made for a railway
line down to Mandurab. Apart from the Joondalup railway line, the most logical and obvious
extension of our railway system in the metropolitan area is to Mandurab. It is logical
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because the infrastmrucure already exists down to Fremantle and then there is a long corridor
which is rapidly being developed with Rockingharn in the middle and with the natural
destination of Mandurab. Mandurab is a very big growth cenrre; it is nor a subregional
centre, it is a separate city. It will grow enormously, almost like the Cold Coast in
Queensland.

Mr Pearce: The first extension will be to Rockingham and will be introduced in three or four
years' time, with diesel not electric trains. That has the implication of being extended to
Mandurab because it will plot out the route.

Mr HASSELL: I do not suppose the railway line to Mandurab could be built straight away
but it would be logical to build it through to Mandurali in one project rather than to build it in
stagks to Rockingham because Mandurah probably could support the line in the sense that a
rapid train to that city - albeit a small train - would attract a lot of usage. People could see
that it would be more economical in time and they would use the train rather than getting in a
car and driving all that way, provided that there was a good service.

I wanted to raise those issues but I will. now return to the question of lifestyle and how we
will live in this Stare. The Cortesloe area has a serious traffic problem, which has been
discussed publicly in terms of the battle over Serverus Streer and the traffic which flows
along the west side of the railway line. In fact, there is a bigger traffic problem in the
Cortesloc electorate, which relates to the east-west movement of traffic, especially through
the Claremont narrow neck. There are two big schools there - Methodist Ladies College and
Christ Church Grammar School - which occupy land down to the river and next to those
schools there is a residential area down to Bayview Terrace. On the other side there is the
railway and north of the railway there is intensive housing. The Claremont Football Club -
long may it survive without being taken over by the commission, national bodies or anybody
else -

Mr Pearce: Shifting Claremont might solve a lot of your problems.

Mr HASSELL: Clearly the Minister would not be able to move the Claemont football
ground down to Mandurah; if the Minister starts revoking vestings of the Claremont football
ground, he will have more of a battle that he has in relation to the Subiaco football ground.
That is going to be big enough!
Without a doubt there will need to be road adjustments through the Claremont area, which
will be very difficult; it will be hard to do any significant adjustments which solve the
unavoidable traffic problems without resumning long established housing in long established
residential areas. That kind of resumption has two impacts: Not only does it disturb
established residents and cause immediate pain to individuals - that can be ameliorated to
some extent through adequate and generous compensation - but also it creates divisions in
suburbs. One of the arguments about Servetus Street was that it already divided Swanbourne
and the big reserve and road planned would divide the suburb even more. Under a lot of
pressure from me, planning was related to countering that perceived problem by ensuring that
the road was made unobtrusive and there were a lot of bridges and accessways to deal with
what was, and still is, a problem.

There are two ways to approach this problem. One is go on trying to provide roads to deal
with the existing and projected traffic and the other is set a finite limit in the provision of
roads, and when that limit is reached, no more roads will be provided in a particular area and
people will have to adjust to that limit. Part of that adjusrtnent would involve adjusting to
using public transport, provided it was, available. That is why I would not again in future
defend the closure of the Perth to Fremantle rail service - although of course the line was
always going to be retained; there was never any question of taking the line up - but I think
we need to continue these investments in good public transport. If we end up with a city like
Los Angeles, we will have a big city which will still have attractive features but it will have
the disadvantage of being dominated by roads, and I think a city should be dominated by
people. One of the problems of domination by roads is that people tend to become alienated;
they become separated and that leads to other social problems.

Broadly speaking, I support this legislation and the Government's move to provide a rail
system to Joondalup. I think it is a move for which future generations will thank us - or,
thank the Government if the Government wants to be selfish about it. The Minister has
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acknowledged it will be desirable for a southern extension of the railway Line to Mandurah to
be pursued as well, and if the Government is able to pursue that, it will have my support. It is
essential that we continue to think about - although I am not suggesting people have not been
thinking about it - the way ultimately we want the city to develop. In my view that ultimate
development should include provision for an effective public transport system of various
forms to facilitate the movement of people without necessarily using motor vehicles. I
support the Bill.

MR TRENORDEN (Avon) [12.49 pm]: The National Party supports this Bill. The
establishment of the railway line to Joondalup will be of great importance to the movement of
people in this city, particularly as the future population of Perth will far exceed the one
million mark it is at presently. Obviously the rapid transport system throughout the
metropolitan area is important. I was interested to hear the dissertation of the member for
Cottesloe on Los Angeles. When Disneyland was built - and Disneyland and Los Angeles go
hand in hand; the whole city is a bit like Disneyland - the monorail around that area was
offered to be built by Swiss engineers who offered to give the city of Los Angeles the
opportunity to have a monorail. When I was there in 1982 or 1983, a debate was raging
about what a lost opportunity that had been.

Mr H-assell: They should have put it right through as a way of servicing Disneyland.

Mr TRENORDEN: The monorail would have been a way of servicing that city, but the
opportunity has been lost. We must make sure that we do not lose our opportunities. The
development in major cities in the world has been towards underground and rapid transport
systems. The National Party's opinion is that rail is the major option, and at some stage
portions of that rail will have to go underground. The National Party would be well attuned
to that, depending on dollars and other considerations. The Minister will not be surprised to
hear a parochial speech about planning from the member for Avon.

Mr Pearce: "I want one too" is going to be the burden of your remarks, is it not?

Mlr TRENORDEN: I have listened very carefully to all the speeches, and apart from the
speech of the member for Riverton, all the others were highly parochial, so I might as well
add my voice to theirs.

Mr Pearce: In those circumstances you will be in good company. All the speeches have been
good, apart from the member for Riverton's.

Mr TRENORDEN: I was trying to be charitable. All the reasons for building the railway
line to the northern suburbs refer to the population, traffic movement and planning. Those
arguments will be just as valid on Monday when a deputation from my area comes to see the
Minister. That deputation will include at least one Labor Parry member, perhaps a couple.
The reason for the deputation is that the community in Avon have the same problems as the
people in the northern areas. I am curious to discover the anticipated cost of moving an
individual on this Joondalup line. We are told we cannot have a train out to the city of Avon.
The cost of moving people from Northam and Toodyay to Perth is said to be $31I per
passenger seat. I would like to know the cost on this proposed railway line. I am not saying
it should not be more, but my point is, if the railway is good enough for one lot of people it is
good enough for others. The member for Wanneroo's hair stood on end when I asked her
why the people in her electorate wanted this train. But the people in my electorate deserve
the same consideration. We are not talking about megadollars. The cost of the Joondalup
line is put at $175 million. I do not believe any member believes the line will be built for
$175 million; it will be much more. But those dollar considerations must be taken into
account in bringing these services to the people of Western Australia, and I have heard no
dissenting voice in this debate.

Mr Kierath: They brought up a report to justify it, and then they put the figure up again.

Several members interjected.

Mr TR.ENORDEN: This is my speech! There is no argument about that. The question is,
what is good for Western Australians? The Minister for Labour points our that the project
may ran to budget. Probably it will, but we all know that other planning considerations will
arise with a major development like this. We are talking about interlinking bus arid train
systems, so of course there will be costs. [ have not heard anyone in this House say that the
scheme is a bad one. Obviously the planners will try to keep the cost down to the minimum.
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I know some of those involved in the planning for this railway line, and I have every
confidence that they will do their job. We have a quickly growing State; the population
growth is, I think, two per cent, or a bit less.

Mr Pearce: The population growth of Perth is about three per cent per annum.

Mr TRENORDEN: The population growth in my electorate is around four per cent. The
people in my electorate should be given the same consideration as the people in the northern
suburbs are receiving.

Mr Pearce: In the northern corridor the growth is dramatically ahead of that.

Mr TRENORDEN: Many people are moving to the outer metropolitan area at the moment
and many to my area. Over 200 people com-mute daily to work in Perth from Toodyay and
Northam. They range from professional people to employees. Two doctors work in the
metropolitan area; one lives in York and the other in Toodyay. They travel every day to their
surgeries. Every Monday and Friday one can see cars carrying commuters to and from Perth.
There is no argument that this city will develop like all other cities and people will want to
live outside the metropolitan area.

Mr Pearce: I support the proposition of a train from Northam bringing commuters; people
who are basically city workers. ALI I have said is that I do not think the time is quite right.

Mr TRENORDEN: That is my argument. My community would lie to be given some sort
of timetable. We have talked about railway lines to Rockingham, to Mandurab, and to other
places. We could take tens of thousands of people to our part of the world because the
services are already there. The blocks are vacant, they are cheap, and people wish to live
there. The roads are there, and the power is there. I do not have to go through those
arguments again. I have no doubt the Minister is right about the $31 per seat on that train,
but there are ocher costs than the costs of the traint.

Mr Pearce: That is true.

Mr TRENORDEN: That same argument is as good for this railway line as it is for the service
I am speaking about. The area is growing very quickly, and it is a desirable place in which to
live. Some years ago ABC television ran a program on the best train trips in the world, and
the trip from Perth through the Avon Valley was rated as one of the best.

Mr Pearce: It is.

Mr TRENORDEN: It is absolutely stunning.

Mr Lewis: It is through a lousy electorate.

Mr Court: You have to do it at night time all the time.
Mr TRENORDEN: No, one does not.

Mr Pearce: Perhaps it should be made like the train trips along the Seine, where they have
spotlights on the roof of the train. We might Light up the bush as the train goes through.

Mr TRENORDEN: People desire to live there and commute, just as do other people in other
cities around the world. The Avon offers a more pleasant and relaxed lifestyle.

Sitting suspended from 1.00 to 2.30 pm
Mr TRENORDEN: My electorate is the fastest growing country electorate in Western
Australia. It surprises some people to learn that areas like Murray and Mandurab are now
dragging behind Avon. That is only because of the quality of the member, of course.

Mr Court: You are not counting sheep are you?

Mr TRENORDEN: I recall that my mother lived in Mandurab and I once heard the member
for Murray speaking on radio in Mandurah boasting about how his electorate was second to
Avon and I thought he was correct. The Shire of Toodyay is so concerned about the
population growth within its boundaries that it has put up its own money to carry out a
population survey. Probably 2 000 people more than are actually recorded live within the
bounds of Toodyay because a lot of people whose principal residences are recorded as being
elsewhere in fact live in Toodyay. A lot of people whose main homes are in Perth and who
have a house in Toodyay are approaching the stage where either now or in the future they
will be living in Toodyay after they have developed the land, built their house and sold their
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Perth home.
Mr Wiese: You can get lost in the hills in Toodyay.

Mr TRENORDEN: Would one get lost in the hills in Toodyay? There are very beautiful
hills in Taodyay. Our argument regarding transport is that we need only three or four sets of
rolling stock at this stage to introduce a system. Somne interesting activities are now
occurring in our area. Members will be interested to know that 1 000 air cadets go to
Northam air strip each year to team gliding as panr of' their cadets' course. The cadets are
concerned about the cost of travelling to Northam. It is difficult and expensive to hire buses
and the midlitary does not provide any money towards these costs. The cadets pay out of their
own pockets and from their own fund raising campaigns.

Mr Court: We give in Max, we'll give you a railway station.

Mr Pearce: That's what they'll do, they'll give you a station, not a train.

Mr TRENORDEN: I already have the station, and I would like the train. Alcoa is making
same marvellous contributions in our part of the world and, as members are aware, the
railway line runs along the Avon river all the way to Northam.
Mr Wiese: Beside the river.
Mr TRENORDEN: Sorry. I meant beside the river, as the member for Wagin corrected me.
The only part that it does not is at the Northamn Station, which is beside the mortlock.
Nonetheless, the whole trip is beside the water course. Alcoa is now spending cons iderable
sums of money to enhance some sections of the river so that people may enjoy the river and
become involved in it. It would be excellent to have those trains carrying people into our
area and returning them. Tourism is booming in the Avon district. For example, events like
the Avon Descent bring several trains into the area. I am just about finished Mr Speaker.

The SPEAKER: The reason for my pained look - I am certainly interested in what you are
saying - is more in the hope that everybody else does not range all over the State during
debate on a Bill on which we should be talking about something entirely different.

Ms TRENORD EN: The Speaker is absolutely right.
The SPEAKER: However, I am more than happy to have you continue this word picture of
your electorate.

Mr Bradshaw: Perhaps you would like it to link up with the Wanneroo line.

Mr TRENORDEN: Our spokesman on transport is in another place, but he wanted to take
the Joondalup line through to Tarnmin and back so I have trimmed my argument somewhat.
Mr Bradshaw: He can't do that because he is going to Port Hedland.

Mr TRENORDEN: The argument has been somewhat parochial in this debate and I admit
that I have wandered somewhat wide of the mark. However, nor only do the people of the
northern suburbs of Perth who are to be serviced by the Joondalup line deserve that line, but
also expenditure and improvement of the rail system goes beyond the Joondalup system
debate. The whole of the city needs to be serviced by a transport system and Joondalup is not
the only area we should be putting under the microscope. We must look at the services and
transport requirements atf everybody who wishes to travel in and out of the business centre of
Perth. Some argument was put forward in relation to actually getting people onto trains and
it is interesting to note that in some places in Japan the authorities actually put sensors an
vehicles and on the roads which calculate costs as people go across them to keep people out
of the centre of the cities. That approach has some merit. As a previous speaker pointed
out - it may have been the member for Marmion - no matter which alternative systems are
available, the highways will still be used and people will still drive their cars; one individual
will still take a car on his own because people enjoy that sort of freedom. I see no reason for
not charging those people for that freedom, or at [east from discouraging them so that they
will make use of a transport system which has cost a great deal to provide. Facilities can be
provided so that people can be charged for going into parts of the city from which we wish to
keep traffic away.

Mr Blaikie: Another compelling argument is that you could well move for a Select
Commnittee to investigate these systems around the world to see whether Joondalup is the
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right one.

Mr TRENORDEN: The Select Committees I am on now are going to take me around the
world twice.

The National Party supports the proposal for the Joondalup line.

NIR LEWIS (Applecross) [2.38 pm): It is interesting to see that the Bill is a single sheet
printed on both sides. It is indeed very simplistic, but it achieves what it is meant to achieve.
It puts in place legislation enabling this railway to be built. For the benefit of the House
perhaps this is what the Government should have done with those other two budgetary items
that have caused so much controversy. If the Appropriation (Consolidated Revenue Fund)
Bill had been this simple we might not have had half the problems we have experienced. I
also would like to endorse the G3overnent's action regarding the Joondalup railway line. It
is certainly a step in the right direction. However, I think it is probably somewhat belated,
although I am not criticising the Governiment for that. Perhaps there should have been some
longer term planning many years ago regarding the northern railway line and certainly
railway lines to the south west.

Mr Speaker, like you I come from the south west of the metropolitan area and I know that the
councils within our general geographic area are very concerned and feel they have been
neglected by the Government in respect of the transport needs of their region and that the
Government's resources are being channelled into the north west corridor. The councils have
held seminars and have taken technical advice and I understand they have made formal
approaches to the Government requesting it to put in place a study to ascertain the future
transport needs of the south west metropolitan region.

I suggest that insufficient engineering studies have taken place with respect to the proposed
Joondalup line, the electrification of the Arniadale line and the electrification of the Perth-
Fremantle line. It seems to me that the engineering decisions made on the Joondalup line
were on the basis of the imperative of an election as of last February. Unfortunately, there
had not been sufficient lead time to fully evaluate the proper design for that rail link. I
consider it is being done on the cheap. The gauge is the wrong one; we should have gone to a
standard gauge and the same should have applied to the Armnadale line. The existig Perth-
Fremantle line is standard gauge but I believe the rail cars use a narrow gauge line. The
Government had a golden opportunity to look at the whole railway system and to put in place
long term engineering criteria that would facilitate the development of our rapid transport
system to the year 2050 and beyond. It could have considered spur lines to Rockingham and
to Mandurah and even a commuter Service to Service the Avon Valley. Unfortunately, the
Government has lost its golden opportunity. As I said, the Government's decision to go
ahead with the northern, suburbs rapid transit system was based on the imperative of an
election and the Govenrunent was forced to put a proposal in place.

In a private conversation with the Minister for Transport I said that the overhead gantries and
overhead electrical system is of a design which is 60 years old and is antiquated. There was
an opportunity to consider a single middle rail with a conduc tor underneath the rail pro viding
the proper safety measures were put in place to protect the people who may transgress onto
the line.

Mr Pearce: You cannot provide for safety in those circumstances.

Ms LEWIS: Safety measures cannot be provided for people who drive on the road. There
will always be people who will have accidents. Some forward thinking was required and we
should not have the overhead gantries. We should have a secure route. The freeways are
secure and we do not see children playing on them - the Minister should not tell me that we
do. There is no reason that we cannot have a secure railway line which can be fenced. I
accept that there is a risk to children with the conductor on the ground on a m-iddle rail.
However, the facts are that we are heading towards the 21st century and we have to think
accordingly. Overhead gantries are not aesthetically pleasing; in fact, they are very ugly. I
am trying to be constructive and not critical in my remarks. The Government has lost a
golden opportunity and it should have done a lot better than it has done. We will have ugly
overhead gantries on the Armnadale line, the Fremantle line and along the freeway to
Joondalup and beyond. Itris a crying shame the Government did niot give a little more
thought to this proposal.

I refer again to the lack of regional planning for the future. We should have a graphical
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delineation of where our major communication corridors should be. At present only the north
metropolitan region corridor is delineated. We are talking about a railway service to
Rockingham, Mandurah, the Avon and to Joondalup and beyond, and even loop lines across
the Swan Valley to Midland Junction, and there is not one communication route delineated
on the region scheme. The Minister for Planning is listening to me and 1 hope the Minister
for Transport is also listening. It is high time that the planners put in place a long term plan
and delineated the corridors in order that people will know where the transportation routes
will be sited for the future.

I make these comments with the hope that they will receive some consideration; I am not
making them in a critical sense, but in a constructive sense. It is not too late to reconsider the
electrification of the Joondalup and Fremantle lines and to take a modem approach so that we
do not have ugly overhead gantries on an electric rail commuter system.

MR BRADSHAW (Wellington) [2.47 pm]: I agree that there is a need for a rapid transport
system in the northern suburbs. It has a fast growing population and on the few times that I
have travelled on the freeway during peak hour I have found the congestion to be quite
astronomical. There is no perfect rapid transit system and although I support the Bill I have
reservations about whether we should really be considering train services. Such services are
well suited to densely populated areas. In Australia the average sized residential block is a
quarter of an acre or a fifth of an acre and the residential area in the metropolitan region is
spreading. As a result, it is very difficult for people to get to a railway station because trains
do not operate in and out of suburbs like buses. The Government has said that feeder bus
services to railway stations will be provided, but that will not be economical.
Recently I asked a question in this House about the Australind service and I was told that a
round trip on that train averages at $50.40 per person.

Dr Alexander: It is an excellent service.

Mr BRADSHAW: There is some doubt about that. It is a very nice train, hut there are some
problems with it to which I will refer later. The cost of $50.40 is very high when one
considers that a full fare from Perth to Bunbury and return is $27. 1 am trying to point out
that railways are expensive to operate. I know the Australind is a totally different concept
and that there is a different population basis, but the Joondalup line will be operating not only
at peak times, but also at other times when it will not be used to capacity. There will be very
little use of it during the weekends. I see it as a costly exercise and it could have been done
on a more economical basis.

The member for Wanneroo said that the proposed line would be excellent for people with
disabilities. I thought that would have applied to the Australind service, but at stations like
Waroona, Yarloop, Harvey and Bunbuiy people confined to wheelchairs have to be
physically lifted off the train, and that service was only commissioned three years ago.

Mrs Beggs: The railway stations are not designed for it.
Mr BRADSHAW: The railway stations were specially built for the service. However, the
platforms axe very low and a stationary train at those stations is much higher than the
platform. One has to walk upstairs to get onto the train. I have received complaints from a
number of people about this.

Mr Pearce: What the member says about failure to design cross country trains for disabled
people is fair comment. The design philosophy at the time they were constructed was that
trains that did not have highly engineered stations to stop at had to be flexible, so trains for
country services were built so that people could get onto the ground without using a platform.
Not enough thought was given to disabled people. That will not occur again.

Mr BRADSHAW: That is why the Australind is a failure in our area. I cannot understand
what the Minister is saying, because the railway stations were specially built for that train.
Mr Pearce: The philosophy generally for trains used in country areas is to build the platforms
low so that people can do without platforms altogether if the train stops somewhere else.
Most American railways do not have platforms at their stations. The Joondalup philosophy is
to have the platforms dead level with doors close to them.

Mr BRADSHAW: I cannot see why it was not the same for the Australind because the
stations were built specifically for that train and at Perth and Bunbuzy one walks off at the
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same level.

Mr Pearce: There is a difference between designing metropolitan buses for metropolitan
services and buses for interstate or intrastate services. The buses for the interstate arnd
intrastate routes are different vehicles and metropolitan transit trains are different from trains
which run services such as the Australind.
Mr BRADSH-AW: I hope the service is improved for people in the northern suburbs because
we have found since the Ausn-atind came on line that it is less effective for the people in the
towns I have mentioned than the previous system. In the past people could get to Perth and
back in the one day but now that the timerabling has been changed people cannot do that on
most days of the week. [ have made representations to the Minister on many occasions about
this matter but he flatly refuses to change the situation. 1 approached Westrail which said it
was the Minister's decision to do this. It is wrong that he treats the people at Waroona,
Yarloop and Brunswick as second-class citizens. It is time he allowed that train to stop on
the way out and when returning to Perth on the two runs it makes each day so that people can
get to Perth and back in one day.

There are probably more people killed by trains than by buses, which have a better record in
that area than have trains. Over the past couple of years many pedestrians have been killed
while crossing railway lines. It is rare to hear of a bus killing someone, so from a safety
angle we should be going for buses in the nor-thern corridor. I support the Bill, but have
reservations about the cost-effectiveness and efficiency of the system to be put in place by
this Government.

MIR BLAlKIE (Vasse) [2.53 pm]: I support the Bill. This Bill certainly shows the
changing times we live in. In the 18 years I have been here the Parliament has consistently
closed railways all over the State. This was done by successive Governments. This is a
change to a new direction. One of the real tragedies of the railways system in Australia is
that it is a classic example of the pigheadedness of State Governments of Australia in that
they have railway systems which traditionally were different -no two were the same. Each
State decided to have a different gauge for different reasons. The Australian comm-unity is
paying the penalty for that.

One of my concerns with this legislation is that the Government has not looked closely at this
matter and bitten the bullet to standardise railway widths in Western Australia so that there is
a standard gauge line or a standard narrow gauge. In 1972 when the standard gauge line was
completed connecting Perth to trans-Australian railways the Government of the day should
have made the decision to standardise railway gauges in this State. That did not happen and
we are now paying the penalty for that. We will finish up with the worst of both worlds
when we should have the best.

I believe it was the O'Connor Government which moved for the discontinuance of the Perth-
Fremantle railway line. All the financial indicators were that chat line had to be closed, yet
there is no question of the public's attitude; it wanted that line to continue. I have little doubt
that there is widespread public support for railways. The Government has a responsibility to
get people back on rail and to ensure they use the railway system.
As previous speakers have said, we need a rapid transit system in Western Australia. The
population of Perth is approaching one million people and by the year 2040 there will be in
excess of 2.5 million people in the Perth area, so we cannot continue building roadways and
super freeways to move the people of Perth by motor car or other motorised vehicles. There
need to be other alternatives. What has the Government done about a long tenm overview of
the carriage of people well into the 21st century? Such a study should already be in place.
Has the Government given consideration to an underground electrification system for the
metropolitan area to include South Perth, Victoria Park -

Mr Ripper: Belmont.

Mr BLAMXE: Belmont, and other such areas. Our city areas have higher residential
numbers and it is essential there be a rapid transit system for those people. Future
Goverrunents will not be allowed to build more access bridges over the river for the use of
motor vehicles, so alternative means will need to be found and one of those alternatives
would be an electrified rapid transit system connected to the line for the Perth-Joondalup
area. Has the Government given consideration to electrification of the services to the
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Victoria Park, South Perth, and Belmont regions to provide a service similar to the one to be
provided to the Joondalup area? I hope the Government will get on with implementing this
service. I support the Bill.

MR PEARCE (Armadale - Minister for Transport) (3.00 pm]: Members may be a long
time in this House and not find themselves voting on a more historic Bill. The passage of this
Bill, with the support of all sides of the House, will mean that the people of Western
Australia will be provided for, both now and well into the future. It is more important for the
people of Western Australia than anything else that has occurred in this Parliament for many
years. That is flat to say that we do not often debate important matters and changes to the
law, but the establishment of the first new metropolitan railway line for Perth this century
registers a historic change in the way in which we look at transport patterns in this State.

Ms Blaikie: We have been closing railway lines down for the past 20 years.

Mr PEARCE: I might quibble with the pronoun there, but in terms of metropolitan passenger
transport, this line wil make a huge difference, not only to the people living in the northern
suburbs, but to all the people in the Perth metropolitan area. This is only part of a package of
measures which the Government has been considering for some time to improve metropolitan
transport. The package began with the reopening of the Fremantle line in 1983; it continued
with the decision to electrify all the metropolitan lines when my colleague, the present
Minister for Employment and Training, was the Minister for Transport. It is now continuing
with the decision to introduce the northern line rather than some other form of transport. It
will be added to by the decision to extend those lines to Rockingham and to Mandurab in the
future. The Midland line may be extended to Middle Swan, and I see potential extensions of
the Armadae line eventually.

This is not the end of railway expansion. In fact it is about the middle of the progress
planned by this Government, and the whole thing will be capped by an underground railway
system for Perth. We are seeing part of a broader and quite historic event in public transport.
My colleague, Gavan Troy, said to me that we were really seeing a historic turnabout in this
Parliament.

I appreciate the comments of the member for Cotzesloe. lHe and I have traded comments
across the Chamber since 1977 when we both entered the House for the first time, but all
members will appreciate the level of moderation in the member's comments and his
realisation that any city growing as rapidly as Perth requires a rail system as the basis of its
public transport system. The alternative is a city clogged by roads. Transport planners across
the world divide cities into two kinds. There is the London or Paris style of city -

Mr Lewis: Not necessarily using a rail system; it could be a dedicated corridor.
Mr PEARCE: I cannot accept that.

Mr Lewis; It does not have to be rail.

Mr PEARCE: In London and Paris, for historic reasons, huge constraints are placed on the
way in which cars can move around, therefore there is a dependence on public transport,
which is very often an underground railway. The experts contrast that system with cities like
Los Angeles, which are freeway cities dedicated to the motor car, and a huge amount of the
transport infrastructure costs go into providing freeways for those cars. Perth has become
such a city, and it might become a Los Angeles if we are not careful. This Government seeks
to rum around those attitudes and make sure that we have a public transport system built
around the electrification of rail, and this project will be the key to that.

We are not talking about a rail transport system for Perth; we are talking about an integrated
bus-rail transit system where electrified trains and buses both play their role and provide the
most appropriate service for the whole metropolitan area. We cannot provide a service for
everyone on rail, because we cannot put railway lines close enough to every home. There
must be a way to get to the railway stations, and the most modem method is to have fast,
modem, electric trains travelling along lines with fairly widely dispersed stations, and a bus
service to bring people to those stations. No-one should be more than a five or 10 minute bus
ride from a station, and that station should be no more than about 20 minutes - or perhaps a
little more for the further flung suburbs - from the centre of the city. People should be able to
get from Joondalup. to Perth in a fraction over 20 minutes using this electrified rail system.
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As the member for Kingsley said, at the moment at peak hours a private car might take
anything up to an hour, and a bus even longer, because it must use the same roads, and it has
to stop a number of times to accumulate sufficient passengers to make its journey viable. A
combination of bus and train will lead to a very different kind of system. I do not propose to
make a long speech, but it is desirable to underline the historic nature of what we are doing.
because it will result in a hugely different approach to public transport matters in Perth, andI
am pleased to see the support for that on all sides of the House.
With regard to the contribution by the neophyte member for Riverton, the Government
considered all the points he made in the various reports. We did not agree with the Travers
Morgan report. I am not criticising the conclusion reached or the quality of its comments, but
the report looked at the current transport system for Perth, which is basically built around
buses. Transperth is the major provider of public transport in Perth. The report examined the
transport system, which is mainly built round the freeway, which is more akin to road than
rail transport, and it looked at the capital cost. On that basis the conclusion was that a
dedicated bus freeway would be the cheapest option and the one which integrated best into
the existing system.
In its own way that report was probably right -

Mr Kierath: Do you agree with it?
Mr PEARCE: No, I do not. If one wants to look at it in that way one can, but that solution
lacks vision. Members opposite have been prepared to say that in their different ways in their
contributions to this debate, but they were not looking at what is the best solution for this year
or next year. but what can be added to the existing system in Perth. What will Perth need, not
just in a few years, but in 20 or 100 years' time'? All around the world cities which tore up
their railway lines at about the time it was proposed to tear up the Perth to Fremantle line are
now trying to re-establish those lines at huge costs.
Several members interjected.

Mr PEARCE: What members have not considered is that with a rapidly growing population,
an 0-balm will not work. I rode on the 0-balm system in Adelaide and spent the morning
examining the system with representatives of the South Australian Government and the South
Australian passenger transport trust.
Mr Kierath: Did it make you know more than the Travers Morgan study?

Mr PEARCE: Not at all. I was very impressed with the system; it is a very good one. In an
area of continuing low density it is a very good system. I was attracted at one stage to the
idea of having an 0-balm running down the centre of the Freeway with buses running around
the metropolitan area feeding into the system. As the number of potential passengers builds
up, though, the separation time between the buses becomes less and less.
O-bahns are buses which are automatically guided. The system consists of concrete rails and
horizontal wheels. All the driver has to do is to put his foot on the accelerator or the brake
and the bus steers itself. I was on one of those articulated buses which stopped from 100
kilometres an hour to zero almost in its own length. The system is a very high technology
one. However, in order to carry the number of passengers on an articulated bus with a
maximum of 100 passengers at a time, the separation of the buses must be brought down to
15 or 20 seconds. In Adelaide the minimum separation for an 0-balm bus is reckoned to be
90 seconds, otherwise there will be dangers and signalling systems must be introduced.
Some of those on the review panel, which members opposite scorned, said that O-bahns are
really buses trying to be trains. The 0-balm system is really a train system for buses. It
avoids the capital cost of having extra trains where passenger densities are so low as to not
warrant having a train itself, but when we get down to that very narrow separation, either we
get dangers or the system grinds to a halt.
Mr Bradshaw: Could you couple them together?

Mr PEARCE: Even if they were coupled together like trains that would only be carrying the
analogy even further.
Mr Bradshaw interjected.
Mr PEARCE: What would be the purpose, with all the compromises that would be involved,
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of turning a bus system into a train system when we can have trains? The work of the review
panel revealed that the reason the capital cost is so much greater for trains than for buses is
that trains are built much more robustly. There are two consequences of that. The first is that
the capital cost of railcars is higher than that of buses;, the corollary of that is that buses
operate on a high maintenance system and trains operaie on a low maintenance system - that
is, the cost of maintaining a train is substantially lower than the cost of maintaining a bus.
Mr Kieradi: The difference is not that substantial.

Mr PEARCE: Yes, it is. If the member for Riverton had read the review group's report in
the depth he said he had, he would have seen the figures which demonstrate to my
satisfaction, and to the satisfaction of many others, that if we consider the capital cost rather
than the maintenance costs, buses are cheaper for the year in which they are bought; but if the
maintenance cost of buses and trains is capital ised, within about 16 years the costs are
equivalent and after that period trains become cheaper per year than do buses because their
maintenance requirements are less costly and they do not need to be scrapped. There are
trains running on our railways at the moment which were run on bogeys first cast in 1.894. 1
have seen them at the Midland Workshops with 1894 branded into the bogeys.

Mr Kierath: But a lot of maintenance has been performed on those bogeys.

Mr PEARCE: Of course there has been a lot of maintenance, but they have not had to be
thrown away and they are very costly. In contrast, buses in our system have a maximum life
of only 14 to 17 years. They are the reasons the economics of a rail system are not as bad as
the Travers Morgan report seemed to suggest; but the real answer is that in order to move
people around with speed and efficiency trains are superior and that is being recognised all
Mround the world. No matter how a bus system is worked it will not be able to do what will
happen on the Perth-Armadale line from June next year, whereby up to t 000 people at a time
on a single train travelling at up to 110 kilometres an hour with only a small number of stops
will1 be brought into the city in a fraction over 30 minutes. That is why, when people go
around the world to the major cities to see what transport decisions have been made, they see
that, for example, Singapore has evaluated all these things and has opted for a rail system, as
Hong Kong did 10 years ago. Cities in the United States such as Houston in Texas tore up
their rail systems 20 years ago and are now seeking to put them back. Although some cities
work their systemns differently, fundamentally that is what is happening all over the world. I
am pleased to say that the level of vision which the Coverment has shown in this matter has
been picked up almost everywhere, including by almost everyone in the House who has
spoken on this matter, bar the member for Riverton. They understand the importance of this
visionary decision.

Mr Kierath: I wish you would be honest and say you agree with the original study's cosrings
but prefer to leave them out. Why set up this committee to try to denigrate somebody else's
recommendations?

Mr PEARCE: I amn fascinated to know why the member is so determined to protect the
report. His colleagues have denigrated almost every other report, and every public servant
who wrote them, to have come before the House in the last couple of years. There is nothing
magic about the Travers Morgan report. It is a report like any other report. Some of its
conclusions were open to question, and when they are open to question they are subjected to
further examination before a decision is made.

Mr Kierath: And you looked at the recommendations of the other conirnittee. You had to
take every recommendation to task. That is the whole point. It was not necessary to do that.
All you had to say was that you preferred rail.

Mr PEARCE: No, because we needed to examine some of the issues, such as the separation
times, and the capacity to cope with increases in population and patronage, and to look at the
cost over time rather than initial capital cost. If the member was setting up a business and
failed to do things like looking at the ongoing costs he would make a mess of his business -
as probably he does, for all I know.

Mir Kierath: Are you saying that any other system could not service that area?

Mr PEARCE: We are saying that no system can service that area with the Facility,
convenience, speed and capacity far increasing the service as can electrified rail. If the
member for Riverton does not agree with that - if he thinks we are spending more money
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than we should at this time and that we could have a better system - what he should do is vote
against this Bill, because if this Bill were to be defeated by the Parliament and the
Government did not have a legislative mandate to construct this railway line, it could not be
done under the Constitution, as any railway which is required to be built in this State requires
an Act of Parliament. If this Bill were to be defeated we would have to build an 0-bam or a
busway, because there must be a rapid trnsit system in the northern corridor, and if the
Parliament were to remove the rail option we would have to go back to one or the other. So
if the member for Riverton is sincere in feeling that the conclusions of the Travers Morgan
report should be put into effect, he should vote against this Bill.
Mr Kierath: It is way overdue.
Mr PEARCE: I do not know why the member should be saying it is way overdue. The
reason it is way overdue is that in all the years of the Liberal Governments which preceded
this Government nothing was done to make any provision for the northern corridor. In fact,
the history of the matter is quite illuminating. The Stephenson report contained a proposal
for a railway line that ran into the northern corridor. It was proposed to run around Reabold
Hill, through part of Bold Park, and north parallel to the coast roughly halfway between the
current freeway and the coast. The Government of the time, which was not a Labor
Government, declined to make a provision for a corridor for that proposed railway line and
the area was subdivided so that opportunity was lost. During the days of the Tonkin Labor
Government when the reserve for the Mitchell Freeway was being laid out - in the days when
Hon Colin Jamieson was the Minister for Works, which portfolio covered that area - the
Labor Government and the Main Roads Department had a debate about whether they should
include in the reservation for the Mitchell Freeway room for a rapid transit lane. They did
not make a decision about what it should be, but they left room there, and we are able to have
this debate today only because of the foresight of the Tonkin Labor Government in laying out
a corridor inside the freeway which would allow for either a rail system or a dedicated bus
system to be built. They knew it was for the future but they did not know what system it
would be. Probably they themselves thought it would be a bus system, because Travers
Morgan were making reports of the kind they made today back in the early 1970s, advocating
buses for Perth and denigrating the role of trains. That corridor is there, and we have gone
through the process and have decided that the interests of Perth are best served by having a
rail system. That is the right decision, I have no doubt about that and I have argued firmly for
it both publicly and in more private forums. I am pleased to say it has been supported by the
Government and by Cabinet and is now being supported by all sides of this House.
The member for Applecross argued for what he called a more modem system - that is, a third
rail system - rather than the overhead wire system. In aesthetic terms I would much rather
have had a third rail system than an overhead system but there is a simple, practical fact
involved, and I will sunmmarise my discussions with the Singapore Mass Rapid Transport
Corporation. They use a third rail system, which involves, as well as the two rails on which
the train runs, a third raised rail at the side which has an insulation cap over it. and the shoe
which collects the electricity and runs the motor clips under the insulation cap and travels
along on the underside of the raised rail. That system works for Singapore because
Singapore's railway is either underground or above ground. It is in a tunnel for the first half
of the line, and once it comes out of the tunnel it goes through a cutting and is immediately
raised onto a concrete way which carries the train along about five or six metres above the
ground. There is only a very small stretch of line in each case where the third rail is at
grade - or at ground level - and those small areas, which run to about 100 metres per line, are
very securely fenced.
We cannot have that kind of third rail system in our kind of ground level railway because we
could never have a railway crossing with that kind of raised rail. The cars could not get
across - the rail would be 18 inches off the ground which would stop any car from going
across. I suppose we could put up ramps and train people to be little Evil Knievels but that is
not very safe. If we used the London Underground kind of third rail system, where the third
rail is at the same level as the other two, we could not have an insulation cap on the top
because the shoe needs to run across the top of a rail like that.
Mr Lewis: There is no such word as "can'"
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Mr PEARCE: That would mean that at every railway crossing we would have an exposed
rail that any child pushing his or her push-bike would have to step across, or push the bike
across. The rail in chat system would carry 1 500 volts DC, which would fry the children. It
is all very well to say that in the interests of aesthetics it is all right if a few schoolchildren get
fried -

Mr Lewis: I did not say chat.

Mr PEARCE: We would have to have a railway system with no level crossing. To advocate
no overhead wires is to say chat either we close off every crossing which exists in the whole
metropolitan area or we will build a bridge or tunnel at every crossing location. I do not
know how constituents in my area would react to the proposition that once a train leaves
Armadale they could not get across a line unless they wait for a bridge or tunnel to be built. I
do not know how they would feel if we say we cannot build any mare schools or hospitals for
the next 20 years because we have to build 300 different bridges.

Mr Lewis: The Minister is talking about existing technology, New things are created every
day - new systems and new technology.

Mr PEARCE: There is no third rail system -

Mr Lewis: That is like saying that no-one would ever fly.
Mr PEARCE: No third rail system exists at present which can operate in an at-grade
situation and allow for crossings. That cannot happen because a physical connection is
needed between the electrical collectors from the train and the rails. That has to be exposed
at the crossing point. Any transport planner will tell us that if we have a third rail system, we
cannot have the railway line at-grade - or if we do, we cannot have anything else across it.
Maybe in future a material will be invented for third rails which will distinguish between the
feet of small children and the collectors from trains. We are not waiting until that time before
the electrification of the metropolitan railway system.

Mr Lewis: You had to do it before the election.

Mr PEARCE: The decision was made weUl before the election. Regarding the northern
suburbs rail system, we did not have to make a decision before the election. All we had to
say was that we are having electrified trains. The master plan work has been done since the
election.

I agree in general terns that it would have been better to have standard gauge. If we were
building a railway line from scratch, that is what we would have done. The difference
between a three feet six inch and standard gauge applied to a metropolitan network like ours
is minimal. In terms of the number of passengers carried, for example, per train, it means
that the carriages are only marginally narrower because the overhangs are greater.

Mr Lewis: People get a better ride.

Mr PEARCE: Yes, but the cost differential to shift the three feet six inch gauge to a standard
gauge is so great that, on a cost benefit analysis, it is not worth it. We should probably have
never had the three feet six inch gauge; probably we should have had standard gauge in this
State. But in terms of benefits against cost - and an exercise was carried out on that at the
time of the electrification decision, and given the capital constraints on our State - it was
considered not worth the additional cost.

A couple of members reminded me of the comnments I made in this place last year about the
potential timing for the railway line. I take on the chin what members have said. Firstly, at
the time the discussion was raised here last year, I was weUl advanced in discussions with a
group of Western Australian business people who were prepared to build the northern line
this year -
Mr Macinnon: A totally political comment.

Mr PEARCE: I will come to that in a moment. Those people Were prepared to build the line
this year in order for us to run the diesel trains which would be transferred from the Arnadale
line, with the electrification to be carried out subsequently. That would have been done at no
cash cost to the State and no budgetary requirement;, they would have been prepared to trade
off against the building of the northern line the surplus railway land on the Midland,
Fremantle and Arnadale lines. The discussions were well advanced to achieve that
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at the time I reported to the House last year. Subsequently, Cabinet decided not to go that
route; it decided not to have an interim diesel service but to electrify the line from the
beginning. Although I argued initially for the interim route, I accepted that electrification
from the beginning was the best way to go in termns of public transport in Perth. We made
that announcement prior to the election; the Government made the decision not to have the
interim diesel service prior to the election. We told people before the election that we were
looking to an electrified rail system by 1992. We said that the suggestion I made about the
interim service was not to be followed. So although it is the case that I said it would be
possible to have a service in place within a year, we decided not to go that route. No-one can
say that the announcement was just a political mailer. The Government's position was made
perfectly clear prior to the election.
Regarding the underground line, at the same time I was involved in discussions with people
who were interested in building such a line within the next five years, by what is known as
the cut and cover method; that is, by digging up the street, lowering a concrete box through
which the trains run, and putting the road back on top. The preliminary cost indication was
$50 million; if that had been achievable, Perth could have had the works starting now.
Unfortunately, more detailed engineering estimates showed the cost to be more like
$150 million, and that sort of interim service could not be justified.
Nevertheless, people are working on delineating the route for Perth's underground line;
although the line will not be built by 1994 or 1995. We will lay out the route for an
underground line so that the reservation is in place and the capacity to build is there when
Perth has grown to the point at which such a move is justified.

Mr Lewis: What about the reservations?

Mr PEARCE: Work is being carried out on the reservations of the extensions of the other
lines, on the Rockingham line -and preliminary work on the Mandurab line. We are
considering subdivision proposals for the middle Swan line.

[ thank members for their support of the Bill.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Dr Alexander) in the Chair; Mr Pearce (Minister for
Transport) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I and 2 put and passed.
Clause 3: Authority to construct railway -

Mr STRICKLAND: I refer the Minister to remarks I made during the second reading debate
relating to a possible station at Wishart Street. The situation needs to be clarified quickly and
a decision made to not place a station at that street, basically because any such station would
be adjacent to the suburb of Gwelup where there is only one road in and our of that suburb.
The road carries a very high level of traffic, and separates the population from the shopping
centre and the local school. An additional residential development for senior citizens is also
being built in that area. These things will lead to difficulties for people as they need to cross
the road. If a station were put there, obviously the additional traffic would make the situation
worse.

Mr PEARCE: I am always prepared to give this Chamber a scoop; the member will be the
first to know. The master plan for the proposed line will be produced possibly after the
Cabinet meeting next Monday or certainly the Monday after. It will be an absolute design of
the railway line. When he gets his version of the plan he will flip through it in vain to find
the Wishart Street station.

Ms AINSWORTH: The Minister referred to the difficulty of providing safe crossings with a
third rail system. That is a basic and very simple problem to solve because, for the width of
the crossing, the third rail is buried, and provided the length of the train that is crossing that
crossing is longer than the width of the crossing and it has a collector shoe at each end, the
power can be transferred. If an engine is being shunted, an extension boom will give that
connection. It is a very simple piece of engineering with no technology involved. Will that
be looked at?
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Mr PEARCE: The problem in dealing with Bills related to railway lines is similar to the
problem experienced by the Minister for Education last night in dealing with matters related
to education. Everyone has been to school and is therefore an expert on education. It now
seems lie every little boy has had a train set and so Is entitled to be electrical or mechanical
engineers for the railways. What the member said is theoretically possible. There are
collectors and engines in the majority of carriages of an electrified train. Typically, two out
of three carriages will carry an engine per bogey and have collectors. There may be ways of
lifting collectors up. There are not ways of stopping little children deviating off the crossing
and getting frizzled five metres down the line. We would have to have gates installed across
the lines to stop that happening as in the old Victorian system. There is no safe way of
having a third rail system.

Mr Lewis: Currently, there is not!

Mr PEARCE: We are building it for now. If there are ways of doing it in the future, we will
look at them. We have to take into account aesthetics, safety and cost. If we make the line
pleasing aesthetically we have to have losses in safety and to some extent in cost. That is not
worth it under the present circumstances. I would prefer not to have an overhead catenary
system if it were avoidable in the same way as'I would prefer to have underground power
lines. However, there is a huge economic trade-off to put all of those lines underground. It is
something that is desirable, but it is not economically feasible. In the case of the railway, it is
not feasible on safety grounds.

Mr KIERATH: Earlier in this debate I tried to outline a lot of the logic because I fear that, in
many cases, there was a selective use of facts to justify a course of action. I thought I went to
great pains -

The CHLAIRMvAN: Order! It is not in order for the member to respond in a general way to
items raised in the second reading debate. We are discussing here clause 3 of the Bill. The
member must direct his remarks to that clause.

Mr KIERATH: Okay. I address my remarks to the construction and maintenance of a
railway. I did that in my earlier speech.

The CHAIRMAN: We are relating this clause to (hte schedule. The member should read the
clause properly before he launches into a general debate about constructing railways. That is
certainly not permissible, as F read it, under this clause. We are talking about the specific
construction of this railway in that location.
Mr KIERAT-: Yes. As I said, I tried to go to great lengths to discuss the mechanics of the
construction. One of the things I endeavoured to do was to go into great detail so that I laid it
out fairly clearly for this House. Many things have been misunderstood in the debate about
the construction of this railway. We support the railway because we feel it is overdue. I said
in my comnments that I felt that the Minister had not always considered all of the facts. Had
he been a little more honest in the debate and said that he wanted rail because of rail and not
attempted to decry the earlier report, I would have accepted that argument.

What is rail? Some people say that rail is steel on steel. Whatever we can achieve with steel
on steel we can achieve with rubber on steel or rubber on concrete or rubber on asphalt.
Everything that can be achieved with rail can be achieved with other things. A high
maintenance cost is associated with rail.

Mr Pearce: It is high for all the other forms that you have mentioned, too.

Mvr KIERAT14: In many cases nowhere near as high. Studies have shown that in some cases
they are far cheaper. That was the point that was being made. The figure for this railway
began at $145 million, came down to a figure lower than that and now has gone up to over
$250 million.

Things can be achieved by using ramps. Vehicles used on a steel on steel rail can be used on
any sont of rail. Perhaps we should have referred to 'rubberised" rail. Whatever can be
achieved with a steel wheel on a steel track can be achieved with a rubber wheel on a
concrete track or a rubber wheel on a steel track or a rubber wheel on any ocher formn of track.
If there is a visionary aspect as the Minister calls it - I call it an emotional aspect - with rai,
that is [mne; the Minister should be honest. He should have said that the reason that the
Government is going with rail, even at a higher price, is the traditions associated with it.
What I objected to - I tried to indicate this earlier - was the demolishing of a report bit by bit
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based on false logic. The figures show that the proposal will be far more expensive. The
Minister should have been straightforward and admitted that we would not have had to go
through that process.

Mr PEARCE: The member is absolutely on his own with these comnments because none of
them has been supported by any of his colleagues, all of whom have supported, with various
degrees of happy enthusiasm, t Government's proposition to have a railway line. I amn
amazed at the member's logic. He is saying that the report recommended something different
from chat which was finally decided. He suggests that what we should do is look at the report
and say, "We are not having that report. Irrespective of what the report says, we want rail
because we like trains"' and if we do that honestly, the member will be quiet. I am prepared
to try to buy the member's quietude, but not at that level of intellectual dishonesty.

When I read the Travers Morgan report, I had reservations about the conclusions. I thought it
lacked vision in the way that I referred to previously. Nevertheless, many of the points made
in that report were worthy of consideration. Some key points of their comparison with rail
and bus required further study. Another report was commissioned to report on the first
report. When I had that I looked at both reports. Out of that we made our decision. If the
review report had not confirmned our views on some matters, we may not have made the
decision that we made. Not only are we talking about an investment decision of between
$150 million and $200 million, which is a huge investment decision for the people of
Western Australia, but a public transport decision -

Mr Kierath: How many millions of dollars?

Mr PEARCE: Probably between $150 million and $200 million. Does that meet with the
member's approval?

Mr Kierath: I believe it will be more than that.

Mr PEARCE: The member said the figure would be $250 mill ion, but he has been
remarkably inaccurate about everything else.
Mr Kierath: Let us leave it for 12 months and see who is correct.

Mr PEARCE: Let us say that $150 million was initially estimated. The final cost will
certainly be higher than that and will depend on the decisions taken on the master plan.

Mr Kierath: What did the expert panel say about the cost?

Mr PEARCE: I think the expert panel was talking originally in terms of $150 million. It will
depend on what engineering decisions are taken with regard to the line. To give a simple
example: One of the things that had to be considered by the people doing the master plan
was how to get the existing Fremantle line into the middle of the freeway. Seven or eight
different designs, including tunnels and bridges, were considered. The cost variations were
quite substantial. In the end we chose the design which has a fairly long tunnel and which
was at the more expensive end of that particular exercise. Aesthetically it will be much better
than the other designs. It will also be more practical. There were cheaper bridge options
which had an effect on the cost of the line. It also depends on how we get the railway line
past Lake Monger. I am sure every member of the House would support the Government's
desire that that be undertaken in an environmentally sensitive way. At the same time the
Government has committed itself to upgrading the freeway to tee lanes in the area of Lake
Monger to alleviate a substantial traffic bottleneck. Of course, that decision will have to be
taken with great sensitivity. Currently the Government is holding meetings with the local
people to ascertain what they want. Aboriginal groups have an interest in Lake Monger and
we are trying to ascertain what they want. The decision that is made will have a cost impact
on the railway line.

When the review panel and Travers Morgan Pty Ltd made their estimation of the cost all they
could do was to come up with ballpark figures because they could not be sure of the
engineering decisions that will be taken when the master plan is drawn up.

Mrs Edwardes: They qualified their report accordingly.

Mr PEARCE: Of course they did. The net result is that the real cost will be in the master
plan. If the railway line turns out to cost more than the estimates put forward by Travers
Morgan or the review panel, as I think it will, it is very likely that an 0-balm system or a
dedicated bus lane would have had the same result. We would still have had to work out
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ways to get the buses off the freeway to the bus stations. We would not be able to rake it
through Fitzgerald Street, a route which the buses currently use, and that would have added to
the cost on that side of the equation.
The member for Riverton is not supported by anyone. I cannot imagine why he is supporting
this eml when he seemis wedded to one of the other alternatives. H-e should be honest and if
he wants buses he should say, "I would have made the decision for buses." Not only will
members from both sides of the Chamber howl him down, but future generations winU be
grateful to the rest of us for making the decisions that we have and he will be forgotten. If he
is remembered for his cry for buses he will be seen to be wrong.

Mr IERATH: Earlier I said that the figures are well documented in the Travers Morgan Pty
Ltd report. I have nor found anyone who has seriously questioned the figures. However, the
expert review panel. said that it thought the railway line would cost $120 million and not
$150 million. It had to reduce the amount to make it economically feasible. The
Government asked for an estimate for express busways to Joondalup and the review panel
estimated the cost at $79 million. I am disappointed that the Minister did nor listen to me
because at the outset I said I was concerned that not all the facts had been considered in an
objective light. I said that emotions had become involved and the decisions were not taken
for the right reasons. I set out to try to get this debate on an informed level. All the Minister
has done today is to confirm my view that the Government has had a different agenda and he
has not looked at the facts which have been proposed. It is borne out by the expert panel's
proposal, which is really what the Minister wanted to do, and I said that during my second
reading speech.

The CHAIRM1AN: Order! [ think we have reached the point where the member for Riverton
is saying, "As I said during my second reading speech." I pointed out when we started
debating this clause that it was not to be a rerun of the second reading debate. The member
may have followed that in his initial remarks, but we have reached the point where he stands
in serious danger of breaching Standing Order 142 which relates to tedious repetition. If he
persists with that line I will have no choice but to ask him to discontinue his speech. The
clause being discussed is specific and the Committee stage, particularly when a member is
speaking on the second or third occasion, is not to be used as a regurgitation of the second
reading debate.

Mr KIERATH: I will not regurgitate my second reading speech. I was making comments
about the cost. Clause 3 deals with the construction of a railway and the cost should have
been looked at in an objective light. I am concerned that the costs which have been quoted to
the Opposition are wrong. I have had discussions with people who have an engineering
background and the answer I have received from them is that the railway will cost in the
vicinity of $250 million. The original study estimated it to cost $145 million and I think that
figure is realistic. However, I am concerned about the review panel which artificially
lowered a figure to justify its case and I take this opportunity to places those comments on
record.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 4 put and passed.
Schedule put and passed.

Title put and passed.

Report

eml reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading

eml read a third time, on motion by Mr Pearce (Minister for Transport), and transmitted to the
Council.

APPROPRIATION (GENERAL LOAN AND CAPITAL WORKS FUND) BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 31 August.

The ACT[NG SPEAKER (Dr Gallop): Members should note that not all expenditure
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proposed in the General Loan and Capital Works Fund Estimates of Expenditure involves
chat fund. Some items listed in those Estimates are funded from other sources. I advise
members who wish to raise questions concerning those items which do not involve
expenditure from the General Loan and Capital Works Fund that they should do so during the
second reading debate on this Bill. Comrmittee consideration of the Capital Works Program
expenditure will be restricted to discussion of the Estimates of Expenditure from that fund
alone.

M'R MacKINNON (Jandakot - Leader of the Opposition) [3.51 pm]: This legislation
throws into stark reality the severe impact that the Government's losses are having on the
people of Western Australia, in this instance through a capital works program. It also
demonstrates that the claim by the Government of a balanced Budget is nothing more or less
than a total untruth because, in fact, the current Government is budgeting for a $270 million
deficit.

Mr Parker: What a lot of nonsense.

Mr MacKINNON: It is absolutely straightforward and clear, and if the Treasurer sits in his
seat a little longer, he will find that out.

The meaning of my comments is clear when looking at the capital works allocation in the
Budget Papers for last year, and the many examples of underexpenditure on items. That does
not stand up to the view put forward by the Government that some services were not supplied
because of shortage of manpower or for other reasons. It occurs on too many occasions for
that to be the case. Quite clearly, the Government was very short of funds as a result of the
losses it incurred. Money was found for matters such as the petrochemical project, but it
could not be found for all the essential capital works programs in this State. I will give a few
examples to illustrate my point.

Last year under the heading of "Corrective Services' the proposed expenditure was
$41.21 million, yet barely half that amnount was expended. The proposed expenditure for the
health budget was $58.63 million, and only $41.42 million was expended, a decrease of
29 per cent. In the police portfolio, where this Government proudly proclaimed it had a
newborn commitment with born again law enforcement officers, the proposed expenditure
was $5.63 million, of which $2.48 million was expended. That represents a cut of 56 per cent
on the amount budgeted for. One could go through the Budget and find many examples. It is
not a case of that underexpenditure being carried forward to the following year. Last year the
allocation for child care centres was $2 million; the actual amount spent was $1 000. The
allocation in this year's Budget is $499 000. Obviously the underexpenditure from the
previous year has not been carried forward. The provision of child care centres is a high
priority from the Opposition's point of view but it is obviously given low priority by the
Governiment which did not feel the matter deserved its attention. Petrochemical projects and
Mr Connell received the Government's attention but child care centres did nor.

I refer to another example - the hospital in the Warren electorate. I am sure my colleague, the
member for Warren, will provide the details of the proposed 'expenditure of $800 000,
compared with actual expenditure of $121 000. It is an absolute disgrace. Even worse, my
colleague, the member for Albany, will highlight in his contribution to the debate the
scandalous way in which money has been spent by this Government. He has carried out
research in this area and when he explains what this Government has done with the Capital
Works Program every member on this side of the House will be outraged and so will the
public, with justification.
In addition to chose areas which have missed out as a result of the Government's commitment
to such things as the petrochemical project and Rothwells, excessive fiddling of the books has
taken place during the period the Government has been involved in these affairs. I have a
chart entitled "A comparison between funds allocated for capital works from the General
Loan and Capital Works Fund and those funds actually spent in the year of allocation for the
past three years" which I will seek to incorporate into Hansard at the conclusion of my
remarks. This chart tells a very damaging story of the way in which this Govetnmienr has
underspent by a huge amount the capital funds allocated in the Budget Papers. I will go
through those figures for each year. It covers the period from 1986-87, bearing in mind that
the Government was first involved in the Rochwells and petrochemical disaster in the
1987-88 financial year.
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In 1986-87 total funds available were roughly $390 million, and new funds of $384 million
were allocated, of which the Commonwealth contribution was $147 million. Funds spent
were $380 million, representing an under spending of $ 10 million. One might argue that that
is not too bad, and [ suppose it is not bearing in mind the total funds available. In 1987-88
the actual amount spent was $319 million, a shortfall of $72 million. How many members on
this side of the House, such as me, have areas within their electorates which are short of
capital works hinds? I refer, for example, to schools, hospitals and the like. I guess every
member on this side of the House has many examples.

Mr Parker: What is wrong with that? It is very prudent.

Mr MacKINNON: The Government had the funds and indicated it would spend this amount;
the Treasurer makes a big speech every year, and the Government distributes Press releases
around the State telling the people of Western Australia how wonderful it is and what it will
do for them. As the shadow Minister for Housing, the member for Applecross, has said so
accurately when commenting on the gross deception the Minister for Housing has
participated in, the Government nextt year will merely crank up the figures, release the same
statement and say what a wonderful job it has done.

Mr Padcer: I would have thought you would applaud the Government for its prudence.

Mr MacKINNON: If I thought the Government had saved money as a result of prudent
management, I would compliment it. However, when I know that nearly all the money has
gone down a great big gurgler and that the Government has helped to push it down, I will not
listen to the Treasurer. The total funds available in 1988-89 were $464 million; the
unexpended allocation was $160 million. Many people in my electorate are angry about this
Government's wasting of public funds on the WA Inc deals. They are even angrier about this
Government's not spending the money which, in many areas, was actually allocated, and
where, in many instances, the planning had already begun. This example of the fiddling of
the books and the mismanagement of funds indicates again to the people of this State that
they are missing out because the Government has another set of priorities, which does not
include the people in our electorates.

The situation becomes even worse when we consider where the money was actually spent.
The Government unclerspent by $160 million in the areas of corrective services, health,
police, child care centres, and community services, but managed to spend $5.5 million on the
old Swan Brewery redevelopment; which still looks as bad, if not worse, than the day it
began. The taxpayers of this State must be shaking their heads and wondering what it is all
about.

Mr Clarko: Yosse would be the only person who is pleased!
Mr MacKINNON: The liquidator of Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd, Kevin Karison, was
asked, "Who actually benefited?" He said quite clearly, "Mr Connell and Mr Dermpster." I
amn sure that if we were to ask him who benefited from the old Swan Brewery site, he would
say, "Yosse Goldberg". We have rnot seen him for a long time. Can the Treasurer tell me
whether he caught up with Mr Goldberg when he was last in London?

Mr Parker: No; I did not.

Mr Macinnon: I would not be very surprised if the Treasurer had had dinner with Mr
Goldberg in London, and Mr Goldberg had taken him to the Savoy Hotel. Mr Goldberg owes
him a few favours.

I want now to point out to the Parliament that because of the way the Government actually
accounts for its funds, we have been misled by this Government to believe that it has
presented a balanced Budget, when the truth of the matter - as explained by the
Government's own documents - is that we have a $270 million deficit. This Government
should be doing what the Governments in every other mainland State of Australia, and in all
the major OECD cou 'ntries, do when they bring down their Budgets. There should no longer
be a distinction between the Consolidated Revenue Fund Budget and the General Loan and
Capital Works Budget. All Government revenue and expenditure should be paid through a
single consolidated fund.

Mr Parker: We have actually flagged that we will combine them in the one hind.

Mr MacKINNON: If the Treasurer were to listen, I will explain all that derail, and provide
A72791-15
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him with a slight compliment for actually including that in the Treasury papers this year.
However, the Governiment cannot have it both ways by including in its Budget papers an
explanation of the Budget deficit, and saying also that there is none. We always know when
we hit a raw nerve with the Treasurer because he stants trying to shout us down; if we are on
the wrong track, he lets us go. I happen to know that we are very much on the right track,
and the Treasurer does not want me to explain to this Parliament how he is presiding over a
Budget that is providing to the people of Western Australia a $270 million deficit.

Mr Parker: We have already announced chat we will do that.

Mr MacKJ.NNON: The Treasurer never announced a $270 million deficit; he came proudly
into this Parliament and proclaimed that we had a balanced Budget. The Treasurer knows
that the expenditure on general Government services - whether capital or recurrent - is of the
same nature, and needs to be paid for from the general revenue of the State. There is,
therefore, no justification for drawing an artificial distinction between the two in the Budget.
Just as the members of the board of a company such as BlHP do not sit down and look at two
budgets, but have one budget for the company, so too should this State have one Budget for
Government revenue.

The only proviso is that Government business enterprises should be excluded, and created
separately, because they have little to do with the Consolidated Revenue Fund Budget, other
than the subsidies provided from the CRF to those enterprises, which should be properly
identified in the CRF. There is no reason why the railways, the NM or the Water Authority
of WA should be included in the CRE Budget, other than to include any funds from the CRF
paid to those authorities, and recouped from the CRF under the income and expenditure
items. A separate Government enterprises Budget paper should be presented to the
Parliament so we can debate those enterprises separately, as we now do with the operations of
SECWA. I believe that view is shared by my colleague, the member for Floreat, who at a
later stage will expand on many aspects of the State Govenrment's administration that now
cannot be debated because of the way they have been presented - or, in many cases, failed to
be presented - to this Parliament.

Mr Parker: You have obviously been reading my speech notes. That is exactly what I have
proposed.
Mr MacKINNON: The Treasurer has been draggig his feet. Every other State in Australia
does it.

Mr Parker: That is simply not true. New South Wales is the only State which does it.

Mr MacKINON: That is not my information. I am aware that they do it in New South
Wales. I am also aware that they are introducing accrual accounting - as the Treasurer
knows, because recently [ raised the matter in this Parliament. The national accounts in the
Federal Parliament present financial statistics in terms of a general Government sector and a
public trading enterprise sector. This has been acknowledged by the Treasurer on pages 28
and 29 of the Supplementary Budget Information document, where the State's accounts are
printed in such a formnat. The Treasurer, and officers of the Treasury, are to be congratulated
for the effort required to achieve that essential refortn. The tables on those pages show quite
clearly that in 1989-90 this Government is actually running a deficit of $270 million.

They are the facts - nothing more and nothing less. When we encapsulate the Consolidated
Revenue Fund Budget and the General Loan and Capital Works Fund Budget and examine
the income and expenditure, this Government, according to page 28, this year is having to
borrow $270 million to fund the works of the Government. So it is not true for the
Government to say it has a balanced Budget. It has a deficit Budget - a $270 million deficit
Budget - that I be]iieve should never have occurred.

Mr Parker; I agree that is the way they should be presented, as I have said many times since
becoming Treasurer, but on that basis the last Budget of the O'Connor Government would
have shown a deficit of $900 million.

Mr MacKINNON: I wish the Treasurer would listen occasionally. I wish he. like the
Premier, would not try to blame all the mistakes of this current Government on its
predecessors. The Premier said today that the economic woes of Australia were caused by
the previous Federal Liberal Governments, and the Treasurer now is saying, "You didn't do
it, it never happened before, so really we do not need to do it."
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Mr Parker: I didn't say that at all, I said exactly the opposite.
Mr MacKINNON: Blaming his predecessor is no excuse. It is a condemnation of this
Government that it has taken seven years for it to realise chat what we began in 198 1-82 -

Mr Parker: You did not.

Mr MacKINNON: We did, and the Treasurer and his Government are responsible for nut
moving down that path.

Mr Parker: There was no movement cowards chat whatsoever.

Mr MacKINNON: That is a total misstatement of fact. If a single consolidated fund were
established and the practice of funding capital works for the Government from revenue rather
than borrowings were instituted - which is a long established practice in most other advanced
western countries - considerable savings could be achieved over a period. As current
borrowings are repaid and new borrowings eliminated, the potential savings in current
borrowings would be about $280 million a year. That is the sort of impact this Government
could have if it had continued the work we began back in 1980-81 and 1981-82. Had this
Government done that, instead of a $270 million deficit we could now have a balanced
Budget on bath revenue and capital items. That is an objective cowards which this
Government must work. As I have often said, instead of simply having annual Estimates
brought down, three year forward Estimates should be included in the statements so that the
people of Western Australia know their Government is looking to the future rather than just
looking year to year to try to save its electoral bacon, arid using the people of Western
Australia to prop up its faiing fortunes in that regard.

When we were last in Government we began to move in that direction, and despite the period
of high inflation and financial stringency we experienced at that time we built the District
Law Courts and refurbished His Majesty's Theatre - and thank goodness we did - entirely
from revenue. The Treasurer cannot deny that. We were aiming at a progressive expansion.
That gives the lie to the statement made by the Treasurer that we did nothing in that regard.
This Government is now in its seventh year in office and the Treasurer says, 'We are now
thinking about it. We might do something about it. I have actually said a couple of things
about it. [ have one or two pages in this year's attachments to the Budget which show the
position." I have congratulated him for that, but I want a commitment that in future we will
see the presentation of a Budget along the lines of that presented in New South Wales so that
Parliament has some meaningfl documents and we know exactly where the Government is
going and can have a decent debate on all those matters.

Bearing in mind that we began that process in 1981-82 the present Government should be
condemned because, in a favourable climate of low inflation and restrained public sector
wage increases - and, I will1 have to say, absolutely exorbitant State tax receipts and
increases - the Government has missed a heaven sent opportunity either to significantly
reduce taxes or to move further along the path I am advocating here; that is, the path of
eliminating the real deficit of the general operations of Government and reducing the burden
of debt charges on the Budget. That missed opportunity, both in reduced taxes and in the
potential for reducing the burden of debt charges on the Budget, has been the real cost to the
State of this Government's financial maladministration - matters which you, Mr Acting
Speaker (Mr Donovan), well know we have been debating at some length in the Parliament
this week.

This Capital Works Budget does show in stark reality all of the practices of this Government
that are most unsavoury. They are unsavoury in that expenditure that should have been made
was not -' money was allocated but not spent. Areas throughout Western Australia, certainly
in the electorates I have visited, are crying out for commitments for essential services but
received no allocations from this Government, not because the tradesmen were not there but
because the money had been spent elsewhere. The Government's priorities were in
St George's Terrace. They were not at Pemberton Primary School, or the Leonora Police
Station, or in the needy areas of the northern suburbs, or in the Rostrata Primary School in
Willecton. or in the hospital at Manjimup. The m-inds of members opposite were firmly
focused on St George's Terrace on a couple of their friends who still are living in reasonable
comfort, I would assume, compared to the people of this State who have missed out as a
consequence.
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A second most unsavoury aspect concerns the areas the Government did spend money on. It
found time to spend some money, but on areas that have brought no relief to the hardship of
Western Australians. School children in this State are sweating it out, and will continue to do
so during the summer months, in many instances in demountable classrooms that should have
been condemned years ago. Those classrooms would not comply with the Government's
own occupational health, safety and welfare legislation, yet this Government threw $5 million
away on the old Brewery site. That is the sont of scandal this Government has presided over
and is happy to sit here and defend. We are not prepared to defend or support it. It is a
scandal that involves the blatant mismanagement and financial manipulation where
Government funds have been underspent. Last year they were underspent to the extent of
$160 million - a scandal - and there is a disclosure in the Government's own papers that this
year the consolidated budget, when looked at in its totality, quite clearly displays a
$270 million deficit Budget.
It should not be a deficit Budget, given the favourable economic position of this State over
the last few years - and I have never denied that. Every time the Premier says great things
about Western Australia my only comment is, "And it should have been better." We live in a
great State which has some tremendous assets and the only thing I would criticise in terms of
its economic performance is that it should have been a damned sight better. If the
Government had nor wasted so much money, much more could have been done for the State.
The Government has squandered money, as my colleague the member for Moore has said,
and that money could have improved the quality of life in this State and provided tax
incentives to further encourage business. However, that was not the case and that deficit has
actually appeared in the Budget papers. I sincerely hope chat next year we see the Budget
split into two, with the Consolidated Revenue Fund and General Loan and Capital Works
Fund Budgets and the business undertakings itemnised separately so we can have a proper
debate and can understand the financial position of the Stare and its business undertakings
without having to go through a very tortuous process indeed. Given the documentation
which has been made public, it is difficult to establish the true position in respect of the
finances of Western Australia. A need exists for urgent reform and it must be met quickly.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Donovan): I call the member for Florear. Members might
wonder about the time given to the member; I understand an agreement has been reached
with the Speaker about the dis tribution of time.

MVR N'ENSAROS (Floreat) 14.20 pmj: Traditionally, this Appropriation Bill is called the
Loan Budget because originally all the capital expenditures by Government departments as
well as Government instrumentalities or agencies were sourced by the General Loan Funds.
The appropriation of these General Loan Funds had to be dealt with by Parliament, and
Parliament has done so in relation to all capital expenditures. The most important power,
duty and responsibility of Parliament has been and is being slowly but continuously eroded,
as indeed many other basic responsibilities of this legislative body have been virtually
expropriated by the Executive arm of Government. This very undesirable and undemocratic
trend will be the theme of my contribution to this Loan Budget debate.

I shall particularly deal with three aspects -

(1) The very diminished role of Parliament in appropriating capital expenditure
funds;

(2) The Executive's power to deny the operation of legislation brought down by
Parliament; and

(3) Parliament's inability to perform its duties via committee work whenever the
Executive chooses to prevent this.

As I have mentioned, originally Parliament decided where the General Loan Funds should be
spent by appropriating funds to the various capital works of each department and agency.
But in time, more and more moneys were sourced outside the General Loan Funds.
Theme were, for example, Commonwealth grants for particular projects which although
always welcomed by Treasuries, of course, should really be criticised because they took away
the right of this Parliament to appropriate those funds. Often these special funds are being
directed to fields which not even the most avidly centralistic Commonwealth Government
would claimn as a Federal responsibility, but which fields clearly and
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indisputably are within the legislative and administrative powers of the State. Let us take, for
example, water resources and water supply. No Federal Government so far has claimed
responsibility for this, not even under the external powers. Yet we can see at page 30 of the
Estimates that some of the Water Authority's capital works sources are from the "Federal
water resources program".

Another increasing source of funding capital works about which this Parliament has no power
of appropriation is borrowing by the Government agencies. Huge agencies such as the State
Energy Commission of Western Australia, or the Water Authority of Western Australia,
representing well over one-third of the value of the aggregate of all capital works in our State,
use this source of external borrowing almost exclusively. I do not want to suggest for a
minute that anything is wrong with that. On the contrary, I have always advocated chat such
Government utilities go to the market and borrow competitively to fund their investment
programs, whether it is for replacement of old plant, to serve the increasing population with
new services, or simply to implement new technology. What is wrong, however, is chat the
Executive uses this commnendable sourcing of works for preventing the representatives of the
shareholders - which we are in this Parliament - from having a decisive role in the use of
these huge borrowings.

Mr Acting Speaker, can you imagine that in a private utility - and Japan or West Germnany
have only private electricity or water supply companies - the executives would decide how to
use all the borrowings for capital works without reference to the shareholders'
representatives; that is, the board of directors? Or for that matter, can you imagine the
executives of BHP deciding how to use all the borrowings for capital works without
reference to the board? Yet we in this Parliament are the representatives of the shareholders
who are the taxpayers of this State. The taxpayers are the shareholders of the SEC, and the
Water Authority, yet their elected representatives have no say as to how much to borrow and
how to spend that borrowed money that is decided by the Executive. It could be argued,
perhaps, that SECWA has commidssioners and the Water Authority has board members, and
they make the decisions.

Mr Parker: The member's analogy is wrong. This place is like a body of shareholders at an
extraordinary or annual meeting; not a directors meeting. BHP would never get its
shareholders to approve its borrowings.

Mr MENSAROS: I compare this Parliament to the board of BHP, nor to the shareholders'
meeting.

Mr Parker: That is where you fall down.

Mr MENSAROS: The board members of the Water Authority or the Commnissioner of the
SEC are not elected by shareholders; they are nominated by the Executive. The Cabinet or
Governor in Executive - Council chooses them. They are not even nominated by the
Parliament which is the elected representative body for the shareholders. It cannot be said
that Parliament would have delegated its powers. Those powers are simply slowly and
unobtrusively being taken away. All the connection that can be claimed for Parliament
relates to an Act - such as the State Energy Commission Act, which enables the
commissioners to borrow money. This authority, although it renders the borrowing legal,
does not excuse the fact that Parliament is entirely excluded from the decisions.

Similarly, Parliament is denied not only the decision but also discussion about the use of
funds for capital works - if these funds come from the very commendable sources of"internal
funding" as self-financing is described in the Estimates before us. I have always advocated
the increasing use of self-financing for capital works, particularly in ines of excessively high
interest rates. The Leader of the Opposition has said exactly the same thing. He has
reminded us that a number of capital works could be sourced from revenue. Despite the
argurnent which the Treasurer is in the habit of using, that we should not pay for installations
now which will also benefit future generations it stands to reason that self-financing, allowing
a small initial sacrifice, is more economical for both present and future generations. The
same applies with so-called "external contributions", when, for example, developers finance
some of the cost of a new sewerage plant.
As a result of the combination of all these factors that I have mentioned, of all the other than
General Loan and Capital Works Fund sources of capital works, Parliament has a say in only
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51 per cent of the aggregate, $1 606 million capital expenditure by Government and its
agencies in Western Australia. Parliament's say, even in this 51 per cent of the total cost,
comes about only because the items within this 51 per cent have a partial sourcing from the
General Loan Fund. Take for example TAFE on page 19 of the Estimnates where, of a total
cost of $ 18.035 million, only $4.188 million or 23 per cent is sourced from the General Loan
Fund. All of the individual items will be allowed to be debated, however, as there is no way
to relate the partial loan fund sourcing to particular items. Hence, we will be able to debate
all the capital investment items of TAPE, but the Chairman will call for a vote on only
$4 188 million or 23 per cent of its total capital expenditure.
With the Western Australian Government Railways, the percentage to be voted for by
Parliament is even smaller at only 8.5 per cent or $ 10.033 million out of a total of
$1 18.8 12 million. If we take the aggregate amount of capital works in Western Australia for
the current financial year which is $1 066.386 million, only $338.563 million or a mere
21 per cent is sourced from the General Loan Fund. Therefore, Parliament votes only for that
21 per cent, albeit - as I said because of the mixed sourcing of some of the departments and
agencies - it debates 51 per cent of the total expenditure.

Even with some of the departments or agencies having their multiple sourcing which allows
Parliament to debate their Capital Works Program, apart from the State Energy Commission
and the Water Authority of Western Australia which I have already mentioned, we still have
no say regarding the following -

Department of Conservation and Land Management;
Kalgoorlie, Karracha and Bunbury Colleges,
Government Employees' Housing Authority and the Rural Housing Authority;
WA Coastal Shipping Commission;
WA Meat Commission;
Port Authorities of Albany, Bunbury, Dampier, Esperance, Fremantle, Geraldton and

Port 1-edland;
Country High Schools Authority;
Industrial Lands Development Authority and the Joondalup Development

Corporation;
Library Board;
Metropolitan Cemetery Board;
Metropolitan Markets;
Rotmest Island Board;
South West Development Authority;
Stare Planning Commission:
Alcohol and Drug Authority;
WA Arts Gallery Board;
WA Fire Brigades Board;
WA Tourism Commission: and
Zoological Gardens Board.

In all, there are 31 Government agencies about which Parliament does not have a possibility
of speaking a word as far as their Capital Works Program is concerned. That, of course, is a
very sad state of affairs. It is the rapidly creeping takeover of Parliament's functions by the
Executive, thus slowly denying democracy in this State.

The question remains: Can this be changed? Like everything else, with goodwill it can be
changed. All that is necessary is for the Government to instruct the Treasury Department to
arrange the General Loan and Capital Works Fund Budget papers so that every single
division - that is, every department or instrumentality or agency - shall have a funding of $1
from the General Loan Fund. In this way, the total capital works could be at least debated by
Parliament. Funthermiore, Parliament, at least in theory, could have a word also about
appropriating the individual items as it was not known which item was sourced by the $1
from the loan fund. Should I be legally wrong in this assumption, a special Act of Parliament
could be passed to allow the debate and appropriation vote by Parliament; that is, if the
Government really wanted to be accountable to Parliament. I can hear the simple answer that
this system started a long time ago and prevailed, even if to a lesser extent, during the
Government of which I was a member for nine years. That is so. but it does not mean that at
some timne a reversal should not be started. Now is as good a time as any.
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The second aspect of my contribution today is what I shall call the unwitting, almost
unconscious, delegation by Parliament to the Executive of the power to decide when, if ever,
a piece of legislation shall become operative. Such delegation gives absolute power to the
Executive to determine whether legislation, duly passed by the elected Houses of Parliament
and assented to by Her Majesty's representative, will ever come into effect.

During the last couple of decades or so, we have found an ever-greater number of Bills that
provide that they come into operation by either regulation or proclamation. The method of
bringing Acts into operation by regulation - regulation initiated and brought down solely by
the Executive - has gone out of fashion over the last two years. That is not because
Governments proposing and drafting the legislation would have realised the impropriety of
their having the final say over a legislated subject, to which Parliament had already agreed.
On the contrary, it was solely in self-defence by the Executive since a retired public servant
in Canberra pointed out that the regulation bringing to life the Act of Parliament could be
disallowed by either House, hence the Senate for instance can frustrate the Executive's wish.
Members will recall that this proper reasoning prevented the Federal Government proceeding
with the ID card legislation.

So it is back to proclamation, which is the rule almost without exception. I think it is a fair
observation that scarcely any member of this Legislative Chamber pays or has paid in the
recent past much attention to the enabling provisions of a proposed Act. I cannot recall
during my 20 years in Parliament a single comment to what is usually clause 2 of the Bill
during the Committee stage of a debate, despite the very important principle involved.

Previously the enabling clause, when the legislation should become operative, usually
provided three variations: The Act would become operative either on a fixed day, or on the
day it received the Royal Assent, or within a number of days, as specified in the Bill, of
receiving the Royal Assent. None of these three variations took away from the legislative
body the decision about the commencement of the operation of an Act. The prevailing
provision now is for an Act "to come into operation on a day to be fixed by proclamation'.
The original reason for this development was that an Act often required quite detailed and
complicated regulations to be drafted and to be in place before it could be implemented. In
these cases, for practical reasons, the enabling by proclamation was devised, It gave
unspecified time for the bureaucracy to draft the required regulations and even perhaps liaise
with interested panties if that was considered necessary. Once the regulations were ready the
Act was proclaimed. As time passed, however, this process became the order of the day
rather than the exception.

Apart from the very bad and undemocratic principle involved in giving absolute discretion to
the Executive to indefinitely suspend the operation of laws passed by Parliament, such
provisions have also very undesirable consequences. To describe these potential
consequences, I paraphrase the relevant parts of an excelDent paper, very aptly entitled
"Legislation by Proclamation - Parliamentary Nightmare, Bureaucratic Dream", written by
Anne Lynch, the Deputy Clerk of the Senate in Canberra. According to this paper, the first
consequence of this proclamation provision is to place in the hands of bureaucracy an
enormous power to gainsay or even override the wishes of the people, expressed by their
elected representatives. Also, if legislation is passed and assented to without having a set
time on its implementation, it provides encouragement to the bureaucracy to be tardy in
implementing schemes determined by Parliament itself. Furthermore, the enabling by
proclamation can be a method, used so often today, of window dressing. The Executive can,
for example, declare with great fanfare that an Act of Parliament has been passed in order to
support the arts. But, it does not have to say that there is no intention of implementing the
proposal because, for instance, of lack of funds. It simply does not proclaim the Act.

The proclamation clause can also be used as a means of blackmail. An overly critical
industrial body could be told, for example, that the Government will pass certain legislation
in Parliament, assuring lower royalties for its members, but will not proclaim it until the body
has ceased to criticise the Government.

Most importantly, the failure to proclaim a law at a pre-set time - whether it relates to the
whole or only part of the law, that is, to sections or subsections, which has increasingly
become the vogue - makes it nigh impossible for even the experts to know the prevailing
laws of the land. Leaving open some sections of an Act to be proclaimed later is further
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complicated when their coming into operation is linked with the coining into effect of another
Act or sections of another Act. This, of course, makes the establishment of what the law is
even more labyrinthine.

This whole process and its endless variations regarding the enabling provisions of the law
makes it difficult and very time consuming for officers in this Parliament to assist members
to keep a check and have an up to date, immediately accessible, record of which Acts or
sect ions thereof have commenced to operate.

Parliament, which in theory has delegated its legislative power about the date at which an Act
becomes operational does not even receive the courtesy from the delegated authority - the
Executive - of being officially told about its action, the proclamation setting the date of the
commencement of operation of Acts and sections thereof. The monarch's representative, the
Governor, sends messages to the Speaker promptly after having assented to any Act of
Parliament, The Executive does not extend this courtesy to the Legislature regarding
proclamations. Thus, the principle of certainty under the law is jeopardised. [ will quote
again from the already cited paper on "Legislation by Proclamation' -

The certainty under the law can be assured only if the law is known and disseminated,
in the least complicated way.

The obscurantism of general legislative provisions is bad enough. To be forced to
hunt through documentation, other than the Act, to establish whether a law is
operative, is appalling. It has been a long established dictum that ignorance of the law
is no excuse for transgression. With the myriad of difficulties placed in the way of
even the experts in law, in establishing what is the law, justice demands that the
dictum might well need to be superseded.

This, however, is obviously not the solution to the problem. The real solution lies with this
Legislative Assembly to prevent the problem at the source, during the passage of a Bill
fthough Parliament, by denying the Executive the proclamation solution and insisting on a
fixed date on which the Act shall become operational.
I would be the first to admit, however, that this ideal solution is wishful thinking today when
the Executive has a deliberate, overbearing influence on the well-caucused majority of the
Legislature. What is the pragmatics solution? I suggest the practical interim solution - until
real democracy is restored by having the proper balance and division of power between the
Legislature and Executive arms of Government - is for Parliament to be promptly and
properly informed about the times when Acts of Parliament come into operation and an
explanation of why some are not in operation. That would mean that a mandatory message
would be required from the Executive to the Presiding Officers about every proclamation.
Furthermore, this message would have to be accompanied by an updated list of all legislation
or part thereof which is not yet operational. This could be done in alphabetical order of the
titles.
Additionally, the Govemnment would be compelled to submit a report to Parliament every six
months explaining why the non-operative Acts or sections of Acts were not yet in force. Such
reports would include a forecast and perhaps an undertaking by the Government about the
expected date of proclamation. Alternatively, the Government would have to undertake to
introduce repealing legislation about the non-operative Acts or sections thereof. Not only
should such reports be laid on The Table of both Houses, but also it should be mandatory to
allocate time for debating them. This method would properly informn Parliament and would
allow its officers to maintain an up co date list of Acts not yet in operation. It would also take
away the gusto of bureaucracy for delaying proclamations, or even drafting Bills with
proclamation provisions, because the reporting and explanatory provisions might rake more
time and administration than the bringing of Acts into operation on a fixed day. Mr Acting
Speaker, I wonder whether any notice wil ever be taken of my recommendations.

The third aspect of my subject of Executive Government's intrusion into the field of
parliamentary responsibility is an equally important one; it concerns the constitutional
prerogative of the Executive - through the Governor - to prorogue Parliament. With
prorogation, all the business of Parliament is suspended for a time, until Parliament is once
mote summnoned to Meet. Parliament is usually prorogued some time during the annual
recess, after the special adjourniment following the last day of the session, and prior to the
first day of the next session.
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Prorogation means not only the cessation of all business of Parliament but also that the next
meeting is in a new session, which has to, be opened by the Governor. The Governor in his
opening speech traditionally announces the Government's legislative program for the coming
session. This, in turn - according to custom and Standing Orders - necessitates the moving of
the Address-in-Reply, the debate of which allows every member to bring up any subject
matter he or she wishes. It also allows every member to move an amendment to the Address-
in-Reply motion, which can then be debated within the amubit of the amendment. Hence the
yearly prorogation of Parliament - as has been the long-standing custom - secures an ongoing
opportunity for members to air problems in their electorates, and, perhaps more importantly,
provides one of the most substantial tools to the Opposition to highlight its criticism of,
and/or to suggest its alternative propositions against, the administration of the Executive
Government. As such, the prorogation is an important technical means to foster democracy,
by giving to elected representatives a special opportunity to have their say on behalf of their
constituents.

In the past the dates on which Parliament has been prorogued until the next session have been
different. Up to 1968, the Western Australian Parliament had only one yearly session, which
usually commenced with the official opening by the Governor on the last Thursday of July,
and lasted, with variations, near enough to the end of the year. Accordingly, the yearly recess
period took up more than half of the year. Since 1968, at every two non-election years an
autumn sitting period has been added to the previous one only continuous Budget session.
With the exception of the first two years, the yearly session officially started with the
Governor opening it at the beginning of the autumn session. This gave a balanced
opportunity for private members, in particular, to make one speech in both the autumn and
the Budget sittings about any subject of their choice; one during the Address- in-Reply debate,
the other during the Budget debate. It also enabled the numbering of Acts of Parliament in
one consecutive sequence every year, instead of having two sets of numbers within the same
calendar year. Hence since 1968 the period during which Parliament could stand prorogued
was narrowed down to three to four months between December of one year and March of the
following year.

This arrangement, however, still gave the Executive Government the opportunity to prorogue
Parliament on, or very soon after, the last day of sitting, until the opening of the Parliament
for the autumn session. That means that the Government is able - perfectly legally, albeit in
some cases deliberately unethically - to cause the cessation of all business of Parliament for
three to four, or even more, months per year. The greatest potential disadvantage of this
opportunity, if used fully, is that the work of all Standing Committees ceases, and the Select
Committees even cease to exist and have to be reconstituted during the next session.
Thereby, the Government can jeopardise important and useful work of Standing Committees
by retarding their reports, and often even preventing certain reports, which cannot be fitted int
because of the reduced working time of that particular committee. For example, the Public
Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee may wel miss out on investigating an
additional one or two departments or agencies. Even more lower key, yet important,
committees - for example, the Standing Comm-ittee on Delegated Legislation - may be
hampered seriously in their activities.

More importantly, however, an early prorogation can prevent entirely the investigating
activities of any Select Committee which may cause political embarrassment to the
Government of the day. Alas, we are not without examples of such highly undemocratic
action by this Government; it grossly misused its Executive prerogative and prorogued
Parliament after its last sitting day to prevent the Select Committee which was established to
examine the Midland Abattoirs and connected administrative actions from completing its
investigations and publicly reporting to the Parliament.

I do not think any democratically minded person could disagree with me that such misuse -
and, indeed, abuse - of the Executive's prerogative should never happen in a State where the
accountability of Government, and the probing and criticising of the execution of this
accountability, is the cornerstone of the political system.

Again, the problem begs for a solution. One can arrive at solutions of different degrees. The
simplest and most obvious is for the Government to accept the decency of proroguing
Parliament only shortly before the opening of the next session. But even that does not solve
the problem of the reporting by a Select Commuittee which, even had it completed its task and
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prepared its report, would not be able to submit that report until the next session, and the
report would lose also its privileged position.

This important difficulty could be solved in two ways. The first is for the Government to call
a one day, or even shorter, meeting of Parliament before the prorogation for the sole purpose
of receiving the Select Commnittee's report. This would, of course, tax the honesty of every
Government, but would equally tax the honesty of the Opposition, which should not attempt
to initiate any other business on that day.
The other solution is to statutorily give an extension of time to the existence of the Select
Cornuittees - without converting them into honorary Royal Commissions - and to statutorily
retain the privileged position of their records and report s. I understand such an endeavour is
being presently attempted in the Legislative Council.

It is unlikely that a Government would heed the solutions just mentioned by me, thereby
giving up its great political advantage of preventing criticism and proper public informnation.
A Government of the day which would implement these solutions in one way or the other,
and make a permanent - either statutory or customary - usage of it, would clearly demonstrate
its genuine belief in honesty, accountability, and real democracy.

The final example of an Executive power which should really rest with Parliament is one I
have mentioned on various occasions in previous years; that is the difference between
virtually the total expenditure in the revenue Budget, which has to be sourced by methods
approved by Parliament, either yearly, by accepting the budgetary taxation measures, or by
previous Statutes, such as a Commonwealth-State agreement, and the ever increasing
proportion of capital expenditure funding which is sourced by purely Executive action. I
refer, of course, to obtaining loans by Government instrumentalities, huge loans with savage
servicing consequences, taxing possibly several future generations with repayment and
interest obligations for a deed about which the elected representatives had no say or opinion,
let alone decision making power.
This process is a lopsided custom of our democratic system. It enables irresponsible,
selfishly greedy Governments to please the present generation, their constituents who are
going to elect them, by handouts made possible through the use of loan moneys, but
mortgages the next generation who will have to vote for another Government.

I will not even attempt - neither would I have enough time - to suggest a solution to this very
grave yet perfectly accepted and virtually unnoticed anomaly. I do say, however, as the
Leader of the Opposition has advocated, that one could consider the amalgamation of the
revenue and loan Budgets - used already more often than our system of separate Bills - and
make the sourcing subject to legislative approval. That would enable the Parliament to have
its say on the sourcing of all expenditure, be it capital expenditure or ongoing expenditure by
Government directly or Government instrumentalities and agencies indirectly.

have tried to highlight some of the fields where there is a most marked power grab by the
Executive from the democratically elected Parliament and I trust that sometimes some notice
will be taken of the anomalies which I have pointed out, and the respective remedies I have
suggested.
MR COURT (Nedlands - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [5.02 pml: I will take this
opportunity to raise a number of issues. The first relates to the new gold refinery the
Government has built at the international airport terminal. On 27 October this year the
Premier went out to the airport and opened the new gold refinery. I would find it helpful if
the Treasurer were here while I explained the situation, because he may be able to answer the
question I am going to ask.

Much hoo-ha was made about Gold Corporation moving into a new era as a part of the
expansion related to the gold industry. Unfortunately, the Government did not tell the whole
story about this new gold refinery and during this debate I want to explain some of the
problems that have occurred in relation to it. I will quote from the Western Australian Mint's
annual report for 1989 which was tabled in the Parliament this week, It says in part -

The building contractors handed over the building in May, five months behind
schedule, after a construction period plagued by industrial problems. This has, in
trm, delayed the cessation of refining at The Perth Mlint, holding up planning and
commencement of improved and expanded minting facilities.
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So this refinery was meant to be completed some five months before it actually was
completed in May. The Premier opened it in October, and I quote again from the report -

However, it will be pleasing to commission the new refinery adjacent to Perth's
international airport during October bec-ause of the improvements in efficiency and
working conditions that will accompany it.

Those members who have travelled to the international terminal will have driven past this
new refinery and will] have noted the unusual colour scheme and design; they will have noted
also that there is no activity associated with that refinery. I want the Government to explain,
not the delay in building it, although even with all the problems we have on industrial sites 1
think it is absolutely scandalous that a construction job like that is delayed five months, and
by the Government's own admission it was plagued by industrial problems; that is one issue.
but why has this new refinery not been brought into operation? The member for Kalgoorlie
is in the House and he knows only too well that the new refinery at Kalgoorlie was built
quickly and put into operation with no problems. I believe it is working well and I ask him
whether that is correct.
Mr Taylor: A tonne a week!

Mr COURT: Then it is working well, and the member for Kalgoorlie would have a good
reason for asking why we bother to have a refinery in Perth rather than doing all the refining
in Kalgoorlie. I appreciate the nod given by the member for Kalgoorlie. The Treasurer has
now amived in the House.-

Mr Parker: I was only out for three and a half minutes.

Mr COURT: I am not being critical I merely want to ask him why it is that this facility was
built in May and the annual report said it would be commissioned in October yet it is still not
operating.
Mr Parker: That is the responsibility of the Premier but I will see if I can find the information
for you.
Mr COUJRT: There is an industrial problem whereby the employees who are currently
working in Perth wil not work at the new refinery, so the Government has spent about
$16 million on this new refinery at the airport and the employees will not go and work out
there. They are holding out for some improved conditions, I understand. I am told that
initially they wanted to be bussed from the current site out to the new refinery arid back again
each day in their work time or, in lieu of a bussing arrangement, they wanted to be paid a
bonus - I am told some $ 10 a day - in travelling money to go to the new site.
The taxpayers have funded a new refinery. Not only was it five months late in being built,
with the Premider officially opening it in October after it was completed in May, but also it has
not been commissioned properly because of an industrial dispute. What concerns me is that I
am led to believe the management involved is very keen to have the matter resolved and to
start operating the new refinery, but the Government wants to keep the lid on this industrial
problem while negotiations are taking place. I want the Government to explain why this you-
beaut new refinery, of which we have heard so much over the years, is being plagued by
these industrial problems.
Mr Parker: I will draw your comments to the attention of the Premier.
Mr COURT: The other concern I have is that the area chosen for the site, which is on
leasehold land, I think from the Federal Airports Commission -

Mr Parker- I do not think it is leasehold.
Mr COURT: I think it is long term leasehold land.

Mr Parker: Then it would be 99 years or something like that.
Mr COURT: Yes, but I do not think enough land has been allocated for future expansion.
The site is too small, I personally have never been able to see why, if we are going to build a
new facility, we cannot build the main operation at Kalgoorlie, which is very much the
traditional centre of the gold industry. The refinery operating at Kalgoorlie is small but it
operates with a minimum of industrial unrest. In Perth, the Government cannot get the new
refinery up and running. Why do we have an expensive facility sitting idle just because the
Government cannot get employees to work there?
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My second concern relates to the Perth Mint. The annual report outlines the need to upgrade
the Mint facilities for the coin program. The idea is to remove the old factory at the rear of
the beautiful Mint building and erect a new coin facility. No-one in Government will give
approval to remove the old factory because the concern is that the old factory may be of
heritage significance, in addition to the Mint building at the front. People who have seen the
old factory will know that it is very much an old factory. The Mint building at the front
should be preserved - and there is no talk of that building being demolished - but apparently
no-one will make a decision about the old factory. Therefore, the people at the Mint are in
limbo and the new coin facility cannot be built.

My main concern is that the refinery at the airport is not operating. This highlights why the
Australian economy is in such trouble and why we have such high interest rates, when
projects, on which a great deal of money has been spent and which should be highly
productive, remain idle. We cannot afford to have important assets sitting idle while we
work out some industrial dispute regarding conditions under which employees should work.
No wonder the Government has such difficulty competing with the private sector, when even
with the best possible facilities it cannot get a business up and running. I require some
answers.

Ms Parker: The member for Nedlands is not addressing anything under my purview. I will
refer these matters to the Premier.
Mrt COURT: The Treasurer has had everything to do with gold under the Resources
Development portfolio, and Cabinet has had a lot to do with the funding requirements of the
new Mint. Surely the Treasurer would have a bit of an understanding.
Many payments under loan funding have been made towards the improvement of police
facilities. Recently we have heard a lot about the pmoblems within the Police Force,
particularly at the senior levels. However, I wish to describe a good news story about the
Police Union. Over recent years I have come to know a woman who as a spastic child was
sponsored by the Police Union to meet her educational expenses. The union ensured that she
received a first class education to tertiary level. Up until a couple of weeks ago this lady
wore full callipers. It was a moving experience a month or so ago when this woman was
married. Many years ago the head of the Police Union told her that if she ever married he
would ensure that a police escort attended the wedding. The good news story is that this
woman, who still walks with difficulty, did have a police escort on her wedding day. Apart
from royal weddings on television, I have not witnessed a wedding with a police escort. It
was a very moving occasion. We often hear bad news about unions but in this case the Police
Union has been sponsoring this woman for many years. She now holds a senior position in
the education system, thanks to the efforts of the members of the Police Union. We do not
often get the chance to pay compliments and I wanted to do so on this occasion.

I turn now to industrial relations matters, particularly one which was highlighted in the Press
recently. A battle has occurred within the union movement regarding payments to juniors in
the fast food industry. The concern is that widespread underpayments to juniors have
occurred. I raised this matter in 1985 at the samne time as debate took place on the proposal
put forward by McDonald's Family Restaurants to introduce a set youth wage lower than that
being paid at the time. It was stated that if that organisation was allowed to introduce that
wage, it would employ X number of young people Australia-wide in addition to those already
employed. The union was severely critical of McDonald's stating that the proposal involved
slave labour and that McDonald's were taking advantage of young people. McDonald's were
willing to offer a wage of $103 a week; the union said the deal was a fraud and should not be
supported. The interesting point is that the Prine Minister, at the same time, introduced his
youth employment scheme which offered young people $90 a week. Under some pressure,
McDonald's withdrew its scheme even though it was a more generous one than that offered
by Mr Hawke. We all know now that Mr Hawke's scheme did not alleviate the problem at
the time.

By raising this mailer in Parliament at the time, I challenged members of ihe Trades and
Labour Council to prove that McDonald's was not a good employer of young people, and
that it was not doing the right thing by young people. We then arranged a public meeting,
with television people involved, together with the Federal member for Stirling, Ron Edwards,
Rob Meecharn from the TLC, and a few other union people. We went to
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McDonald's at Jolimont where the training procedures and wages were explained. The
interesting part of all this is that McDonald's was a non-union shop; the TLC could not stand
that. It was highly critical of the organisation. even though in some cases juniors were paid 40
per cent above the award. However, the TLC was critical of the outlet's employment
practices and of the fact that it was a non-union shop. We discovered that the union had done
a special deal with other companies in the fast food industry in relation to payments to
juniors.

Dr Alexander: That was a corrupt union.

Mr COURT: I was ridiculed in this place when I attempted to criticise that union in 1985. Is
it not interesting? The debates on 10 October 1985 reveal that I was ridiculed in this House
when I criticised that union. Tonight the member for Perth tells me it is a corrupt union. At
that time, McDonald's was paying well over the award wage. The union set a special wage
for those young people - it was a very low wage. The trade-off was that the employers could
pay the low wage provided there was compulsory membership of the union. In other words,
it was a closed shop. The union was prepared to allow these young people to accept a low
wage on the condition that they all became members of the union and had their fees collected.

Is it not interesting that four years later we are now told that that is a corrupt union? T have
been following very closely the affairs of those unions over the past few weeks as they have
what has been described as a "bitter battle". I ami not against unionism. I have nothing
against trade unions trying to improve conditions for people. However, when it comes to the
stage where they strike special deals and agree to low rates of pay provided the employees are
members of the union, I get annoyed. There is a high turnover of this mainly student staff
which is trying to earn extra money while studying. I think it is about time that members
opposite, instead of criticising Opposition members, agreed with us when we say that it is
possible for an employer to reach an agreement with an employee which is far more
favourable than can be established under an award. Government members should be careful
with their criticism of suggestions that companies should be able to negotiate directly with
employees without having to go through the award structure because rorts have been going
on for some years in that industry and no-one opposite has been prepared to do anything
about it. On the contrary, when I dared to suggest that one of the non-union shops,
McDonald's, was a good employer with a good industrial record, members opposite criticised
me because it was a non-union operation. That is not acceptable.

During the Budget debate I did not have the opportunity to raise matters concerning youth
unemployment and the funding of the Joblink employment scheme in the Nedlands area.
Joblink in Nedlands has been a pioneer in working out arrangements for matching people
who have difficulty in finding jobs with full-time employment opportunities. When the
scheme began, the main aim of it was to find employment for people. A year or so ago, the
Government said it would extend the funding for that program if a new dimension, a training
program, were added into the scheme. At the same time the program was requested by the
Government to try to target disadvantaged groups in our community - people who were
having special difficulties in getting jobs.
When the funding to Joblink was extended a year or so ago, I made representations with the
Nedlands City Council to the Minister and we were able to have that funding extended. That
Joblink scheme in Nedlands has been used as a model by the Government. On many
occasions people are brought to the program to show them the good work that is going on. I
had a look at the figures for the number of people that are finding work through that program
and the number of disadvantaged groups from which the program is pulling people and it is
doing a superb job.

To the credit of Nedlands City Council, every time funding has been in doubt, the council has
generously continued to fund it until arrangements for funds are made with the Government.
The Government has said that it will cease funding Joblink and we are currently negotiating
with the Government to try to have that decision reversed, but we are getting nowhere. It is
crazy. Many employment schemes do not work, but this scheme is highly successful. It is
helping hundreds of people find employment and with training schemes and the Government,
because it is strapped for cash and has a touch of the shorts -

Mr Mensaros: The reason it is being closed is because it so successful.
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Mr COURT: Yes. The Government says it is short of money and it is not funding it for that
reason. The Government has said that Nedlands is a wealthy area and does not need to be
funded. If the member for Floreat looked at the statistics, he would see that the scheme is
pulling people from all over the western suburbs. I do not care where the program is located.
Many of the people involved come from the member for Glendalough's electorate. F would
not care if it were located in her electorate; it works. It is the most efficient use for funding
that I have seen and I want the Government to reconsider its decision to close down the
scheme. If the Minister or members want to have a look at an efficient Joblink scheme
working, I would lie them to come to my electorate arid look at this operation. One of the
beauties of the program is that, instead of getting a grant from the Government arid
depending on that for its operation, the community, including the local Rotary organisations,
the local Anglican church which provides facilities and the council which provides
administrative assistance, are also involved.

Mr Peter Dowding: The irony of your comments is that when I established Joblink offices,
your party said they were outrageous and inappropriate.

Mr COURT: This Joblink scheme started under a different name well before the Premier's
scheme.

Mr Peter Dowding: It did not, [ established Joblink offices around Western Australia. You
attacked it.

Mr COURT: The Government said that it would continue to provide funds for the program if
the name was changed to Joblink. The rules are being changed again and the Government
has decided that it will no longer fund it. If the Premier thinks it is such a good idea why did
it allow the scheme to be closed? Because the Premier has a shortage of money he has
decided he will close down local community job employment schemes that are working well.

[Leave granted for speech to be continued at a later stage of the sitting.]
Debate thus adjourned.

[dontinued on p 5803.1

BILLS (5) - RETURNED

I . Travel Agents Amendment Bill

2. Coal [ndustry Superannuation Bill

3- Business Franchise (Tobacco) Amendment Bill

4. Fisheries Amendment Bill (No 2)

5. Construction Industr Portable Paid Long Service Leave Amendment Bill

Bills returned from the Council without amendment.

(Questions without notice taken.]

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH. SAFETY AND WELFARE ANIENDNIENT BILL

Introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Tray (Minister for Labour), and read a first time.

Second Reading

MR TROY (Swan Hills - Minister for Labour) [7.31 pm]: I move -

That the Bit! be now read a second time.

Currently the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act does not apply to workpl aces
under the auspices of the Mininig Act, the Mines Regulation Act, the Coal Mines Regulation
Act, the Petroleum Act, the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act, arid the Petroleum Pipelines
Act. This amendment seeks to partially remove that exemption by having all of part II of the
Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act to apply only to the Mining Act, the Mines
Regulation Act and the Coal Mines Regulation Act. It is not intended for this amendment to
apply to the Petroleum Act, the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act or the Petroleum Pipelines
Act.
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Part H1 of the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act establishes the commuission;
provides for the appointment of a commnissioner and commuission members; details the
functions of the commission; sets out administrative proceedings for the conduct of meetings,
and the terms and conditions of appointment of members;, and provides for the appointment
of advisory commnittees to the commission. In effect the amendment seeks to provide a
mechanism for the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Commission to have the same
role in respect of the mining industry as for other Western Australian workplaces; that is, to
take a leading rote in the development of policy in respect of health and safety matters,
standard setting, development of legislation, and providing recommendations to Government.
It will also allow for the establishment of tripartite advisory committees to look at specific
occupational health, safety and welfare concerns within the mining industry. This
amendment to the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act is seen as complementary to
the ref orns proposed in the Mines Regulation Act, and those foreshadowed for inclusion next
year in the Coal Mines Regulation Act. Clearly, the intention to amend individual mining
legislation to provide for the general duty of care concept and consultative mechanism was a
position adopted and enunciated by Government at the time of introducing the original
Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Bill.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Court (Deputy Leader of the Opposition).

MINES REGULATION AMENDMENT BILL

Introducrion and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Carr (Minister for Mines), and read a first time.

Second Reading

MR CARR (Geraldton - Minister for Mines) [7.37 pm]: 1 move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill proposes a number of amendments to the Mines Regulation Act with the main
proposals being to introduce the provisions of panis HI and rV of the Occupational Health,
Safety and Welfare Act which deal with the general duties of care and health and safety
representatives and committees Into the Mines Regulation Act.

General duties of care: The Bill establishes in detail duties on employers, self-employed
persons and employees in the mining industry. The provisions clearly establish that each
employer has a duty to his employees to provide a working environment in which his
employees, as far as practicable, are not exposed to risk of injury or harm to their health. It
requires an employer to consult, to provide information, instruction and training, arnd to take
reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which it can be reasonably foreseen may cause
injury.

There is a duty on those who design, manufacture, import or supply plant, as defined, for use
at the workplace to ensure the article is designed, manufactured and marketed so that persons
when using it as directed are not exposed to risks of injury or harm to their health. Equally,
there is a duty on chose who erect or install the plant etc, to ensure it is erected and installed
so that persons who properly use the plant are not, in doing so, exposed to hazards. The duty
imposed also extends to those who manufacture or import chemical substances, or material
containing them. It requires that they ensure that any new chemical substance made available
is safe when used under the conditions recommended and chat adequate toxicological data is
provided when the substance is supplied and thereafter when requested. In all the cases the
duty of care is lim-ited to what is practicable as defined in the legislation. In practice, this will
mean that account must always be taken of the seriousness and knowledge of a hazard and
the availability of methods for removing or minimising it.

The duty imposed on employees prescribes that they are required to take or exercise
reasonable care to protect not only their own health and safety but also that of other persons.
They have a duty to consult, to use appropriate devices and protective equipment, and to not
interfere with anything provided in the interests of health and safety. They are also required
to report to their employer any hazards in the workplace and any injury sustained. The
requirements for general duties of care are in essence the same as those applying under the
Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act for all workers covered by that Act.
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Health and safety representatives and committees: The amendments place a major
responsibility for improvement in workplace conditions with those who have the greatest
interest in reducing or minimising hazards - the employees who are the potential victims.

They establish mechanisms which will provide for consultation and participation by
employers and employees on health and safety matters. This is central to the notion of self-
regulation. The strategy is twofold in that it provides a mechanism for both the election of a
health and safety representative who is to represent employees in all matters relating to
occupational healthy and safety at the workplace, and for the establishment of health and
safety commnittees. In most workplaces there will be a combination of both.

Health and safety representatives: The requirement to elect health and safety representatives
is not mandatory. This provision is normally activated upon a request from an employee or
employees of a workplace. The important question of the number of health and safety
representatives to be elected is to be determined by either union or employee consultation
with the employer. To be appointed a health and safety representative an employee must first
satisfy eligibility criteria.

The Bill provides that an employee is eligible for appointment as a health and safety
representative if that person has

Two years of continuous employment with the employer; or

a total of two years' experience at a mine in work of a similar nature; or

twelve months of such experience in conjunction with appropriate training; or

approval of the State Mining Engineer.

Under this Bill all workers at a workplace will have the right to participate in the election of
health and safety representatives.

In respect of the election process, if there is a disagreement between the panties involved it is
to be determined by reference to the State Mining. Engineer in the first instance who may, if
he is unable to resolve the matter, direct the matter to the Industrial Relations Commuission for
deternination. The Bill provides that a health and safety representative will be elected for
two years.

Provisions have also been included specifying when a person shall cease to operate as a
health and safety representative. An employer, the State Mining Engineer, and any trade
union whose members work at the workplace may apply to the Industrial Relations
Commission to have a health and safety representative disqualified on specified grounds.
The disqualification provisions afford redress to an employer as the Industrial Relations
Comnmission may disqualify the health and safety representatives for a specified period or
permanently.

Health and safety committees: The second phase of the consultative mechanism is provided
in the form of health and safety committees. The major functions of health and safety
committees have been included in the Bill. Specifically, the committees should aim to keep
under review the measures being taken to ensure the health, safety and welfare of employees
at work. This review process wil involve contribution to the development and formulation
of policy applicable to the workplace. This activity should not be seen in isolation as an
erosion of management prerogative. In the context of the Bill, which emphasises
consultation and cooperation, it must be viewed as a joint attempt to resolve hazards or
potential hazards as they relate to a particular workplace; that is, a sharing of responsibility
for health and safety at work.

Where disputes arise as to the establishment or composition of a health and safety committee,
these matters are to be resolved by reference to the State Mining Engineer in the first instance
and, where there is a continuing disagreement, by reference to the Industrial Relations
Commission. In adopting this mechanism the Government has ensured that any industrial
relations issue is resolved within the established and accepted jurisdiction.

Once again the provisions for health and saety representatives and commuittees are essentially
the same as those applying under the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act.

Conclusions: The implementation of these amendments to the Mines Regulation Act
effectively brings mine safety legislation provisions into line with those of the Occupational
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Health, Safety and Welfare Act which is fundamental to Government policy. An essential
element of this policy is that it is of fundamental importance in improvement of safety
performance that the scope and opportunity for employee involvement is maximnised.
The Bill is designed to achieve this end without derogating hrorn the essence of the existing
legislation, but rather adding to it these important new and broader principles which have
already been applied to the general spectrum of industry and business in which people are
employed in Western Australia.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Court (Deputy Leader of the Opposition).

APPROPRIATION (GENERAL LOAN AND CAPITAL WORKS FUND) BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.

MR COURT (Nedlands - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [7.45 pm]: In concluding my
comments, I summarise the two major issues which I brought to the attention of the House.
The Government should tell the full story about why the gold refinery near the airport has not
come into operation when it has been completed for some time. Apparently, industrial
disputation is going on behind the scenes. We cannot allow millions of dollars to be spent on
an asset for the State and for that asset not to produce.

My second point related to the public dispute concerning youth workers in the fast food
industry. McDonald's has done the right thing. It has been prepared to pay wages in excess
of the award but it is a non-union shop. Instead of members opposite criticising that
company for being a non-union operation, they should have the decency to acknowledge the
good standard of conditions that that company provides to its employees. Those conditions
are being eroded because the union has decided that the workers will work for less pay and
that a condition of work will include campulsory union membership. That should not be
supported. It may be a good way of building up numbers in the unions, but it is not desirable
from the employees' viewpoint.

It was interesting to hear a Government member say that that union is corrupt. I would be
interested to follow that through. This morning I heard a representative of employers talking
about problems in the building industry which this Government has said is having no
problems. Many employers and employees have told us that what is happening in that
industry is very serious. Only this morning I heard the comment that some of the employers
are scared witless by the standover tactics adopted by the unions. They are scared that their
businesses will be destroyed if they do not comply with the blackmail tactics of the unions.
This country cannot be expected to grow and industries cannot be expected to be productive
if our industrial relations system fadls to protect employers who are scared widless because of
standover tactics by unions.

MR. WATT (Albany) [7.48 pm]: Since I have been a member of Parliament, it has been
difficult to find details of what is being spent electorate by electorate in the Estimates of the
General Loan And Capital Works Fund. T1hings are not much different this year.

I was pleased therefore to receive in the mail fairly recently from the Minister for Works and
Services a booklet prepared at her direction by the Building Management Authority which
sets out details of the non-residential building program which, I hasten to say, is not the
complete list of works proposed to be caried out under the General Loan and Capital Works
Fund. It covers all those public building which are essential to the operation or the delivery
of Government services to most electorates including schools, hospitals and other public
buildings. Although it provided a useful comparison between electorates - I have no reason
to assume that it was not accurate - I was very disappointed at the share allocated to Albany.
Albany has many building needs some of which I shall list, not necessarily in order of
priority although the order does reflect some priority in my mind.

The first is stage 3 of the Albany Regional Hospital refurbishing. It was promised a couple
of years ago, then deferred, then promised again, and again deferred. During the last State
election campaign the Premnier visited Albany and, within a week or two of the election, yet
again funds were conrunirred for stage 3 of the refurbishing program. I note that both
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Geraldion and Kailgoorlie, which can reasonably be compared with Albany because they are
all regional centres, have been allocated funds for refurbishing. I do not begrudge those
allocations for a moment; however, Albany is also in need, and that should have been
recognised, given the number of times commitments have been made to expend those funds.

The booklet prepared by the Building Management Authority details the total expenditure
prior to and including 1988-89, together with the allocation for 1989-90 and proposed
allocations for the following three years. I do not remember any of the proposed allocations
going beyond i990-91. so I do not know why those additional columns are included. Of
course, I may have missed some figures in the booklet. It is significant that, notwithstanding
the promises made, although an amount appears for stages I and 2 of the refurbishing
program, which has been completed for some tune, no funds are listed for stage 3 now or in
the future. An amount of only $70 000 is listed which relates to the cleaning up of work long
since finished.

Albany also badly needs a health centre, and I spoke in this House previously of that need.
The building for Albany was on the top of the list for the construction of health centres in the
year the Burke Government won office, but Albany has gradually slipped down the list and I
am not sure whether it now has any priority at all. I do not want to dwell on this matter
because I have raised it before. I understand there is a perception among the medical
fraternity that the establishment of a health centre would in some way compete with the
services provided by private medical practitioners. I assure them that would not be the case;
the centre would simply be an area where community health activities, which are already
being delivered in the community, could be better housed and coordinated. The centre would
also provide better facilities for the public.

Finance is also needed to upgrade the courthouse in Albany. During the election campaign I
highlighted the deficiencies of the courthouse. It is a beautiful and fine old building -I
believe it celebrates its centenary next year - but it needs upgrading. Problems exist relating
to security, inadequacies in the waiting areas, lack of conference rooms, lack of access to the
main courtroom for disabled people, and in many other areas. I have been through the
courthouse with the Clerk of Courts and the Magistrate and they share my concern at the
inadequacies of this building. I wrote to the Under Secretary for Law, who replied that no
funds were available for the upgrading. Sooner or later the courthouse will be inadequate for
the needs of the growing Albany district. An increasing number of higher court sessions are
being conducted through District Court, Family Court and other higher court proceedings. I
proposed that a new courthouse should be built and that the existing courthouse be converted
into a regional art gallery. I do not pretend to be an expert in these areas, but I suggested that
a committee be formed of architects and people with expertise in the arts and other areas to
carry out a feasibility study. Of course, if the proposal were not feasible, I would accept that
decision. That leads me to the next area of concern; that is, the need for a regional art gallery.
At the moment Albany has accumulated a handsome collection of paintings and general
artwork, but these items are inadequately housed. They have been housed in a small area
provided by the local town council, adjacent to the public library. However, that area is
needed for expansion by the public library which is under pressure at the moment.

I spoke in the Consolidated Revenue Fund Budget debate of the need for a learning resource
centre at the TAFE college. I will not dwell on that further, but suffice to say such a building
would normnally be provided by the Government uinder the provisions of this Bill.

The public has also been calling for the purchase of a building previously owned by
Dowsert's Automotive Engineering Works which is next door to the police station. I have
written to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services but have not yet received a reply.
The opportunity should be taken to purchase that building, which is for sale at the moment.
because in the fullness of time additional space will be needed by the police station which is
already under space constraints. The commnunity would like to use that building in the
meantime for a police and citizens' youth centre. It is a large area which has previously been
used as a motor garage, and the Albany community has already built at considerable expense
a large youth centre which was taken over by the high school. It is unreasonable for that
building to have been lost to the youth of the town.

The SPEAKER: Order! A large number of members in this House want to hear the
comments of the member for Albany, and a small number of members are talking in rather
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loud voices and precluding chat. Will the small number of members tone down their
conversations so that the large number can listen.

Mr WATT: The community supported the Apex Club of Albany, through a very significant
fundraising process, to build the youth centre on property which belonged to the high school.
I suppose it was not really any surprise when that premise was eventually taken over by the
high school, and it is now barely used. At that time I was a member of the Apex Club, I think
I still have the blisters to prove how difficult it was to build that centre. The situation was
that we owned a block of land at the corner of Middleton Road and Campbell Road, which
the powers that be persuaded us to sell. The St John Ambulance Association bought that
land, and built on it a new ambulance station; a very fine facility. We were told that if we
built the youth centre on the high school land, we would have the best of both worlds.
Unfortunately, it did not turn out quite the way we had planned, and I simply make the point
that 1 hope the Minister for Police and Emergency Services will respond fairly quickly,
because the owner of the building is delaying the sale. People are prepared to buy it and the
price is quite reasonable, and it would be an excellent investment, apart from anything else. I
encourage the Government to look closely at that situation.

I notice that the Government is now providing entertainment or cultural centres in other
regional areas. I have always believed that to be a responsibility of local government,
although I have argued that the Government does have an obigation to contribute to such
facilities.

Mr Parker: I think that in all the cases around the State, local government has taken the
prime role.

Mr WATT: That was the case in Albany with the restoration of the town hall.

Mr Parker: They did a beautifu job of that.

Mr WATT: Yes, it was outstanding, but it would never have been achieved without
Government funding.

The cost and the scale of the buildings required to serve the populations of regional centres is
such that it is not possible to achieve that by local government resources alone; government
assistance is necessary. During the Consolidated Revenue Fund debate I mentioned the need
for funds for the Old Gaul Museum. I will not dwell on that any further. I recognise, and
acknowledge with gratitude, the assistance already given by the Government for the
restoration of the Princess Royal Forts on Mt Adelaide. That has proven to be an absolutely
marvellous project, and is attracting a great deal of interest. It has added a significant
dimension to the tourism amenity of Albany. Additional funds are needed badly for that
project, because there is still a great deal to be done. I am not so naive as to suggest that we
should be getting money for all of those things in any one year, or in any one period of
Government, but I believe I have demonstrated clearly that there is plenty of need in Albany.

Albany has fared very badly when compared with other regional centres. The 'Non
Residential Building Program" booklet produced by the Building Management Authority
shows clearly that Albany's allocation for this year is $378 000. I have mentioned atready
that $70 000 is for the work already done for the refurbishment of stage 1 of the Albany
Regional Hospital. The other $308 000 is for the Albany licensing centre, which is to be
established in the Police Station. I welcome that, because I have made a lot of
representations about it, and it was badly needed. If we compare the allocation for Albany
with that of other regional centres, we see that Bunbury's allocation was $4 488 000; nearly
12 times that allocated to Albany. The allocation for Geraldcon was $3 755 000; about 10
times that allocated to Albany. There is a commitment for a further $6.6 million in the
following year. The allocation for Kalgoorlie was $5 027 000; about 13 times that allocated
to Albany. There is a commitment for a further $8 million in the following year.

Mr Parker: What about the $5.5 million to relocate the railway for the Albany foreshore
project?

Mr WATT: The Treasurer was not here when I began my speech. I said I was dealing only
with the information in the Building Management Authority's booklet, which was published
by the Minister for Works and Services. I acknowledged that some areas of Government
expenditure were not included in it. I am dealing only with the building program.
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Mr Parker: We are debating the Capital Works Budget, which includes $5.5 million for the
Albany foreshore development over two years; the Albany licensing centre; the $500 000 to
upgrade security at Albany Regional Prison -

Mr WATT: That is not in my electorate.

Mr Parker: No, but it is in Albany.

Mr WATT: [ understand what the Treasurer is saying. I indicated that I was talking about
the money allocated for the provision of public buildings. I said at the beginning of my
speech that schools and hospitals are terribly important. I recognise that funds have been
provided for ihe foreshore redevelopment, but that is an ongoing thing.

Mr Parker: It is ongoing, but all the representations that have been made to me as Treasurer
indicated that it is regarded by the people who put forward the idea as being one of the
highest priorities for which they wanted funding in the area.

Mr WATT: Absolutely.

Mr Parker: We funded it.

Mr WATT: What is the point?

Mir Parker: You cannot say we are ignoring Albany, compared with Bunbury or somewhere
else.

Mr WATT: If there are items like that which are not included in the building program for
Albany, then it is reasonable to assume also that items are included in the Budget for other
areas that are not included in booklet prepared by the Building Management Authority, so I
believe I am comparing like with like.

Mr Parker: I understand what you are saying in terms of the book you are referring to, but in
terms of the Estimates which are before us this evening, they are included.

Mr WATT: As far as I am concerned, I am comparing like with like, and there could be
other things in other electorates which are not included in the Budget for Albany. Mandurah
is obviously a growing regional centre, but all that is allocated for that area is $272 009.
Those figures suggest to me - notwithstanding the Treasurer's protests - that favouritism has
clearly been shown to some electorates in relation to certain areas- That becomes apparent
when we compare the non-residential building program in non-Government held seats with
that in Government held seats. The average allocation for non-residential building programs
in all non-Goverrnent electorates is $2.6 milion. The National Party might feel more
aggrieved than the Liberal Party, because its average is only $544 000 per electorate. The
allocation for building programs in Government held seats was nearly $7.6 million per
electorate.

Ms Parker: What about Perth?
Mr WATT: I concede that that figure is inflated by the Perth electorate, because that has a
significant amount of expensive Government activity. I have taken Perth out, and that
reduces the average to only $5.5 million per electorate, which is still more than double the
Oppos it ion's average.

Ms Parker: What about places like Joondalup, Fremnantle, Midland and so on, which service
many electorates?-

Ms WATT: All Labor electorates.

Mir Parker: Just a moment ago you were criticising me because I included a prison in your
electorate.

Mr WATT: Despite the Minister's protest it is very clear that Government-held electorates
have fared significantly better in the canve-up of these funds.
Mr Clarko: It is called pork barrelling.
Mr WATT: It is pork barrelling at its worst.

Mr Parker: Would you like the Casuarina Prison in your area?

Mr WATT: We live very comfortably with a prison in our area.

Mr Parker: Next time we are looking for a site for a maximum security prison we will put it
in Albany.
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Mr WATT: I shall have no objection. The employment and the stimulation it brings to the
local economy would be most welcome.

Mr Parker: It has a $70 million expenditure.

Mr WATT: Send it down. I share the sympathy for members whose electorates did not
appear on the list at all. For instance, Rockinghamn is not on that list, by coincidence.
The SPEAKER: Which list is that?

Mr WAIT': The list prepared by the Building Management Authority for non-residential
building programs.
The SPEAKER: Which list is Rockingham on?
Mr WATT: Rockingham unfortunately does not get a guernsey. I can only assume, Mr
Speaker, that you have been regarded as making your seat too safe. Other Government seats
which did not get a guernsey were Glendalough, Kenwick, and Dianella, while in the non-
Government electorates Marmion, Floreat, Melville, Scarborough, and Darling Range missed
out altogether.
In the few minutes which remain 1 trm to a health issue in Albany which concerns me. Some
years ago this Government recognised the need for the establishment of psychiatric services
in Albany. A strong voluntary group was working there, but it was at crisis point. The
Government made a small amount of money available, and promised to fund a resident
psychiatrist in the town. At the rime it was argued that although the Government was
prepared to provide the money, it was very difficult to find a psychiatrist willing to come to
Albany. The local medicos, however, were able to find a psychiatrist willing to come, and he
has been willing to come for some time, but the Government has refused to honour its
promise to make the funds available. I have talked to medical people in the town, and there is
a very urgent need for a resident- psychiatrist in Albany. I sincerely hope that the
Government will honour its commitment and do something about that need.
Another health issue relates to the Patients Assisted Travel Scheme, known as PATS - where
there has been a change of instructions - in particular to mammography and CT scans - which
used to be called CAT scans. The problem is that doctors are no longer able to refer patients
directly to specialists in Perth where a CAT scan or mammography is carried out; patients
now must be referred to a surgeon who in rum refers the patient to a mammography or CAT
scan unit. I have encountered a couple of problems here, and doctors have approached me
out of concern as well. GPs; are quite capable of making the decision that somebody needs to
be referred for either of those treatments, and the new procedure only loads the system and
inconveniences the patient.
Mr~s Buchanan: Why would they refer them to the surgeon?
Mr WATT: I am almost out of time, I will come and talk to the member afterwards, but I
understand it is believed some other procedure might be necessary before the patient goes to
the specialist. The belief is that the surgeon would be in a better position to make the
decision than the OP.
I refer to national parks and obtaining permission to take dogs into them. Not that long ago
Parliament introduced new laws relating to the control of dogs. I support those laws, which
provide a much greater opportunity for people to take their dogs out in public under control.
The scheme seems to be working very well, although it is not perfect. It is ludicrous that one
cannot take a dog on a leash into a national park. Dogs come in a tremendous variety of
shapes and sizes. On the one hand we have German Shepherds and big Dobermans, and on
the other we have people with quite tiny dogs. People in their retirement go caravanning and
touring around Australia and they want to visit national parks. They take their dogs with
them; they are almost part of their families. I have been told that in some national parks the
test of a ranger's efficiency is how many people he can pounce on and kcick out because they
have dogs with them. On the other hand I have been told of one national park ranger who has
three dogs at his house. Feral animals in national parks are already a problem and one which
should be dealt with far more urgently than we should be pouncing on poor old people - and
young people - who want to take their pets into a national park with them.
I ask the Minister for Conservation and Land Management to examine this problem seriously.
If he is not able to change the rule about allowing dogs on a leash in a national
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park, [ want him to explain why that is not possible. It denies many people the opportunity to
visit a national park. They do not want a hitching rail at the gate to tie the dog up and pick it
up on the way out. It is even an offence to have the dog in a vehicle in the national park.
This is a silly situation, and I hope something can be done in the interests of those who enjoy
the company of their pets so much.

MR MiINSON (Greenough) [8.19 pm]: I was interested in the comments. of the member for
Albany regarding the expenditure of moneys between the various electorates and between
country and city.

Several members interjected.

Mr MINSON: I was wondering where Rockingham is. When I lived at Rockingham I
thought Mandurab was just south of Rockingham.
I glanced down at sonic of the proposed capital expenditure and I noted with interest chat we
are spending quite a lot on comnmunity services, information technology, Government
accommodation. sport and recreation and other such things;, then I looked at agricultur and
one or two other things. After the matter of public importance this morning in which interest
rates and the effect they were having on Western Australia was discussed and in the context
of which the Premier suggested that no helpful comments had come from this side of the
House about what we might do - that is an argument for another day - it occurred to me that if
we are to do anything about interest rates and the unfavourable balance of payments, we wil
need to sharpen our act and change our priorities of expenditure on capital works items. If
we are to have any hope of sorting things out in the longer term, we must look at establishing
new industries. To do that we will require tax havens of limited life and we must seriously
look at the Government charges which axe imposed. Perhaps we could have a moratorium on
those charges in order to assist the establishment of new industries. I think we should look at
payroll tax, both its level and its imposition -

Mir Trenorden: And the cost of Government services.

Mr MINSON: Absolutely. We must look in particular at Government services and their cost
to newly established industries. I believe such industries must be offered help over that
hump.

There is a further problem with establishing new industries because as soon as those
industries look like making a profit the Feds jump on them and they quickly become
uneconomic. That is reflected in the number of bankruptcies which have occurred and at this
point I would like to mention quickly the activities of the State Taxation Department in
respect of sales tax. A number of businesses throughout the country areas - not to mention
the city - have been thrown into hardship and bankruptcy over the past couple of years by the
State Taxation Department.

I want to look at capital expenditure in relation to areas which traditionally provide us with
some income. We are well aware of mining and fishing and the possibility of value adding of
products provided by mining in the future. However one traditional area which is still
contributing greatly to our economy is agriculture. Wool is in decline at the moment. We
have been having a boom time with ram exports. Although it is too late now I believe that we
have done the wrong thing by allowing free export of rams and semen overseas. The
residents of some other countries appear more energetic than we and they will get hold of our
genetic material and within 20 Or 30 years such countries will force our wool industry to take
a good look at itself.

The lupin industry is a very bright spot in our economy. It is a new industry not only in
Western Australia but To the world, particularly for human consumption. That industry is
under Threat from root diseases and from the cucumber mosaic virus. A lot of research has
been done in a big hurry over the past 12 months but much more is needed. Unfortunately
we do not have the capital to allow that research to go ahead as it should. Similarly wheat
diseases are taking huge tolls not only in Australia but particularly in Western Australia.
Every year take-all and septoria cost this State millions of dollars. It was heartening to see on
the Australian Broadcasting Corporation news tonight that a fungus has been discovered in
the outback of Western Australia which appears to be a type of antibiotic for the plant world.
That has big ramnificat ions for the wheat industry in Western Australia. Once again we do not
have the necessary capital for research; we do not have the research laboratories and the
backup to develop those things as quickly as we should.
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In respect of agriculture, we have lulled ourselves into a false sense of security when we say
that we no longer ride on the sheep's back. Not only is chat not true, but some world events
will force us back to relying more on the sheep's back. If 1 might make a general comment
on the world situation, over the past couple of years we have seen a remarkable change of
attitude in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Many of us might have thought that
change applied only in the USSR, but a side effect of that change in attitude has been the
giving of a green light to many of the satellite socialist countries in the Eastern Bloc to opt
out of the communist system. In the last six weeks we have seen things that a year ago we
would never have thought possible. We have seen the beginning of the breakdown of the
Berlin Wall, and Czechoslovakia this evening has thrown off the shackles of communism.
There are similar movements in other Eastern Bloc countries such as Hungary. In a very
short space of time we will see what will be virtually an explosion of technology, agriculture
and industry in the Eastern Bloc countries.

Mr Clarko: Some good markets there?

Mr MLNSON: There are some good markets, but if those countries become exporters of
great note, given the work ethic of those people, young industries in Australia will go through
a hard time. For that reason I think we should give our agricultural industry a real shot in the
aim.

There is provision in the Capital Works Estimates for some development on the research
facilities at Merredin, which is pleasing because that is a dry land institute and with the
greenhouse effect that will be very important. I know the research facilities for Albany and
Ceraldton are on the drawing board but we must speed things up and get them under way
quickly because within five years there will be real changes on the world scene in respect of
not only manufactured products but also agriculture. We will need topnotch research
facilities. We will have to make sure that our agricultural industries have the technology to
compete in what I believe will be a very competitive market.

In respect of industrial development, I was a little disappointed to see that there was not a lot
in the Estimates which would lead to a real increase in that area. We should consider doing
some in-depth research into the establishment of good harbour facilities for Geraldton. That
is a capital item which will be very expensive but if we sit around waiting for an industry to
come along and develop it, nothing will happen for a long time. I feel that the taxpayer might
have to get in and stimulate that development because it is one of those "which comes first'
situations - the horse or the cart? If we establish that port, an industrial area will grow around
that area, with cheap land and a close proximity to Asia. The State should consider investing
money in the area.

Looking at the expenditure estimates, it seems that we could be a little more hard-headed
with our investments. I have the impression that rather than living in the comfort zone we
should be thinking about forgoing some capital works items, such as the $200 000 revamnp of
the Premier's office. Every farmer and every good businessman in this State knows that one
should not let capital items run down. Looking around the country I see that our roads and
railway lines are doing just that, and unless we pour some money into those areas and into
research facilities for primary industry, we will be behind the eight ball. Australia, and
Western Australia in particular, will need its country and agricultural industries more and
more in the future.

VIA TRENORDEN (Avon) [8.31 pm]: I take the opportunity to raise some issues relating
to my electorate. The first involves some degree of urgency; I refer to the matter of
accomnmodation within the town of Northam. A couple of years ago Homeswest purchased a
property called Avon House for hostel accommodation within the town of Northam, and only
a short number of years ago 1-omeswest handed over control of the hostel to the Wheat Belt
Aboriginal Development Corporation. This body has been running Avon House for a
number of years as a hostel. For reasons known only to this corporation it has decided to shut
down the hostel. The suspicion of the comnmunity - I am not talking just about the white
community, but about the community as a whole - is that it became too difficult for the
conmitee of the Wheat Belt Aboriginal Development Corporation to run this hostel, so it
decided to close the hostel down and operate it as craft centre after renovation. An article
appeared in The West Australian some days ago when two homeless Aboriginal families in
Northam moved into this building. Members should remember that this building has a
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history of hostel accommodation. I am told today that the comnmittee controlling Avon House
has now turnd off the water and power to the building to make sure that the people issued
with eviction notices leave. The result is that within the Aboriginal community and the white
community of the district of Northam there is a dire need for accommodation. It is difficult
to see where it will come from.

In the metropolitan area that type of accommodation is usually provided in conjunction with
community groups and State funding. That does not happen in medium sized country towns.
In recent months I have had a regular number of people calling into my office seeking a bed
for the night. These people for one reason or another do not have the money to pay for
normal hotel accommodation. No other type of accommodation exists in Northam,
particularly for males. A women's refuge is an option for women who find themselves
without a home; that works very well and is well supported by and is an important part of the
community. However, no accommodation is available for males or families. I have taken
the initiative to call together Government departments and other interested groups within the
town of Northam to see whether we could find a solution. It will be difficult to find a
solution because any accommodation that will be forthcoming will have to be funded by State
and local government. It is very difficult for the local government to provide those funds. I
am not sure about the availability of Commonwealth funds. However, it is very important
that medium sized developments at Northam have the opportunity to meet the needs of this
socioeconomnic group because the problem will not go away. We will always have
individuals who fall into the clutches of alcohol, drugs-

Mr Read: Or bad women.

Mr TRENORDEN: No, we do not have bad women in my electorate, but other influences do
attack the morals of men. The problem is that there is a constant supply of these people. The
other day I went to open my office door and found an individual trying to kick a hole in the
glass door demanding accommodation. Department for Community Services officers came
and gave him the taxi fare to Perth to some type of refuge in the metropolitan area.

Mr Taylor: They should have given him more than that if he was trying to kick the door in.

Mr TRENORDEN: The police could have been called as I was not impressed by this
character and the hairs on the back of my neck stood up. However, one cannot ignore the
fact that a human being is in dire need, even if the fault is his. It is hard when a person does
not know where he will sleep or where his next meal will come from.

The problem in medium sized communities is that of' funding. In the metropolitan area the
funding is met by community groups with a mixture of Government funding; that mixture
does not occur in country (owns and we urgently need action. I will never support the
argument that Homneswest should provide houses for people who do not confirm to normal
community standards. But, if people are prepared to live by the rules in Homeswest houses. I
am more than prepared to support their claims to Homeswest accommodation. However,
there needs to be a safety net to accommodate people in a hostel type arrangement even if it is
just beds or a dormitory type arrangement. It is hard to look a human being in the eye and
tell them to sleep out in the elements.

Mr Deputy Speaker, you would be surprised if I let this opportunity go without mentioning
the Avon River. Capital is required for work on the river, but it is hard to ascertain who
should fund that work. The river was cleaned out some years ago and it now flows at twice
its normal rate which results in a lot of silt building up. A requirement exists for experiments
to be undertaken to install silt traps in order that the silt can settle in different areas along the
river bed and be taken away in the summer months. If a suitable area can be found along the
river for trucks to gain access to collect the silt I am sure that private enterprise would be
interested in removing the material.
Both the towns of York and Beverley have proposals to establish weirs, which will not be
cheap exercises. The town of York is establishing its weir at a river crossing and, as a
consequence, it may require a certain type of funding. It is proposed that an ordinary weir be
established at Beverley. The argument arises about whether these proposals are to enhance
the beautification of the towns purely for tourism purposes. The responsibility of who
actually owns and controls the actual river bed at the junction at which these weirs will be
established is a matter I raised in this House a few days ago and I do not intend to go over it
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again. It is an important question and unless we can determine who has the responsibility for
the Avon River we will not determine who is responsible for providing the Funding which is
required.
In my electorate there is a need for Government Employees' Housing Authority
accommodation. I mentioned this subject in a previous debate today. My electorate has
grown very quickly and there is a desperate need fur Government Employees' Housing
Authority accommnodation. Previously the towns in my electorate had empty GIERA houses
which were available to public servants, in particular teachers, but that is no longer the case.
Currently there is no GEHA accommodation available in any of the towns in my electorate.

Mr Taylor: Why is that?

Mr TRENORDEN: The situation is chat my electorate encompasses the outer metropolitan
area and, for example, people can buy houses in Brookion for between $40 000 and $50 000.

Mr Taylor: At one stage those towns were dying and they are now growing again.

Mr TRENORD EN: The population of Brookcon is growing at an annual rate of probably one
per cent, but that growth is confined to the townsice. The town contains some good quality
houses which have been built since 1960.
Mr Taylor: Where do the people from the town work?

Mr TRENORDEN: Many are retired. Some of the people work at Armadale and Roleystone
and some are working in service-related areas in the agricultural region. Many retired people
have sold their homes in the metropolitan area for around $250 000 and have bought homes
in one of the towns in my electorate for $50 000 and have put the rest of their money in the
bank. They have a reasonable lifestyle and are involved in community activities which is a
good thing. The point I am making is that there is no accommodation available. Those
towns are on the fringe of the metropolitan area and that should be recognised. I would
assume that many retired people from the metropolitan area have also moved to towns in the
electorates of Moore, Murray and Collie. It is not unusual that people are moving out of the
metropolitan area. The expectation of the Ministry of Education and other departments for
housing to be readily available in these towns has been lost forever, The departments
concerned should realise the situation and should plan to provide GEl-A accommodation. It
is upsetting for country communities if the local policeman cannot live in the town and his
wife and children are living in the city simply because housing is not available. The same
situation applies to teachers and it causes a great deal of concern in the connn unity.

I have previously mentioned that an allocation should be made in future Budgets for the
provision of industrial sites in rural Western Australia. At last the Government has seen the
light and it is important that the necessary services are provided. It will be very difficult to
finance some of the services required from the budgets of the State Energy Comnmission and
the Water Authority.

[ would like to see a gas pipeline servicing my electorate through to Kalgoorlie. Thbe member
for Kalgoorlie is in the House and I am sure he would like a gas pipeline to service
Kalgoorlie.

Mr Taylor: I would, but it would have to be an economical exercise.

Mr TRENORDEN: It would set-vice not only my electorate, but also other electorates
between Northam and Kalgoorlie. Several industrial sites, including abattoirs, are established
along Great Eastern Highway, and I am sure they could make good use of the gas.

Mr Taylor: We have to look at it in an analytical way. It is like the Muja to Kalgoorlie
power line - at the end of the line you need a major group that says, "If you establish it, we
will buy the product." You cannot put something in like that and just hope it will pay or
break even.

Mr TRENORDEN: Kalgoorlie could be reticulated as could Northam and a number of towns
along the Great Eastern. Highway.

Mr Taylor: You also need major industrial consumers.

Mr TRENORDEN: That is correct. It is like the water pipeline of which the member for
Kalgoorlie and [ are very fond. If the same argument had applied to that it would never have
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been built. Because it was built Kalgoorlie is what it is today. If a gas pipeline were built it
would provide similar benefits. I agree with the member for Kalgoorlie that there needs to be
an incentive. If the SEC were prepared to undertake a survey it would find there is a
substantial call for a pipeline.
Mr Taylor: The SEC has done a lot of work on it. I know it has undertaken two or three
major investigations. The capacity of the Muja to Kalgoorlie powerline has been increased.
The first level of capacity was taken up quickly and it was increased again. It has been
designed so that the next increment in terms of capacity will be provided cheaply and easily.
When that increment for capacity has been reached the SEC has to work out whether to put in
another increment or a gas line. I would not be surprised if it put in a gas line.
Mr TRENORDEN: I would push for a gas line.

Mr Taylor: [ would too.
Mr TRENORDEN: Despite the limitations of it there is a demand for the gas. If one looks at
the opportunities of value adding in agricultural areas and miniing areas one sees that they are
absolutely endless.

Mr Taylor: I agree.
Mr TRENORDEN: There is no doubt that in a few years the people in the Minister's
electorate and my electorate could make that very successful. The Minister has a good
attitude and I know how much he cares for his community. It is important that he and 1, and
the members in between, keep knocking at that door. It is not as though this should not
happen, because it should, but the question is when, particularly because of the things that
will be required in future.
There is an understanding in our part of the world that there is a need for a community
college on the campus at Muresk. I use that example of "community college" loosely.
Perhaps we should be talking about what the Americans call a 'land grant university". We
need a facility where several different campuses can operate at the same place; that is, TAPE,
Curtin University of Technology, University of Western Australia and, to a minor extent, the
Ministry of Education. This is the only State that does not have an inland community
college. I know we have argued for some time with the Minister responsible for TAPE about
this matter and he has said he is prepared to work the system towards our having that college.
I would like to see right now a much clearer definition of the vision of what we will end up
with on that campus.
As I said when speakcing to the member for Kalgoorlie, value adding in our part of the world
will gain momentum quickly with requirements for education and specialised training rising
quickly. Without any doubt, there is no nucleus in the country areas to meet those
requirements. Planning for that community college should be a high priority of this
Government. In my community and surrounding communities 52 per cent of people leave
school at the end of year 10. 1 am not sure what the figure is in the metropolitan area, but I
believe 70 per cent of metropolitan people go beyond year 10. There is a dramatic need for
further education and a different emphasis on training in country areas. As opportunities
arise it is pointless to put industry into the area if there is no skilled work force or a way of
getting skills into the work force quickly. There is no higher priority for my community than
this community college on the Muresk campus. I can assure all Ministers involved, whether
through Treasury, Education or TAPE, that they will be tackled constantly by the community
and me about this college because it is something our community has decided
overwhelmingly that they want soon.
There is a serious need for attention to capital works in the schools around Northam and
Helena Valley, Wundowie and Toodyay. Those members who take the time to drive through
that part of the world will finid that it is growing quickly. Helena Valley High School is
reaching its optimum size. Northam High School is picking up a momentum. Toodyay
School has an enrolment rate rising by a consistent figure of 50 each year and has done so for
a number of years. Areas like Rolling Green just outside the metropolitan area boundary are
growing quickly and those moving into those areas are overwhelmingly people with young
families. There will be a day of crisis shortly within a circle of those schools. There are
several answers available to this problem. The first thing which should happen and which is
not mentioned in the Estimates is that Toodyay High School should urgently have capital
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works done. Two transportable combinations are to be installed at Toodyay and I guess that
at some time *in the future they will be turned into permanent buildings. What worries me
about the Ministry of Education's approach to this matter is that anybody who spends five
minutes in Toodyay knows that its requirements will grow quickly and the Ministry of
Education should keep a keener eye on those types of communities because of their
problems. Toodyay is certainly one such comnmunity. The area between Toodyay and
Helena Valley and the areas between Wundowie and Wooroloc are growing quickly, as well,
with young families. The Ministry of Education does not seem to want to meet the needs of
those areas until the crisis arrives. That crisis is not far away. The people of Toodyay are
starting to talk about a senior high school. That is a little premature because it will take a few
years for that to happen, but they require an immediate capital input to their school so that it
can meet today's requirements.
It has been a good half hour since I mentioned the requirement for a commuter train to
Northamn,so I will raise the matter again. We need between $8 million and $10 million for
rolling stock to get that commnunity train going. Considering the actions in this State in the
past couple of years, that is just a couple of days' interest, a drop in the bucket. That
$10 million is required and, of course, there will be running costs as well. We would like to
see that money made available immediately.

Mr Pearce: You are not on about this train again?

Mr TRENORDEN: Yes, it is half an hour since I raised the matter. There is a beautiful
railway station in the middle. of Perth and it would be good to see the standard gauge run to it,
as well.

Mr Pearce: I will make a deal with the member: Don't mention it for two years and we will
consider it.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!

Mr TRENORDEN: If he is promising me a train in two years -

Mr Court: We will give you two trains.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!

Mr Parker: The true test is that we will privatise the area along the line and the member for
Avon can get private people to put the train there.

Mr TRENORDEN: That is fine, as long as the Minister does that with the Joondalup line as
well.

It is pleasing to see the activities of the Department of Agriculture in the Northam area. A
new building has been erected recently, and small amounts of money are provided in the
Estimates for finishing work on that building. The department has been looking at salt
problems. Alcoa is showing a high interest In West Avon, and conservation groups are
coming in. The Department of Agriculture in Northam has been very successful; it has an
excellent staff, it is well managed, and it is serving the needs of the central wheatbelt very
well.

MR HASSELL (Cottesloe) [9.00 pm]: I appreciate the presence of the Minister for Health,
because I want to deal with some items relating to the health port folio which I was not able to
deal with during the Budget debate. I have previously raised in this House on a number of
occasions the way in which the public health authorities deal with the AIDS crisis and give
protection to people. I will not rerun any of the arguments which I have previously raised
because they are already on the record. However, today t-wo things happened which I want to
draw to the attention of the Minister for Health, because our Health Department will have to
reassess its attitude towards handling AIDS.
I received today, in common with a number of other members, if not all members of
Parliament, a letter dated 23 November 1989 from the District Medical Officer, Western
Australian Police Department. It reads -

Dear Mr Hassell

I wish to make a special case for Police Officers who, in the performance of their
duties in maintaining law and order as demanded by Society, are put at risk of
contracting Hepatitis "B" and Human Irnmunodeficiency Vira Infection.
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Officers are frequently involved in very close body contact when apprehending or
restraining suspects and offenders. They often sustain personal wounds and
contamination with possibly infected blood. On other occasions they are liable to
needle stick and other risk injuries whilst having to deal with drug addicts or
searching premises and clothing.

The letter concludes -

I wish to recommend that when an incident occurs and the medical officers consider it
justified, then the compulsory testing of the suspect for Hepatitis "B" and H.I.V. be
permitted.

I have discussed this matter with many of my colleagues and they all agree with my
opinion.

I am aware that compulsory testing for AIDS is a sensitive matter. It is a matter of
controversy here and in the United States. When I was in the United States last year I spent
some time with a medical specialist from the University of California, Los Angeles Medical
Centre, and he told me about the problems there. They were the same as those expressed
here against compulsory testing, but he pointed out the dangers to medical professionals. It
was somewhat of a coincidence to receive that letter today from our own Police Department
District Medical Officer and to receive today's edition of The Bulletin with Newsweek. In
that section, under the heading of an article "A Very Risky Business" this appears -

Medical professionals are demanding more effective AIDS protection for themselves.

I shall quote a couple of paragraphs -

Every week Dr. David Reed performs 10 to 12 operations at The Stamford Hospital in
Connecticut. Like many surgeons. he often finds himself covered with blood, poked
by needles and cut by knives.

Members will note that that scene is not dissimilar from that which our own Police
Department District Medical Officer is describing, although nor quite as dramatic. The article
continues -

He has operated on prostitutes, gay men and drug addicts. He is aware of his personal
risk, and willing to take it. But as the number of patients with AIDS grows, so does
the chance of accidental exposure to the virus. 'It's a reality we don't like to think
about,' Reed says, "But under the current way we are doing things, the odds in the
future are not in my favor."

The article goes on to say that there is a demand for better protection for the medical
profession in relation to testing and so on. The article explains that during the early years of
the epidemic health care givers were reassured by Government officials that their risk of
AIDS infection from patients was extremely small. Now the US Centre for Disease Control
acknowledges that the handful of AIDS cases reported among health workers may represent
only a fraction of those who have been infected through exposure to contaminated blood.
The true number is not yet known. Still, many health professionals today no longer feel safe
and they are demanding better protection. This is a matter which the Minister for Health
should look at.

Mr Wilson: It has been looked at.

Mr HIASSELL: He should look at it beyond the bounds of departmental advice.

Mr Wilson: It has been looked at in hospitals, and the policy that has been adopted in
hospitals has been developed in association with the AMA and with professionals in
hospitals. There is a distinct policy at work in hospitals in Western Australia.

Mr HASSELL: I understand that. I know what the policy is. I have discussed it with health
professionals, and I am aware that a number of medical people are still not satisfied.

Mr Wilson: They may not be, but it has been developed in consultation wit the AMA.

Mr HASSELL: The AMA does not represent everyone, as the Minister well knows and as he
has pointed out on occasions.

Mr Wilson: I have not. I have never pointed that out.
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Mr HASSELL: This is an issue with our police, it is an issue with medical people, and we
should try to get ahead of the problem. I do not feel that we have done that.
Mr Wilson: The Royal College of Surgeons in Western Australia has approved our hospital
policy as well.
Mr HASSELL: I shall not go beyond drawing the matter to the Minister's attention,
particularly the police letter. I know the Minister is considering legislation. That legislation
has created controversy and the Minister has referred it to the Select Committee on AIDS.
That is not necessarily the right course, but the question of testing should be dealt with in chat
legislation. We cannot rule out the possibility of compulsory resting in some circumstances.

Mr Wilson: Do you know the situation in the. United Kingdom?

Mr 1-IASSELL: I have had discussions there.

Mir Wilson: There is no compulsory testing.

Mr HASSELL: I know, and the same applies in Canada. I had discussions in Canada in
August, but that does not mean that people are happy with those situations. As the epidemic
grows, according to the predictions already made, the pressure to change will be
overwhelming.

Mr Wilson: The point I make is that our policies are much stricter than those which apply in
other parts of the world.

Mr HASSELL: I am not looking for a penal policy in relation to AIDS; I am referring to
public health comments, and I have been all along. This matter should not be dealt with on a
penal basis; that is a completely wrong approach. I wanted to draw the Minister's attention to
the police letter which arrived today arnd to The Bulletin.
Mr Wilson: I am aware of the police concern.

Mr HASSELL: I have used eight minutes of my time an d I have a long list. I shall have to
try to be shorter.

Mr Parker: That will be hard.

Mr HASSELL: I hardly think the Treasurer is in a position to have shots about that. My
colleague, the member for Kingsley, asked a question in my absence on my behalf about the
case I raised with the Minister about the refusal of hospitals to provide people with their own
medical records. I understand that the substance of the answer - although I have not read the
1-anyard yet - was that the Crown Law Department advises that hospitals will not provide
patients' medical records to the patients themselves even when those records are wanted by
the patients for their own use. Of course the Crown Law Department would give that advice
because it would say, "Well, some of these records might be used to sue the hospitals, and to
protect ourselves we should keep these records because technically they belong to the
hospitals." What I have tried to convey in the debate about freedom of information is that if
that legislation is comprehensive, as it undoubtedly will be when it is enacted - arnd the
Minister's colleague last night clearly committed the Government to bringing in that
legislation in the next session - those records will be available under that legislation, because
they will be caught by it. I am asking that in relation to the unfortunate man from Pingetly
who lost a leg and who has been banling for some time to get these records to consider
whether there is a case in negligence against a doctor - not the hospital, although in any case
that would be irrelevant. I am not saying there was negligence nor am I saying that is
necessarily right; I am simply saying he should have the right to get to his records.

Mr Wilson: There is a process whereby an independent medical practitioner on behalf of a
patient can have access to those records.
Mr H-ASS ELL: I know, but as I explained to the House last night that Process Cuts across
people's right to use their own records in their own way, and it has been rejected by the
man's legal advisers.

Mr Wilson: This is a much bigger issue than you are putting. It ultimately broaches a
situation we would not want to see repeated here. That is the situation in respect of litigation
on medical cases now practised in the United States of America and which adds millions of
dollars to the cost of health care in that country. In fact that is deleteriously affecting t
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recruitment of medical personnel. One has to look at the whole situation in balance ifone is
to address the issue responsibly.
Mr HASSELL: I think the Minister is right. The problem of litigation for negligence in the
US is a very serious aspect of their society and it is a growing problem here. However, at the
same time, if the Government adopts freedom of information legislation, unless an exception
clause is provided -

Mr Wilson: That would have to be seriously considered -

Mr HASSELL: Maybe I should have kept quiet about this until the legislation had gone
through because that would have allowed these people to get their records. However, I think
that the Government will find the public will say, "Your freedom of information legislation is
not dinkum if it does not extend to a person's records concerning themselves." I know of the
problem the Minister is referring to and I agree there is potential for repetition in Australia of
the problems which exist in the US with an excess of litigation. I wonder how our society
will function in 50 years' time in respect of the issue of recruitment of medical staff. We will
all be so terrified of helping anyone, either voluntarily or for remuneration, that nothing will
happen in society - we will be alienated from each other because we will all be so keen to sue
one another for everything we do.

Mr Wilson: It is already the case that fewer people are offering to train as gynaecologists and
obstetricians because of that very fact. There will be a real problem in the future.

Mr HASSELL: I am aware of the issues the Minister has raised. I have raised with the
Minister a particular case and the general issue. This case is not the only one which has come
to me. I want to put to the Minister what I put to his colleague last night: I find it
extraordinary that on the one hand the Government is denying a patient in a Government
hospital in Western Australia access to his own medical records -

Mr Wilson: But they are not the property of the patient.

Mr HASSELL: That is not in dispute, but then no Goverment records are the property of
anyone but the Government. yet we accept the principle that the public is entitled to access to
a lot of Government records even before we have freedom of information legislation. Many
public records are freely available at present, as are many on a restricted basis. However. I
will not be diverted too far. I find it extraordinary that on the one hand these restrictions - if
not absolute prohibitions - exist in respect of access to a patient's medical records while at the
same time the Health Department is following practices which have grown up in recent years
and which force hospitals to disclose details of their patients and their medical records to the
department.

Mr Wilson: That is under regulations which have applied for many years - under your
Government as well.

Mr HASSELL: The Minister should check up on the situation. The hospital which
complained very strongly about this matter gave me the correspondence and the records,
which I have here. The pile is very thick. I have been through the statutory provisions. At
first the commissioner wrote to this hospital and said. "These regulations apply to make you
do that." When the hospital checked, it found those regulations no longer applied. I have a
letter here, not of apology, but of acknowledgment by the commissioner that those
regulations no longer applied.

Mr Wilson: This is the case of a private hospital?

Mr HASSELL: Yes. The letter went on to say that the department insisted on receiving
those medical records under the terms of the Act. The terms of the Act are not specific at all.
They say that a condition may be imposed on the licence of a private hospital. The hospital
went further and asked what the condition was. I have here a copy of the licence - "Approval
of a private hospital licensed to conduct a private hospital" which includes other provisions
which may be applied by the Commissioner of Health from time to time. Frankly, and from a
legal point of view, having regard to the actual Statute, which I do not think authorises a
general condition of that nature, it issues a specific condition on a licence, not a general
condition which says, "We can impose other conditions." The Statute says that there can be a
specific condition. I would be surprised if what is being done is legally enforceable. I ask
the Minister to check that out thoroughly because there is strong objection from some private
hospitals -
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Mr Wilson: You are citing one, and as far as [ know that objection comes from only one
hospital. So be careful about that.

Mr HASSELL: All of this material does not relate to the one case; it deals with only one
hospital, but some private people have complained to me about medical records, although in a
slightly different context. I think it is a wrong principle that if I go into hospital as a private
patient with a private doctor, the Health Department has a right to know my name, address,
race, religion, medical condition, the treatment given to me and so on. If it were just a
general statistical collection of information for the purposes of Dr Fiona Stanley's research,
for example - and I have discussed this matter with her - and research conducted by other
people, that would be fair enough. However, the Health Department is not asking for the
information for that reason. By the way, according to my information, this practice has not
subsisted in its present form since time immemorial as the Minister suggests, but has applied
only since 1984 or 1985. That is, to the extent it is being followed at the moment. I am not
saying that records were niot provided before that time but the extent of record taking is much
greater now than before. I think this is a serious issue and it will be a growing problem. I do
not think the Health Department has the right to know my medical condition and the
treatment I received in a private hospital. I thik that is a basic breach of my right of privacy.

Mr Wilson: That department has taken the initiative of referring this whole matter to the Law
Reform Commission, which will make recommendations that will probably include
recommendations about legislation in this area. You cannot say that the department is acting
in the way you are trying to portray - as some sort of bureaucratic monster collecting
information for the sake of it. That appears to be what you are saying. I deny that and I thinkc
it is a very unfair reflection on the very conscientious people who work in that department.

Mr HASSELL: I do not want to be diverted because I did not say that.

Mr Wilson: You implied it.

Mr HASSELL: I thought I had been clear before, but I say again that I personally doubt the
legality of the process being used by the Minister's department to enforce compliance. I have
not sought legal advice, but I intend to.

Mr Wilson: You are quoting one case in that regard.

Mr HASSELL: I am saying that there may be a question about that case.

Mr Wilson: There may be a question about private hospitals, but there is certainly no
question about the application of regulations to public hospitals.

Mr HASSELL: I will not repeat it because I am running out of time and have barely begun
my extensive list.

Apart from the legal issue, there are a lot of private hospitals and patients -

Mr Wilson: There are a lot of private hospitals complying readily because they can see the
benefits of supplying information for research and planning.

Mr 1-IASSELL: I can too. I do not accept chat that is a proper position. I have argued the
point with Dr Fiona Stanley who is a great research person and says she has her reasons for
doing what I am objecting to. I said to her, and I say to the Minister, that if I go to any
hospital in the State it should not be entitled to compulsorily collect my doctor's records
about my medical condition and the treatment I have received without my consent. The
statistical returns of those types of illnesses and the numbers of them cause no concern if
there is no personal identification. Compulsory collection of information is a grave invasion
of my rights, and other people's rights. It does not matter whether it is a public or private
hospital. However, it should especially not apply to fee paying patients who are paying for
the service at great cost. I do this as I will not be dependent on the State. I loathe and detest
the idea of being dependent on the State and find it offensive. To buy one's right, and then
for the State to say it is entitled to receive medical records about a person for any purpose is,
to my mind, offensive to democracy. The Minister says that the matter has been referred to
the Law Reform Commission. This happened with the nurses research and I have no
antagonism with that. Cohin Honey was involved with this.
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Mr Wilson: Not on your bidding. I instituted the report before you raised the matter.

Mr 1HASSELL: He includes my statement in the report.

Mr Wilson: He colluded with you I understand.

Mr HASSELL: No, he raid me about the report after he had delivered it.

Mr Wilson: I thought he had colluded with you.

Mr HASSELL: I read his report and he does not see anything wrong with these practices to
which I object. If the Law Reform Commission deals with this matter in the same way, we
will see the matter handled in the same way.

Mr Wilson: The Law Reform Commission report will talk about the question of sanctions
which needs to be addressed.

Mr HASSELL: Despite the difficulties that are inherent in having a statutory regime, we
must look at that.

Mr Wilson: I agree.

Mr HASSELL: So, are we to have sanctions on the records? That is the problem. We do not
have statutory provisions to say what the rules are. We have left that to the professionals, and
I am not opposed to that. Self regulation by professional and dedicated people can work and
everything cannot be embraced in law. I do not want to inhibit research, but basic rights are
not being protected. [ draw the Minister's attention to this matter because, if the Law Reform
Commission does not rake it into account better than Dr Colin Honey has, we will have a
problem. I suspect from comments made by Moira Rayner at a seminar that she has a
different view. That is a development.

I raised the question of waiting lists at reaching hospitals in question on notice 1 480. On
31 March of this year 8 273 people were on waiting lists. On 30 September this year 8 447
people were on waiting lists. I am aware of the statement made in answer to that question in
which the Minister pointed out that waiting list information is not necessarily a true reflection
of the actual number of people on any day waiting for any particular form of treatment. I
understand the deficiencies, but I have taken two comparable figures; they are, on 31 March
the deficient list stated that 8 273 were on waiting lists, and on 30 September the figure was
8 447. That is a comparable basis. There is an increase and it must be borne in mind that the
Minister had a deal with the Commonwealth for an injection of funds.

Mr Wilson: In fact, the State put forward more money than the Commonwealth.

Mr HASSELL: The State may well have done so because the Government had the incentive
last year of the State election.
Mr Wilson: There is another $2 million in this year's Budget and the Commonwealth has
withdrawn its money.
Mr HASSELL: Despite the Minister's program the number on the waiting list has increased
on the Minister's own scale of measure.

Mr Wilson: You need to take into account a number of factors.

Mr HASSELL: The Minister mentioned a number of factors in answer to question on notice
1480, and I am sure that people double up on waiting lists and people have non-urgent
elective surgery. However, I am not sure that all elective surgery is unimportant and should
be put off indefinitely. In fact, I received complaints on that point.

Mr Wilson: None of it should be put off indefinitely.

Mr HASSELL: A woman came to see me the other day - I have the derails somewhere in this
large pile of documents before me - about a bypass operation that was put off for a long time.
However, she had the operation in the last few weeks and after having the information for a
long time [ checked up on the matter.
Mr Wilson: Was it at Royal Perth Hospital?

Mr HASSELL: No. [ think it was Sir Charles Gairdner. I could be wrong as I get a lot of
calls about these matters.
Mr Wilson: So do 1! A lot of time needs to be taken in discussing this issue because it is
complex.
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Mr HASSELL: I know it is a complex issue and I think it will be with us as long as Medicare
retains its present structure. I ask the Minister, what strategy is in place to reduce the
numbers on the waiting lists.

Mr Wilson: We have had success with the cataract operation waiting list which was reduced
by 40 per cent this year.

Mr HASSELL: The raw figures 1 have cited indicate an increase. I have raised with the
Minister through a question the matter of the Helen Bailey Scholarship. She is a very
distinguished person and still very much alive. A number of people have written to me on
her behalf, and she has written to me, to convey some distress that the scholarship in her
honour was discontinued without her being told that her recognition of personal achievement
had been abandoned. I thought my questions would have made the penny drop with
someone, but clearly it has not. I did want to refer to the closure of the ward at the Mt Henry
Hospital which is used by muscular sclerosis patients.

Mr Wilson: That ward has been reopened.

Mr HASSELL: Conflicting answers have been given by the department and by the Minister.

Mr Wilson: There is no conflict. The only problem is the recruitment of adequate staff
without disruption to the hospital.

Mr HASSELL: If I had half an hour remaining I would go through it. It is niot as clear cut as
the Minister thinks. I have not had the opportunity to talk about the Bunbury Hospital, the
Fancuilli case and others that have been brought to my attention and I will have to deal with
those at another time.

MIR NICHOLLS (Mandurah) [9.30 pm]: I take this opportunity to cover some health
issues which I did not cover during the debate on the Appropriation (Consolidated Revenue
Fund) Bill. I refer first to the dental health subsidy which was recently brought to my
attention. I have several concerns about this subsidy and it is my belief that its purpose is to
assist the people in the community who are unable to afford the high cost of dental treatment
due to their financial circumstances. There are many people in the community who scrape
and save the money necessary to cover themselves for ancilary health benefits by taking out
private health insurance. These people do this because they believe they need some sort of
health insurance to cover them for the high cost of medical care which is not subsidised by
the Government. The situation should not prevail where everything is provided free of
charge and private health insurance is phased out. Pensioners and people on limited incomes
are finding it very difficult to make ends meet, but in spite of that many of them have decided
to contribute to private health cover. Ft is my understanding that people who have health
insurance cover and who undergo dental work are not covered by the health subsidy which
normally applies. However, in many cases people end up paying the gap between the total
cost of the dental treatment and the amount which was covered by private health insurance.

I have an example of a lady who underwent dental treatment which cost $420. She was
covered by the Hospital Benefit Fund of WA and believed that because of her limited means
she would be entitled to a subsidy hrorn the dental health area. Unfortunately she found that
the subsidy was not paid to her because she was a member of the H BF which paid only $168
of the total cost. Because she was not covered by the health subsidy she ended up paying the
gap. She took the initiative not to utilise her meagre income on things, which other people
consider necessities, to contribute to the HBF. As a result she has lost the health subsidy. I
understand the logic behind the subsidy but I cannot understand the logic that people should
be discouraged from joining private health funds, and if they do j oin a fund the health subsidy
does niot apply to them. The Minister may be able to explain it to me.

Mr Wilson: If people are taking out private health insurance it is presumably to cover the
cost of their medical care. I would assume that anyone who took out private insurance cover
which covered their dental treatment would go to a private dentist for that treatment.

Mr NICHOLLS: I neglected to say that there is a difference between the dental services
offered in the city and country areas. People in the city have access to the teaching dental
hospitals and in many cases receive the necessary treatment virtually free of charge.

Mr Wilson: It is a graduated system of payment - it is means tested.
A727916
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Mr NICHOLLS: The treatment is provided at a heavily reduced cost. However, the people
in the country do nor have access to a similar benefit. It has been brought to my attention that
if a person has taken the option to pay into a private health fund even though he is on a low
income he is penalised. If he did not pay into that fund he would qualify for the subsidy. It
removes the incentive for a person to save and manage his income in a way which allows him
to contribute to private health insurance funds. I am trying to make the point that we are
actually encouraging people not to belong to private health funds and to actually depend on
Medicare and the State health system.

Mr Wilson: There is no point depending on Medicare for dental treatment.

Mr NICHOLLS: I am referring to the State's subsidy system. I am not saying that the case I
have outlined is an anomaly because I am led to believe that it is occurring all the time in the
country areas. Many pensioners opt to cover themselves for ancillary health benefits to cover
the cost of glasses and specialised treatment. I have raised this matter of concern with the
Minister to ask him to investigate the matter to ascertain whether the system could be revised
to provide an incentive for those people who take out private health insurance. Perhaps the
Minister would consider a reduced subsidy.

Mr Wilson: The point you are making is not absolutely clear to me. I will read H-ansard to
try to make more sense of it.

Mr NICHOLLS: Perhaps I am not making my point clearly. I will make my point again and
try to make it very dlear to the Minister. If a person in a country area who qualifies for a
subsidy under the dental health scheme goes to a private practitioner and claims a subsidy or
a portion of a rebate under the dental health subsidy while belonging to a private health cover
that person loses any subsidy he would have received. If somebody has taken the initiative to
put some of his limited funds into a private health cover to try to offset costs, he should not
be denied the subsidy. If he qualifies for the subsidy, while he might not get the whole
amount, something should be paid to him otherwise he will be discouraged from being in a
private health scheme.
Mr Wilson: I don't know that the onus is on us to encourage people to be in private health
cover. That is a Federal Governm-ent responsibility.

Mr NICHOLLS: If a city person visits the teaching dental service and has dental work done -
he may be having dentures made or whatever - and he belongs to JiBE, he will then receive a
rebate from the H-IS. If that person were to live in the country it would not be possible to do
that. He would not receive anything back because he has private health cover. I believe that
is wrong.

Mr Wilson: I am not sure that is what happens in respect to people in the city.

Mr NICHOLLS: If I am wrong I would like the Minister to correct me. We should be
encouraging people. if they have the financial means, to continue to remain in private health
cover.

My Wilson: People who want to accept that responsibility can accept that responsibility and
people who dor't. don't.

Mr NICHOLLS: We are not talking about people who are earning a good income and can
afford not to receive the subsidy;, we are talking about people who, under the criteria we put
on their financial position, would qualify for the subsidy. We are talking about people who
go without other things because they want financial protection. When they come up against
something like this they are liely to say that they will not bother being in private health
cover and will become totally dependent on the State.

Mr Wilson: [ will look at that.

Mr NICHOLLS: [ would now like to talkc about community nursing staff. I have written to
the Minister about this and I have an answer from hint [ have also written to the Minister for
Education and the director of conmunity nursing. Currently, our nursing staff in the
Mandurab area are working very hard; their service is excellent. However, we now have two
additional primary schools and an additional high school yet the present staff will cater to all
those people. I understand that it will not be until the high school has a year 10 class that
additional staff will be allocated to the area. This concerns me because the high school at
Coodanup will not have a year 10 class until 1991. However, two new schools will be fufll
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before then and additional people are moving in at a faster rate than normal in comparison
with other areas of our State.

Mr Wilson: That is a matter which needs to be addressed at a regional level and should be
brought to the attention of the regional director of the Health Department in the south west if
you have not already done so.

Mr MCI-OLLS: I have done so. I am bringing the matter to the Minister's attention because
I have received answers to the effect that the department will try to reorganise resources to
cover it. However, the resources it has are defined.

Mr Wilson: The department has the capacity to reorganise it and that is what regionalisation
is meant to equip it to do.

Mr NICHOLLS: I am pleased to hear that and it will be my next approach. The matter is of
considerable concern to me. Staff should not become so overburdened that they start to leave
or become over-stressed before they receive relief. We must be proactive In these matters.
There is no doubt that the workload will be heavy, but it is doubtful whether the resources
will be able to cope with it. I will take up the matter with the regional director.

The next issue concernis mosquitoes. I know a large program is under way to combat
mosquitoes in the south west area, particularly around Mandurah. Is the program working? I
am not sure whether we can actually measure, in definitive terms, whether the number of
mosquitoes is being reduced. However, it is definitely a concern within the community. The
other concern is the concentration of lavaeside which is being laid around the estuary and I
wonder whether the operators are attacking tributaries into the estuary like the Serpentine
River. If one walks into some of those areas near the Serpentine River at any timne of the day
one is virtually eaten alive by mosquitoes. Residential areas are being developed and
consequently large bodies of water are left. I wonder whether these pools of water are being
targeted.. Being stagnant water they are good breeding areas for the mosquitoes.

Mr Wilson: Major resources have been concentrated on that whole area and that work has
been refined as a result of the samplings of mosquitoes which have been collected from that
area since November last year. It ts under the guidance of the research program by the virus
research people at QElI I Medical Centre. I can assure you that the whole thing is being done
on a very scientific basis.
Mr NICHOLLS: Are we able to receive some feedback as to whether they are reducing the
number?

Mr Wilson: Yes, very definitely, figures are available. The welcome sign is that the latest
reports on the major weather movements which govern the cycle of these mosquitoes show
that this summer will not be another epidemic period.

Mr NICE-OLLS: I am pleased to hear that. Since activity to reduce the mosquitoes has
started - it may be coincidental - a large number of Casuarina trees on Creery Island and also
on the eastern side, south of the new bridge, appear to be dying off very quickly. I definitely
have no information on what is causing this but the cause appears to be either coincidental or
related to the focus of mosquito spraying.

Mr Wilson: The major reduction program doesn't involve spraying. The helicopters are not
spraying at all; we are dropping particles which have no environmental impact.
Mr NICHOLLS: It must be coincidental but it concerns me greatly because those trees are
quite hardy. I am unsure where I can find the information. Perhaps CALM will be able to
provide it. This problem appears to be happening only in that area which is an area where we
see a lot of activity to combat mosquitoes.

Mr Wilson: From all the information I have, I have to conclude that that must be
coincidental. This program would not be having any direct effect in that way.

Mr NICHOLLS: The last area relates specifically to the Minister's portfolio and is the
Mandurab Hospital. It is particularly important that cardiac equipment be provided for the
Mandurab Hospital, because a large number of aged people live in Mandurah; also, the
Mandurah Hospital is usually the first port of call in an emergency. Has the provision of that
equipment been considered?

Mr Wilson: That is a matter for the board to turn its mind to, and if a high priority were
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given to that by the board that would be included in the Budget process. We would
obviously depend on the board's advice.

Mr NICHOLLS: I will take that up with the board. I amn not sure whether the St John's
Ambulance Association is under the Minister's portfolio or under the portfolio of the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services.

Mr Wilson: That is an independent body, but it comes under the Health portfolio.

Mr NICHOLLS: At present permanent staff are on duty during the day, and volunteers are
on duty at night. I do not think that is a bad idea, and if that is the way to run an efficient
service we should encourage it. However, [ understand that because of the lack of funding
allocated to the association it is possible to provide only two staff members during the day to
operate one ambulance. On a number of occasions the ambulance and the two staff members
have been out of town and no-one has been available to render assistance via the other
ambulance which is at the ambulance station, so the ambulance service has been tendered
from Pinjarr a. That may be okay in a non-life threatening situation, but on some occasions
that has not been the case. I ask the Minister to look at the possibility of making available
sufficient staff members - even though that may be only during the day - to operate two
ambulances in Mandurah. If we cannot do that, we must come to an agreement with the
union so that volunteers will be able to work alongside the paid staff.

Mr Wilson: I am happy to pass that on to the Director of the St John Ambulance Association.
The Minister does not have any direct control over the ambulance association. It might be
best for you to discuss that with the director.

Mr NICHOLLS: Even if funding cannot be provided, we need to reach a compromise
whereby volunteers can work alongside the professional staff without having the demarcation
problems that sometimes arise.

Mr Wilson: I am sure the ambulance association has a policy about that. I cannot say what it
is-
Mr NICHOLLS: North Mandurab Primary School has eight permanent classrooms, and is in
desperate need of a covered assembly area. I realise there are problems in respect of funding
for educational facilities, and I am thankful that two new primary schools are being built in
Mandurah to take some of the strain off the schools in my electorate. However, I hope the
Minister for Education will give that matter some consideration when she next allocates
funding to primary schools in Western Australia. There are now four temporary classrooms
at that school, and unless there is a dramatic change in the boundaries, or people move away
from the area - which is unlikely - that number will increase to eight by 199 1; a 1: 1 ratio with
the amount of permanent classrooms. I find it amazing that there is argument about whether
we can provide fly screens for temporary classrooms to protect the children from mosquitos
and other pests. The ridiculous situation has now developed where the windows are kept shut
to keep out the mosquitos. The provision of fly screens should be regarded as an essential
itemn, regardless of whether they are on permanent or temporary classrooms.

For some time the Mandurah Senior High School has had the dubious honour of being the
school with the greatest number of demountables. I am happy to say that number is reducing,
although the school still suffers badly from the lack of a covered assembly area. On a
number of occasions approaches have been made to the Minister, but without any success. I
express to the Minister my support for the provision of a covered area at that school.- The
school is also in urgent need of maintenance. I do not believe that funds have been allocated
for that purpose in this Budget. The staff room is like a sauna in hot weather. I wonder
whether the architect who designed the building had any intention that people would actually
work in it; he may just have thought it would look good. The staffroom is not conducive to
the staff having a relaxing cup of tea during breaks.

The State Emergency Services unit at Mandurab is doing an excellent job. It was one of the
first units to train cadets from high school. Recently I had the pleasure of handing out
certificates to those cadets, who are very proud of what they are doing, and feel very strongly
about the SES and the community. We need to give them as much encouragement as we can.
We need to provide the SES with additional equipment, and possibly also with a vehicle so
that they can transport the cadets, rather than relying on private transport.

The Mandurah Sea Rescue Club has been doing an excellent job for a long time. It
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comprises a dedicated group of people, who have been working towards obtaining a new
boat. However, funding has not been available from the Lotteries Commission, nor from
other Government sources, and I understand there is only a limited amount of money in the
purse. Mandurab does not as yet have a safe harbour for small craft, and a sea rescue boat
that is suitably equipped and of a suitable size to tackle some of the bad weather conditions
that we have in Mandurah. is virtually a necessity. I stress to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services that any assistance he could give us in the way of funding or suggestions
would be very welcome so that this service can be enhanced and continued and so that the
people working there do not have to use inadequate equipment or are not able to deal with the
task.

I thank the House for the opportunity of raising these issues which unfortunately I was not
able to raise during the Estimates debate.

MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley) P10.00 pm]: Members would be well aware that capital
works in the Education budget deals with improvements and additions to both existing and
new schools - preprirnary centres, and primary and high schools. The upgrading of buildings
and facilities is a very difficult problem in the education area because there are old schools
which are nowhere near the standard of the newer schools and do not have the same sorts of
facilities. Earlier this year a story appeared in the newspapers comparing one of the oldest
schools in Perth with one of the new schools. I think that article used the term 'parrot type
colours" when referring to the paint work in greens and apricots, and all the wonderful new
covered assembly areas, canteens, gymnasium and music facilities that were available in the
new school.

This is a very real problem. Often schools which were built 1.0, 15 or 20 years ago are put
under enormous pressure, not just because of the age of the schools or the increasing numbers
of students but also because the schools are being asked to provide for education in the 1990s
with buildings that in some instances were built for education in the 1950s. I the last couple
of days much has been said about unit curriculum, but unit curriculum itself has served to
place many pressures on these schools because of the extra facilities required due to the extra
units being offered to students.

Where schools require upgrading or improvements the funds for that are supposed to come
out of the Capital Works Budget. There is another allocation which we discussed in the
previous debate on the Consolidated Revenue Fund Budget; that is, the maintenance and
minor works program. However, what is happening is that where schools are not able to get
a capital works allocation in the Budget year after year, or sometimes after only a couple of
applications have not been approved, that money is now being taken out of maintenance and
minor works from applications that are being made to the district offices. I was surprised to
receive int June this year information that the Ministry of Education has been advising schools
to do exactly that - to apply to the district offices for funds. I have here a letter from the
office of the Minister for Education, signed by the Minister, addressed to the President of the
Tom Price High School council. Obviously the Tom Price High School had requested
permanent or even transportable facilities to provide adequate health and safety standards in
the science facilities at that school. The second paragraph of that letter reads in part -

Each year the needs of all. schools (primary, secondary and Education Support) are
reviewed. To this date, the work has not been rated with sufficient priority for it to be
included in a Capital Works Programme.

This work had in fact been recomm-ended as necessary by Mr Peter Barrett, one of the
Minister's officers. The last paragraph of the letter reads -

The only source of funds for an interim solution to the problem is the district office,
through the minor works programme. These funds are allocated to attend to
established district priorities and therefore I would be reluctant to interfere. It is my
suggestion that you arrange for the Principal to reapply for improvement works in this
area.

However, this is a problem in that only so many dollars can go to each of the district offices
to provide for real maintenance and real minor works programs. Many of the minor works
applications are being refused consistently because moneys are being used for capital works
when in fact they should not be. Often bandaid solutions are being applied, so instead of
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doing the real capital works project which is required in the year when it is really needed, or
even the year after, or the year after that, a bandaid approach is taken to alleviate somne of the
pressures by getting the money from the Capital Works Program. Of course, that leaves less
money for real minor works projects. That problem will accelerate as a result of the issue of
asbestos in schools - which I will speak about a little later - and will become twice or even
three times as pressing. Unless a better system is put in place for the allocation of funds for
capital works, unless a distinction is made between what are capital works and what are
minor works, and unless we return to a policy of having a consistent repair and renovation
program, the situation can only deteriorate.
The types of problems this issue embraces include covered assembly areas, canteens and
classrooms - especially where classes are presently held in wet areas, libraries, staffrooms
and under verandahs or, in instances such at the Nannup High School, in an old wooden shed
which does not even have a window in it. As well, I have received letters saying that even
though works are regarded as necessary they are not done. In a letter to the Anzac Terrace
High School from Peter Barrett, the manager of' the buildings branch of the Ministry of
Education, the upgrade of the school's administration area was discussed. In that school the
school assistant shares an office, measuring 3.7 metres by 3.7 metres, with two deputies, and
those two deputies share one desk. As well, the public use that area, which also houses a
photocopier and a public address system, All in all it is an area which really could not work
very efficiently, and yet these people are trying to run a school. Peter Barrett obviously
recognised this and said in his letter, which was dated 21 December 1988 -

The difficulties you have outlined in your letter are acknowledged. The magnitude of
the work will necessitate it being funded as a Capital Works Project. In this respect, I
have listed the school for an administration upgrade as soon as funds can be made
available for the work. Unfortunately, because of the big demand for classrooms in
new schools and existing growth schools, it is not possible at this time to indicate
when the work may be programmed.

It is not in this year's Budget either, so that school did not receive recognition last year or this
year, and the deputies are still working in those conditions.

The question of demountable classrooms is often discussed, and last week I mentioned during
a debate that in February. in the hot weather, students are starting school afresh and many
demountabtes are used. Children are often taught in demountables for the very first time, and
while parents do not necessarily like it most of them recognise that demountable classrooms
are needed because we cannot provide for the ultimate enrolment at any time as student levels
will drop and the bricks and mortar will no longer be used so it would be a waste of
taxpayers' money to cater for that ultimate enrolment. Parents recognise this; but the survey I
carried out earlier this year indicated that 50 per cent of schools use demountable or
transportable classrooms. Surely something beuter than that could be organised.

At the recent Western Australian Council of State School Organisations (Inc) conference
some information was provided by Ministry of Education officers. Item G-2 at that
conference was proposed by the Woodvale Primary School P & C Association to deal with
demountables. That item was a result of expressions of concern earlier in the year because
the third stage of the construction had not been completed. About eight or nine demountables
were involved and not only were they in very bad condition but also they were very badly
placed. They could not take advantage of the sea breeze and there were no trees in the area
because the site had been cleared in the first place. The area was so hot that it was impossible
for students to sit on the chairs. When I visited that school early in the year I could not touch
the seats because they were so hot yet the information provided by the ministry officers at the
conference was -

It should be borne in mind that temperature testing undertaken in all classrooms does
lead one to the conclusion that, in hot weather, it is hot no matter whether one is
within a permanent or a temporary classroom.

I would like to see some supporting evidence to back up that information. There is no
comparison between the placement of the dernountables at the Woody ale Primary School and
the placement of the deniountables at the Creaney Primary School which are under trees. The
Woodvale Primary School has no shade whatsoever and the demountables are not in a
position to catch any sea breeze, The windows do not face west which would make the
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situation a little better. We should consider not only the types of demountables at primary
schools, but also their placement because demountables and cranksportables will not go away;
untfortunately they will be a necessity in school life for some time. Many parents recognise
that but the situation still needs to be investigated.
When the siting of the North Woodvale Primary School was being considered we talked with
officers before the land was cleared to identify where the buildings would go. In conjunction
with the City of Wanneroo we retained every possible tree. We also considered where the
demountabtes would be sited for the second preprimnary class at a future stage. We were able
to look at the plans and keep the trees so that the demounrables would be in the shade and
provide a cool area for the children. The children would then not go home listless, and they
could concentrate on what was being taught.

In the information sheet, the ministry stated that the Minister for Education had undertaken a
working party to investigate the issues relevant to the design and temperature control of the
classrooms. That would be under the control of Dr Bunday. I have heard nothing further on
that; I do not know the tirnetabling of the recommendation. It has been stated that the matter
is progressing, and I would like to hear about that. It has been stated that certain
experimental work is scheduled for the coming summer. What is that work and where will it
be carried out? This is an important matter and people feel strongly about it, even to the
point of getting architects to look at designs, some of which have been forwarded to the
ministry office. When we talk about the establishment of the North Woodvale Primary
School, looking at plans and the siting of the school, I have already said that in conjunction
with the City of Wanrieroo we will be looking at a joint facility where the City of Wanneroo
had land available for recreational use immediately adjacent to the school. Therefore we will
be able to provide a large oval for the school in conjunction with some very good change
rooms. It all worked out very well and obviously it was a cost saving for both the City of
Wanneroo and the Ministry of Education.

Apart from a lack of trees, one other area which is of constant aggravation to parents when
dropping off and picking up children is traffic congestion and parking. When building new
schools, these matters will always arise. Every member in this place would appreciate the
problems associated with traffic ingress and egress around schools. Why is this problem not
addressed when school locations are being considered? When subdivisions are made schools
should not be placed on main streets. The site of the Woodvale Primary School was shifted
from a main street to the corner of two main streets; that is an impossible situation. It is
dangerous not only when dropping off children or picking them up but also for children
riding or wailking to and from school. The Graylands Primary School has a major highway
running past it where previously it was a little-used road. These things should be considered.
I emphasise that ingress and egress areas should be provided, and children riding or walking
to school should be considered because children are consistently going into and getting out of
cars; doors may be left open, which can cause accidents.

Many school buildings in Western Australia contain asbestos and we could say that it should
not have been used; but it has happened. Perhaps if we had the wisdom of Solomon that
material would not have been used so extensively. Asbestos is used not only in schools but
also in fencing and around domestic areas. I have raised this issue both inside and outside
this House. The only way to give confidence to parents, teachers and students is for them to
be able to see that action has been taken. I commend the Minister for establishing - although
belatedly - the working party to look at the situation. The imrportant thing is to ensure that the
work of the comimittee is made public on a regular basis so that people in the community
know exactly what is going on. It is no good telling me that an interim report will be made
on 15 December and that the committee will be looking at 12 schools of which Perth Modem
School is one, as a matter of priority, only to find that the final report will come out in June
1990. Several other schools have received complaints; Yokine Primary School and
Beachiands Primary School are not listed either as being considered urgent enough for the
committee's consideration.

Many schools are concerned about this. I am not causing alarm by speaking about it. I do
not have to. Parents, teachers and students have only to read the newspapers. These issues
make the newspapers without my raising them when concerns are Put to me.

I have been criticised for suggesting that the Christmas school holidays are a perfect time for
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the schools that are at risk and that are likely to be at risk to be inspected. Obviously, those
that are at risk should be fixed over the school holidays. That may be regarded as a simplistic
view to some people, but parents, teachers and students know it is not simplistic. Asbestos is
of concern to them; it is a curse. They do not want to find out in 20 or 30 years' time that
they have health problems. They want the schools faxed. The only way their confidence will
be restored is far the Government to take action.
We all know it will cost money; there is no way of getting around that. However, there have
to be solutions. There will be cases where it will be more expensive to replace it than repair
it, but so be it. An article in a newspaper a couple of weeks ago mentioned a paint which
could be sprayed onto asbestos. Obviously it is very thick. Apparently, its tests have been
only pilot tests at this stage, and no practical testing has taken place. Surely the committee
can look at that sort of solution for this problem.

The ,Premier said that it was safer leaving the asbestos where it was than trying to remove it.
I am not sure that is correct. We need to know that the asbestos will not break down or that
the fibres will not flake off. I amn concerned about the roofs from which asbestos is flaking
arid peeling and on which lichens are growing. I visited a Catholic school at Pemberton
recently. Because of the lie of the land I could climb onto the roof and I could see lichens
growing on it. They will not grow unless there is a break in the roof.

The fact that schools are breaking up is a perfect opportunity for them to be inspected. The
schools that are identified as being at risk should be fixed. If repairs are begun in the school
holidays, the concerns of the students, parents and teachers will be alleviated. If nothing is
done, things will only get worse. Obviously it will take years to ensure that all schools are
safe. If we do not begin to deal with this problem at a State level rather than pushing it under
the carpet because we do not have money to give it top priority, we will regret it. We cannot
push this matter aside. Sooner or later, if it does not come back to haunt this Government it
will come back to haunt some future Government. I do not see any reason for sacrificing the
health and safety of our children for short term cost. There is no reason for accepting this
situation.

MIR AINSWORTH (Roe) [10.25 pml: Expenditure on schools is of concern to a large
number of people in every electorate and in mine in particular. I have some special examples
of schools which I know quite well and which I wish to raise tonight. Members have referred
to the administration areas of schools in their areas. There are a few situations Like that in
older schools in my area where populations have grown, classrooms have been built, but
administration areas have not been upgraded to accommnodate the extra requirements. The
Nulsen Primary School at Esperance has a very small administration area with people and
equipment piled one on top of the other. Visitors not only gain a poor impression of the place
but they also find it difficult to move through. There is room only for one or two people and
then it becomes crowded. The sick bay at that school is out of sight of the administration
staff and the teachers. If a child is in the sick bay, staff have to leave the classroom or the
administration area to check on that child. That is totally unsatisfactory. An upgrade of those
facilities has been budgeted for over the last five years, but it has not come to fruition and
does not look like it will for another year or two at least.

Members have referred also to covered areas. [ will mention the subject again because it is of
vital concern to me for two reasons. Many schools on the south coast have poor weather
conditions in the winter and children are accommodated in rooms such as libraries. Physical
activities cannot be undertakcen outside because of inclement weather and even some sports
activities such as gymnastics take place in the library. That is unsatisfactory. Summer
weather causes more concern, especially as we hear more and more about the depletion of the
ozone layer and increased risks of skin cancer from exposure to sunlight. Many schools do
not have a covered area under which children can assemble in the summer and something
needs to be done. It concerns me that the budget for covered areas has been cut to one-fifth
of what it was last year. I would like to see it doubled rather than cut to that extent.

Members have referred also to demountable buildings. Fortunately, some demountables are
being phased out. However, in schools where they are still being used they are of a standard
well below other buildings in the school grounds. The Kuhin District High School uses a
demountable as a computer room and the temperature in the summer in that building is much
higher than it is in the main school buildings. Housing computers in that sort of facility is
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certainly most unsatisfactory. The local community donated an air-conditioning unit to the
school on the basis that the Ministry of Education would be asked to provide hinds for water
for the installation and for moving a power point. That would have amounted to a very small
capital expenditure. However, even though those people were prepared to help themselves to
the extent of supplying an air-conditioner there was no money for connecting it up. That is
unsatisfactory.
The same situation applies in a couple of other schools where, because of a continued lack of
funds for necessary works, local country communities have decided to take matters into their
own hands and have raised funds for pant of the capital costs of these improvements.
However, they have had difficulty in obtaining the remainder from the Government. The
Grass Patch Primary School raised $20 000 to build an extra room to house a resource centre,
etc. It does not have enough to complete it. I will be surprised if any city schools have had
to raise hinds to provide major capita] works. I have seen the Grass Patch school. It is not
large but is typical of many country schools. It is well equipped with library books but there
is nowhere to house them. At one stage books were stacked in the staff toilet because there
was no way of stopping the books being damaged. The Ravensthorpe District High School is
another classic example; it wants a covered area for the reasons I have outlined and it has
raised a large amount of funds towards it. The school is waiting for the balance to be
provided by the ministry,

The planning of some public buildings, such as schools, is very short sighted, both in areas
with expanding populations and when taking into account local conditions, particularly in
remote areas with hotter climates. In the past buildings were designed with no verandahs,
inadequate water systems in areas without a good town supply. and no provision for catching
rainwater. In one case where the rainwater was channelled into the ground into soak wells
the designers of the building did not take into account local conditions when making
connections to the soak wells. When the rain fell, it filled the soak wells and the lids blew
off, and finally it was necessary to install a different drainage system to take away the water.
This results from lack of planning, coordination and consultation with local people.

I will briefly mention problems with asbestos, because this topic was well coveted by the
member for Kingsley. They relate to a personal observation when a principal's house, roofed
in asbestos, was upgraded a few years ago. The asbestos roof was removed because it was in
very poor condition, and the water tank attached to the house was replaced because it was
gening old and nusty. At the bottom of the tank was a 300 millimetre layer of sludge which
was composed basically of asbestos fibres that had washed off the roof. With that amount
washed into the tank with the rain one can only conjecture on the amount that might have
blown around in the atmosphere. If that is an indication of the result of degrading asbestos, it
is a major problem not only in schools but in any buildings located irn areas where the fibres
are likely to be inhaled by the community. I urge the Government to provide the necessary
funds to treat on a temporary basis the asbestos roofs which are starting to break down to
alleviate the situation while waiting for deeper investigation and a replacement program to be
instigated. That would be a step in the right direction. To replace only the badly damaged
roofs and to leave for two or three years those which are in such a state that the fibres can be
blown around is not satisfactory. The repair of these roofs is urgent and should be looked at
straightaway, not tomorrow.

MIR BLAIKIE (Vasse) 110.33 pm]: I commence my brief remarks on this Bill by referring
to the Dunsborough and Quindalup water supply. The upgraded water supply service was
constructed in 1976-77 and it has been of great benefit to the whole community. It is one of
the major reasons for the significant increase in housing and development in the
Dunsborough and Quindalup area. I sought some information from the Minister for Water
Resources on 16 November in question 1729. I asked the Minister to provide information on
the annual consumption from that water scheme from 1980 to 1988. The Minister replied
that in 1986-87, 252 000 kilolitres; were used, and in the following year 330 000 kilolitres
were used. I also asked what the maximumn daily usage was, and the Minister replied that it
was 4 000 kiolirres. The third part of my question queried the current storage capacity,
which the Minister replied was 4 400 kilolitres. Drmatic growth has occurred in both areas,
and housing development and new subdivisions are very evident in the area. The available
water storage resources will be quickly overcome by the development. 1 ask the Minister to
understand that unless further development of water storage and capacity is undertaken
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together with upgrading of the existing reticulation mains, further development in that area
will be inhibited.

In that same locality a large number of blocks have been subdivided at Eagle Bay. Although
subdivisions have been created, no water supply has been provided. That area is between
eight and 10 kilometres from the existing water supply at Dunsborough. Blocks of land in
that vicinity are seling for prices upwards of $500 000. As a result of those subdivisions and
the high prices being paid for land the Government will have an obligation to provide a water
supply to meet the demands of people in that area.

In that same locality there is speculation about the construction of a boat harbour facility in
the Curtis Bay area. However, I do not think sufficient assessment has been made of
alternative sites to Curtis Bay for the construction of that boat harbour facility. Be that as it
may, the Government will make its decision in due course. However, when it does so it must
take into account the availability of the existing resources, panticularly water, in the area. I
ask the Government to ensure that it carries out a full survey of existing demands and those
which will be made in the near future. The Government must ensure there is sufficient
capacity both of water storage and reticulation mains. It is intended that a supply line will be
taken from the Dunsborough and Quindalup area to supply the Yallingup community. Once
a water suply is available in Yallingup, a very dramatic increase in development will rake
place in the area. Although a significant amount of construction has already taken place at
Yallingup without any water supplies, once a supply of potable water is provided the increase
will be more rapid. It is a very important part of any developing area.

I also bring to the attention of the Government the need for a full assessment of the water
supply in the Margaret River region. On a per capita basis it is probably one of the most
rapidly developing areas in Western Australia. Its present source of water is the Margaret
River which is dammred north of the town. The town has used that supply for 40 or 50 years,
and development in that time has been significant. The average price for a block of land at
Margaret River is $40 000, and in some new subdivisions the lots sell for $30 000 each. That
is indicative of the demand for land, and the ongoing demand with prices continuing to spiral.
There needs to be a comprehensive water scheme for Margaret River, Witchc~iffe, Prevelly
Park and Oracetown, with either a new supply point, or extensions to an existinlg source.
Gracetown is a developing coastal town, about 15 kioametres north west of Margaret River.
Prevelly Park is a famous surf beach, at the mouth of the Margaret River. The development
of that area has taken place without the availability of water. In the case of Dunsborough we
have seen that, once scheme water is provided to an area, the rate of development escalates.
The provision of an adequate supply of water will allow the introduction of deep sewerage
and the better use of available land resources, and is essential if these areas are to develop to
their full capacity.

The next item I want to raise is the provision of police stations within the Shire of Margaret
River, and extending to Augusta. Full time, permanent police officers need to be stationed in
that area, with the necessary buildings and facilities to meet the demands of the community.
Dunsborough is a rapidly growing area, but the situation is that over the weekends, when the
Busselton Police Station is closed, any call that is made for police assistance from either
Dunsborough or Yallingup is relayed to the regional office in Bunbury; then to the after hours
number of the police officer who is on duty in Busselton. By the rime the police go out on
patrol to see what was the cause of the disturbance, we may be looking at a delay of 30 or 40
minutes. Even worse than that, if two or three calls are made to the police on the same night,
at least two of those calls will go unanswered. That is a deplorable situation for this rapidly
developing area, particularly during the peak holiday periods, when the population increases
by thousands of people.

A number of complaints have been lodged with the Cotmissioner of Police and the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services about this situation. This week an announcement was
made that Duasborough would be getting a couple of pant time police officers during the
December-January holiday period. That is not good enough; the Government has to ensure
that there is a permanent police presence in that area on an ongoing basis. Unless that
happens, the area will be subject to vandalism and petty crime. Some of the developments in
Dunsborough are in the order of hundreds of thousands of dollars; the people have a right to
expect protection for their property and their persons. The Governiment should honour its
obligations.
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The Minister for South-West, as a former practising lawyer, would be aware of the appalling
conditions at the Busselton Courthouse and Police Station. The premises are only about 14
years old, but they demonstrate the lack of foresight of the Governrnern of the day - of which
I was a member - when it made provision for the building of those premises. The sire was
badly conceived and badly chosen, and is quite unsuitable as we go into the 1990s-, it was bad
enough in the 1980s. There was no understanding for the growth that would occur in that
community, and no sooner were the courthouse and police station built than they were
overcrowded. I ask the Minister to rake on board the need for a new police station and
courthouse with suitable working conditions, rather than the pathetic cramped conditions
which are experienced at present. There is a demand for more police officers in that area, but
there is nowhere else to put them. I accept some of the responsibility for that short-
sightedness, but a fresh approach must be made to the provision of facilities for the police
and the court staff.

Mr D.L.'Smith: Your representation is the second one I have had this week.

Mr BLAMKE: The courtroom building is quite inadequate, and there is no waiting room in
which lawyers can meet with their clients. Meetings take place in the street, on the footpath,
or in motor cars. There surely has to be some sense of decency for the people who are to
appear before the court. The conditions under which the clerk and the court personnel work
are disgraceful.

Mr IlL. Smith: I have seen the conditions in which the court staff operate. The three
representations I have had this week are that the building itself is inadequate, that the court
does not sit often enough, and that there are not enough adequate facilities and people are
waiting for consultations.

Mr BLAI1KIE: That is quite right. The Minister for South-West would be well aware of the
conditions from his days as a lawyer, but that was seven or eight years ago and since then the
workload has increased dramatically. The number of cases that are heard have increased
quite significantly, as it is a growing district. I appeal to the Minister to arrange an overview
of the situation as a matter of urgency, to ascertain the likely growth of the district in the next
10 to 15 years, and perhaps look at an alternative site.

Mr D.L. Smith: Speaking relatively, it is a fairly law abiding community but the growth in
population does demand some attention.

Mr BLAMiKE: One of the problems is that although we are a law abiding community some
of the visitors we have might not be quite so law abiding.

It is interesting that these matters appear to be cyclical. It was when Hon Jerry Dolan was the
Minister for Police that I made representations to him in 1973 about the appalling conditions
at the Busselton Police Station. I took Minister Dolan to Busselton and showed him the
police station and the cell block. The cell block then was virtually as it had been in 1860. 1
was vety pleased that Jerry Dolan acted after that visit and ultimately new premises were
built. Perhaps I should take another Minister down there an a court day and show him the
conditions the officers have to work under. I do not believe they should work in those
conditions.
Mrs Beggs: That applies here too, in this Parliament.

Mr BLAMKE: That is right. I have already commented on the Parliament - that was one of
the better speeches.

I am gravely concerned that the Goverrnent has not honoured its commitments, made by the
Leader of the House, to meet the needs of the schools occasioned by the growth in population
of the community. Already the Busselton High School is overcrowded and its student
population will approach 1 000 next year. Building programs are urgently required, but the
Government simply has nor given the matter priority. The same circumstances apply at the
Margaret River High School. As well as requiring an upgrade of its resource and science
centres and home economics block in any event, still further upgrading is required to allow
the school to offer classes for year I I and 12 students. That work has not been carried out,
and the Minister for Education is aware of the concerns of the parents, the P & C association,
and the teachers.

I repeat that this is a very rapidly growing district which deserves far better treatment and far
more attention than it has been receiving. Two new schools have been developed this year -
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the Vasse and West Busselton schools - but those developments will not meet the present
demand as they are only pant of a catch-up on the development that should have been done
four or five years ago. There is a dire need for a building program in the area and already
arguments have been advanced as to why one has not been put in place. We know it is
because the Government has frittered away millions of dollars. The children and parents of
the district are not interested in why the money has gone but only in having the works and
building programs carried out.

Mr D.L. Smith: I will not bore the House by going through the money that has been spent
both in your present electorate and in your previous electorate.
Mr BLAIKIE: I have already said that some work has been carried out, but that simply is a
catch-up. Even so, that work should have been done four years before it was done. Once the
schools are built they will still be overcrowded, so it is a matter of grave concern. Finally
there is a real need within that rapidly growing community for the Government to recognise
the road needs within the area and to ensure, for instance, that bypass roads are given early
consideration and priority.

While I have grave concerns about this General Loan and Capital Works Fund Budget the
capital that should have been spent on a series of works of importance to the State has not
been spent. It is a tragedy that the Government has simply lost hundreds of millions of
dollars of taxpayers' money that could have been used for very important capital works of
great benefit to the people of Western Australia.

MIR FRED TUBBY (Roleystone) [10.57 pm]: I have three issues to raise. The first is that
yesterday I had the privilege of attending the opening of a new facility at the
Armadale-Kelmscott Memorial Hospital. The Leader of the House and member for
Armadale opened this facility, which is called Goline House and which was constructed by
the Building Management Authority construction operations division at a cost of just over
$3 million. It is an excellent facility, much needed in the local community. It had been
promised for quite same time and I compliment the Leader of the House and also my
predecessor, the member for the now abolished seat of Dale, Hon Cyril Rushton, for the work
they did over the years to bring this facility to fruition. Goline House has 24 beds - two for
respite care, 12 for restorative treatment and 10 for permanent care.
Another group deserves particular mention, and I refer to the hospital auxiliary and its
president, Barbara Freeman. That group has been advocating this facility for a number of
years. At the opening ceremony the auxiliary presented two cheques to the Minister, one for
$22 000 for the memorial garden and waterfall, and another for $10 000 for television sets
throughout the facility. The auxiliary will donate another $38 000 later on, once they find out
from using The facility which amenities are required.

Secondly, I wish to mention the Armadale Senior High School although I note that the
Minister for Education has left the Chamber. Annadale is a rapidly growing area, not so
much in my part of the electorate but in that part represented by the Leader of the House as
the member for Arrnadale. In my area vacant blocks are being filled up in Bedfordale and
Mt Nasura and in the coming years Armadale Senior High School will have to cope with this
expanding population. I know the Minister is aware this is a very outmoded school facility
which has had very little expenditure on it to bring it up to date over the last few years.

I know the previous Minister for Education had a good look at this facility but nothing was
done. The current Minister for Education has also been around the facility but again nothing
has been done and nothing has been allocated in this General Loan and Capital Works Fund
Budget. Before anything is spent on that site, the Minister should undertake an inquiry to see
what over the next 20 years will be the mast viable proposition for this high school. It is
situated next door to the Metro Brick brickworks and in a rapidly expanding light industrial
area. It is a very narrow block of land and it will be rather difficult to bring the buildings
which are scattered along that block up to modem educational standards. I think that in the
short term we would be pouring a lot of money down the drain unless we have a major
inquiry to see whether it might be more economnical and better educationally over the next
20 years to relocate the facility to another site. It could then be situated on a more practical
block with modem facilities which could cater for the expanding population of the Armadale
area. Before the Minister actually spends money in that area, an inquiry would be a valuable
exercise-
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My third concern relates to the community services area. It is a rather distasteful matter and
one of which I think the Minister may have been made aware at some stage. It involves one
of my constituents and his 16 year old daughter. In May the parents of the girl were having
considerable trouble with her. She was being unruly and was mixing with a group of people
of whom the parents disapproved; they were not happy that she was mixing with those
people. Between them the girl and her friends came up with a marvellous scheme of
claiming that the father had interfered with the daughter. The daughter went to the
Department for Community Services and made a complaint against her father. Without much
investigation on the part of the department, the girl was placed In the custody of the
Department for Community Services; the police were notified and the father was charged,
dragged before the courts and placed on a bail of $3 aoo. For about two weeks the parents
tried in vain to contact the Department for Community Services officer involved; however he
was not interested in discussing the case with them at all. In desperation the parents came to
my office and I arranged an interview with the officer concerned and took the parent along.
It was not the greatest of interviews because I think the officer had made his mind up about
the situation and he was not interested in what the parents had to say. Under certain
circumstances I could understand that because I am sure the Department for Community
Services officers see many of these cases and in the majority of them the attitude displayed
by that particular officer would be justified. However, in this case there was an element of
doubt, but the matter was allowed to proceed anyway. The daughter's word was taken as
sacrosanct and nothing either of the parents said made any difference to the Department for
Community Services; nor did the department take any notice of what both sets of
grandparents said.
The matter dragged on and in the meantime the daughter was allowed to live with the group
of people of whom the parents had not approved in the first place. They did not want her to
live with those people but the Department for Community Services placed her with them.
The daughter roamed the streets for six months and about halfway through that period she
finished up in court on a charge of breaking and entering; she was not mixing with the
greatest of people. The parents had contacted the Department for Community Services and
found out she was in trouble; they were assured by the department that the girl would be
represented and would have an adult to accompany her to court. The mother and both sets of
grandparents went to the court when the case came up but the girl turned up on her own and
was totally unrepresented by the Department for Community Services. The grandparents and
I think her mother spoke out on the girl's behalf, but that was the only representation she had
at the time.

The parents of this girl had been to see me on numerous occasions, but I did not wish to
interfere with that process because [ did riot know who was in the right and who was in the
wrong. I did not know whether the officer from the Department for Community Services had
accepted the girl's word as a result of investigations, whether the parents were right and the
daughter wrong or whether the daughter was right and the parents wrong. I thought the best
way would be to let the matter take its own course. Two days before the father's case camne
to court the girl telephoned the Department for Community Services and declared she had
lied all the way through; the father was then notified that the court case had been dropped.
That man's reputation in his local community is now in tatters because people consider that
where there is smoke there is fire. I consider that the attitude of the Department for
Community Services was rather heavy-handed. I realise that in the majority of cases there is
a definite case to answer but in a few cases there is no case to answer. This case is one of
those. I think that the Minister must institute some sort of procedure whereby such cases are
investigated more closely before action is taken. In this case an investigation of the girl's
background might have led the officer from the Department for Community Services to
conclude that there was not a case to answer on the father's part. However, the department
simply took the girl's word and pursued the case along those lines.

This matter has caused a great deal of distress in this family. It is only 1.0 days since the case
was dropped. The daughter is still out roaming the streets because the parents have not been
able to convince her to come home. They are at their wits' end arid do not know where to
rum. They have been subjected to a lot of stress over the past six months which has affected
the man's business; he is a private businessman, It has affected their extended family on both
sides and has caused a great deal of stress and concern to everyone. Had there been
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decent set of procedures in the first place, and had sufficient investigation taken place
initially - before the police were notified and charges laid against the man - before the matter
had gone too fax and could not be trned around easily, matters might not have reached the
stage they did. I would like the Minister to look at this case to see whether certain procedures
need to be adopted. I hope that happens and that circumstances like this do not occur in the
future-
MR PARKER (Fremantle - Treasurer) (11.06 pmJ: The major issues dealt with in the
Budget debate were covered by individual members wishing to raise matters with particular
Ministers in relation to their portfolios, so I do not intend to deal with those issues. However,
if any information is required during the Estimates phase, I will be happy to provide it.

In response to comments made by the Leader of the Opposition earlier today during this
debate in respect of the nature of the Budget and the arrangements which led to it being asked
whether there is a surplus or a deficit Budget, I inforn the House that these matters are the
subject of considerable discussion right throughout Australia. While it is true that the Budget
process of which this General Loan and Capital Works Fund is a part distinguishes somewhat
artificially - as the Leader of the Opposition said - between those things which are capital
works and those which are current expenditure, in that regard it is distinct from the
Commonwealth Budget where the Budget as a whole other than for public trading enterprises
such as Qantas, Telecom and so on is dealt with as a single document. The question of
whether the Budget is in surplus or deficit relates to whether the Government is funding the
entirety of the capital works program it that area at least out of that surplus or deficit,

The argument in favour of that is quite strong, although I would say that the Leader of the
Opposition's analogy with BHPI is wrong. The Leader of the Opposition was wrong when he
said that the BHP budget is one budget; in fact BHP's budget would include an income and
expenditure budget and a balance sheet. It would also have a borrowing allocation which
would certainly be stated as part of the Budget Papers. just as ours are, but BHP's executives
would not say "We axe spending hundreds of mill ions of dollars reinvesting in the steel
industry", and deduct that from their profit and loss account. They could deduct costs of
servicing that amount of money from the profit and loss account, just as we do with our
Budget. but UHF has the loans off to the side. The Leader of the Opposition has that point
wrong because our Budget is much more like a corporate budget, in the sense that the capital
raising activity is off to the side, than the Commonwealth. It is true that for the first time in
this year's Budget papers I have presented the national accounts based figures and they are
intended to provide a comparison across the States and the Commonwealth on the basis of a
true non-tn raised requirement for capital works. I accept there is a distinction between
borrowing for those capital works where there is an economic return, such as with State
Energy Commission of WA or Water Authority type requirements, and those assets where
there is no likelihood of an economic return but where they need to be funded - such as
schools, hospitals and the like.

Contrary to the comments of the Leader of the Opposition, the Government has been moving
to a position of funding more and more of its activities in the capital works area by
Consolidated Revenue or by internal generation of funds rather than by borrowing. Figures
which I have recently presented show that something like 46 per cent of the capital works of
the State in 1982-83 were funded by borrowings as compared with just over 30 per cent to be
funded by borrowings in this financial year. In other words, we have reduced very
substantially the proportion of capital works funded by borrowings. The $270 million figure,
to which the Leader of the Opposition referred, is a combination of the borrowings this year
and the carryover from last year. Some reference was made to the carryover figure and I will
come back to that in a moment. It is not a new figure; in fact the Loan Bill is one which
reveals the new borrowings which will be going against the capital accounts of the
Government directly, as opposed to those required by statutory authorities and services. That
is the amount of new borrowings required by the State, as members will see when we come
to the Loan B ill. This year that is $ 150 mill ion.

A question was raised about the way in which the railways and the MIT axe covered, and the
Leader of the Opposition also mentioned the Water Authority - to my surprise, because the
Water Authority has been in the Budget since the amalgamation of the country areas division
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of the Public Works Department with the old Metropolitan Water Board. The Water
Authority has its budget iternised separately, just as the State Energy Conmrission of WA
does - although it receives a substantial subsidy from the Government. That is shown, and
that is exactly what the Leader of the Opposition says should happen. It happens with the
SEC and with the Water Authority. It does not happen with Westrail; I accept entirely that
the way in which Westrail accounts are presented in this Budget is misleading because the
revenue section of the Budget shows the revenue of Westrail, and another section shows the
expenditure. It is a very complex procedure to work our what are the actual profit and loss
figures of Westrail according to the Budget papers.

A motion is in train to change this - and I expressed the view when I became Treasurer that a
change should take place. I hope that by next year's Budget we ought to be in a position
where Westrail accounts can be presented in a way similar to, say, SEC accounts with a
heading of expenditure and revenue, together with the level of subsidy or maybe a profit.
The clear understanding will be that Westrail makes or loses so much a year, and then
members can go to Westrail's budget figures to work out what it all means.

Another matter raised by the Leader of the Opposition was the question of the under-
expenditure of funds by the Government. Last year the building industry was, by any stretch
of the imagination. extraordinarily overheated. That had two impacts: First, we believed we
had a responsibility as a Government not to contribute to the overheating; that we should pull
back some of the work in order to contribute to the diminution of the heat in the industry.
Second, we believed that we were not getting value for money because of the heat in the
industry as costs were rising rapidly and both industrial and comnmercial pressures were being
applied. Costs were escalating and we saw an advantage to the Government inl delaying
expenditure in order to ensure that we received value for money and did not contribute to the
overheating of the building industry. That was done at a time before the interest rates impact
began to bite, which has had a substantial impact on the industry and the availability of
tradespeople.

Another substantial issue which affects me as Treasurer was the one raised by the member for
Floreat. H-e dealt with the way in which the appropriations of statutory authorities, such as
SECWA, are dealt with. This has been a consistent issue for Oppositions to raise and for
Governments to reject. I recall when we were in Opposition this issue was raised by us, and
when in Government we have not adopted the practice suggested by the member for Floreac -
although, to be fair to him, he has been consistent in raising this matter as an issue. My
comments, by way of interjection, concernied what I thought was the fallacy of his analogy
that this Parliament is like a board. I say that this Parliament is like a shareholder's meeting.
While it is open to a shareholders' meeting to question a whole range of things that directors
do on their behalf, and to receive information - and that is provided for in this process and it
is continually being upgraded through available reports and the FAAA Act - the borrowings
of SECWA do not impact against the Consolidated Revenue Fund. SECWA takes from the
total borrowing allocation that the Commonwealth provides but it does not impact on the
CRF or the GLF. Those matters are entitled to be debated - and there are opportunities for
that - but the mechanism proposed by the member for Floreat is not appropriate.
My intention, as Treasurer, is to move toward a position where the Budget papers are
presented completely in the manner suggested by the national accounts figures. That would
involve our showing deficits in the early years - but on an apples and apples basis it will not
be a deficit. The last conservative Budget brought down in 1982-83 would show a deficit of
about $900 million - although it was portrayed as a balanced Budget. We portray our Budget
as a balanced Budget, but the Leader of the Opposition is right wheii he says, to take it on the
national accounts basis, it would be a deficit of $270 million. That is a much lower deficit
than some years ago. So on an apples and apples basis, it is a surplus Budget. If members
wish to change the mechanism, the deficit is there. That is appropriate. I know the
Commonwealth Government is very keen to see a change in that direction. Commonwealth
Treasury officers have expressed pleasure in the way in which this State has moved to adopt a
national accounts mechanism in this Budget because it helps them. One of the reasons that
prompted me to move in this direction, apart from the desirability of it, was that we were
receiving misinformnation from Commonwealth Treasury officials; they were overstating
things because they had to work them out for themselves. The fact that we have presented
the national accounts figures means that we can give a correct picture.
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Mr Court: What influence does the Federal Treasurer have when you determine the Loan

Mr PARKER: The Loan Council is something which arose out of the controversy in the
1 930s. Appropriate nominees of the States and the Commonwealth are members of the Loan
Council. I am a member, representing Western Australia. There are seven members - six
State Treasurers, plus the Federal Treasurer. The Loan Council approves the amount which
is capable of being borrowed by the Stares and the Commonnwealth conjointly and then also
approves the division of the total loan allocation that the State gets from that so-called global
allocation. When I say "gets", it really gets an entitlement to borrow. In the past, the
Commonwealth used to raise funds on behalf of the States and would distribute them to them
and that formed the bulk of the States' borrowings. Now, the amount borrowed by the
Commonwealth on behalf of the States and distributed to them is a little more than zero but
not much more, but the Commonwealth has assumed control over the borrowing powers of
the States. In effect, the Federal Treasurer is the authority on the global allocation and on the
division of the global allocation between the States. He would be prepared to let the States
argue about the division among themselves but, because the States find that difficult to do, he
determines it. He has the ultimate influence on the totality of what we can borrow, but no
influence on how we present the Budget.

The other comments by members related to particular portfolios rather than any general
comments that I might make as the Treasurer. I will draw the attention of the appropriate
Ministers if they were not in the Chamber at the time to those comments and ask them to
reply directly to the members.

Mr Blaikie: It is a very good practice to get back to again because it is important, if Ministers
are not here, that they take the trouble to have their staff peruse the speeches and respond.

Mr PARKER: I will ask the Ministers to do that. I commend the Bill to the House.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Dr Alexander) in the Chair; Mr Parker (Treasurer) in charge
of the Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: Before we start the Committee stage of the Budget, I have a statement I
will read and then will clarify it for the guidance of members so that we do not get into too
much confusion in the debate.

Members may be aware that the formnat of the General Loan and Capital Works Fund
Estimates is not exactly that which is contemplated by Standing Orders. In order to maintain
the intent of Standing Order No 304(7), which provides for a general debate and then a
discussion on specific items, I propose to call in rum each of those areas listed on page 5 of
the General Loan and Capital Works Fund Estimates. There are 34 items listed on that page.
Those 34 items will each be treated as a Division and there will be a general debate on each
of them and the normal time limits and rules will apply.

At the conclusion of each general debate, I will call for items as we did with the Budget BiL
proper. Members will notice that, under each heading, there are a number of subheadings.
On page 8, uinder Agriculture there are a number of subheadings. I propose to treat all of
those initially as one item and members may speak to that item under the normal rules.

[ remind members of the warning given by the Acting Speaker when the House embarked on
the second reading debate. He said that members should note that not all expenditure
proposed in the General Loan and Capital Works Fund Estimates of Expenditure involved
that fund. There are items listed in those Estimates which are funded from other sources. For
example, the Rural Housing Authority is not funded from the General Loan and Capital
Works Fund and it will not be possible to debate that item. Any item which is wholly or
partially funded from the General Loan and Capital Works Fund Estimates is able to be
debated.
The Acting Speaker advised members who wished to raise matters concerning those items
which did not involve expenditure from this fund that they should have done so during the
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second reading debate. Any item where there is no proposed expenditure for 1989-90 is not
debatable. For example, on page 8, under Agriculture, there is an item entitled Northam
District Office which I presume the member for Avon would like to debate. He could debate
that because it has a proposed expenditure of $33 000. Any item that does not have any
proposed expenditure for 1989-90 cannot be debated.

Mr Court: Business Undertakings, for example, on page 27 which does not have a proposed
expenditure is not available for debate, obviously.

The CHAIRMAN: That is right. If the member refers to page 28, he will see that the source
of funds are borrowings and internal funds and balances neither of which are General Loan
and Capital Works Funds.

Division 1: Agriculture. $1 106 000 -

Mr BLAIIE: It would expedite the debate a lot more if the item numbers were written on
the pages concerned. It is a technical matter.

The CHAIRMAN: I agree. Earlier this evening we were trying to sort out which items were
and were not eligible for debate and we had great difficulty.
Division I put and passed.
Division 2: Arts1 $500 000 - put and passed.

Division 3: Community Services, $6 383 000 -

Mr BLAIICIE: I note that this year there has been an allocation of $499 000 for one child-
care centre and $400 000 for another. The whole question of child-care facilities and centres
is attracting an increasing interest from the wider community. [ ask the Treasurer to give the
Chamber an indication of where those centres are located.

Mr PARKER: A new child-care agreement was announced in January this year and the joint
program will result in 3 000 additional child-care places in Western Australia by the end of
1992. Two previous children's service programs have been initiated by the Commonwealth
Government - one from 1982 to 1985 and another from 1985 to 1988 which resulted in a
large increase in child-care provisions. The new development program includes the
following increases -

369 centre-based long day care places;

200 occasional care places;

1 780 outside school hours care places; and

490 family day care places.

The 1988-89 program allocated $2.072 million for child-care centres, but only $500 000 of
that amount will be required for the building of the new Princess Margaret Hospital child-
care centre. Of the remaining $449 000 to be expended in 1989-90, $194 000 is a
Commonwealth Government contribution and $255 000 is a State contribution. An amount
of $400 000 has been allocated in the 1989-90 financial year to complete the final centre in
that program. I do not have with me a list of where the new centres will be established. I do
not know whether the Minister for Community Services has a clear understanding of it.

Mr D.L. Smith: The final sires have not been decided, but they are more likely to be in the
inner metropolitan area.

Mr Blaikie: I wanted to know where they would be located.

Mr D.L. Smith: The final decision on long-day centres has not been made. We are in the
process of making a final decision.

Item - Family Centres -

Mr FRED TUBBY: Last year the allocation was $3.1 million and only $1t46 000 was
expended. The proposed expenditure this year is $3 million. I ask the Treasurer why the
allocated amount was not expended last year. I understood that the family centres were being
funded from the Family Foundation.

Mr PARKER: Some of the operational costs of the family centres will be met by the Family
Foundation, but the capital cost will be met from the capital budget.
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Mr D.L. Smith interjected.

Mr PARKER: The Minister is right and some will be funded from the Family Foundation,
In fact, mare than $3 million will be spent this year on construction of the centres and some
of them will be funded from the Consolidated Revenue Fund. The Government is cornnined
to providing 25 new family centres and to upgrading 15 existing facilities over a two-year
period. Nine centres have been commenced and one existing facility has been upgraded. It is
expected that those centres which were commenced last financial year will be operational this
financial year. A further I I high need areas have been identified and funding has been made
available in this budget and the Family Foundation budget. There will be an additional seven
upgrades in 1990. Planning is under way to identify high need areas for the remainder of the
program. There is a list of centres which have been approved, but I do not have it with me.
The Minister for Community Services or the Minister for The Family may be able to provide
it at some late r stage.

Division 3 put and passed.

Division 4: Computing and Information Technology, $6 531 000 -

Mr COURT: In relation to BureauWest at Joondalup an expenditure of $6.33 I million has
been allocated and I ask the Minister to explain at what stage the development is at and what
the expenditure involves. What is the role of the centre in relation to the Government's
computing and technology area?

Mr PARKER: It will be a replacement site for the two existing bureaus - one is at Royal
Street in the Silver City complex and the other is at Mount Street. It will provide an
additional support site for one other significant new agency. The total cost of the building
and associated works is estimated to be $25.591 million of which $1 .5 million was spent last
year. Just over $6 million is allocated this year and there is a carry over into future years of
$17 million. It will provide a single secure and properly equipped computing installation
capable of accommodating planned expansion. The design of the facility has been completed
and it is anticipated it will be in operation by March 1991. The current estimated total cost
has increased by $1 million over the 1988-89 approved estimated total cost because the
completion date was delayed by a couple of months from January 1991 to March 1991. An
amount of $150 000 was required to cover the increase in the land component cost and
$500 000 was involved in firmer costings.

Item - Bureau West -

Mr COURT: With regard to the same item there was a large computing facility in Canberra
which became the subject of a lot of attention during the ID card debate. The concern was
that we will have large centres which will end up having a lot of personal information at their
fingertips. When the State further develops its bank of data it has on individuals the
Opposition will not be able to stress enough how essential it is to have security for that
infotmation. It is very easy for people who have access to computers to look up personal
details of a wide range of people. One of the challenges that all Governments will face ink the
future with large bureaus which store this information will be to ensure that the information is
kept private. We are living in a world where the technology is available to cross reference all
sorts of information which could be very damaging if it were released.

Division 4 put and passed.

Division 5: Corrective Services - $32 284 000.-

Item - Greenough -

Mr MINSON: I feel some uneasiness with the allocation to the Greenough prison. Members
may or may not be aware that that prison is currently being upgraded from minimum security
to high mediumn security. I have heard, although it has not been confirmed officially, that it is
heading towards becoming a maximum security prison. Several escapes have occurred
throughout the year and five or six prisoners escaped a couple of weeks ago. Morale is very
low and I know the warders are concerned about security issues at present, let alone if it
became a medium security prison. I query whether the figure of $24 000 is realistic.

Mr Parker: The total amount spent on that upgrading was $ 1 .694 million. Last financial year
$1.67 million was spent and this year the expenditure will be $24 000. Also $150 000 has
been spent on the laundry upgrade.
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Mr MINSON: At least the prisoners who escaped were able to leave in pristine condition and
to show a clean pair of heels.

Mr Parker: Treasury has not allocated any money to upgrade the prison to a maximum
security institution.

Mr MINSON: I am glad to hear that. If the actual expeniditure in 1988-89 was $33 000.
where is the other $1 million that was spent on this prison?
Nr Parker ':A total of $1.69 million will be spe nt; $1.67 million was spent before the end of
last year - that corrects my earlier statement - and $24 000 will be spent this year.
Mr BLMIKIE: In order to give members a better understanding of the expenditure, it would
assist if the previous year's expenditure and estimates figures were detailed in much the same
way as those in the CRF Estimrates. There is a wide disparity between the proposed
expenditure and actual expenditure. The figures can be quite misleading, and it can be quite
irrelevant to compare the actual expenditure in the previous 12 months with the estimates for
this year.

Ms Parker: Do you want another column in the Estimates for 1988-89?
Ms BLAIKIE: Yes. If there has been a shortfall in expenditure it will show up. That wilt
provide members with a better understanding, and it will not be necessary for them to make
the type of inquiries I am now making.
Mr Parker: I will look into that.

Division 5 put and passed.

Division 6: Crown Law, $4 196 0100 -

Mrs EDWARDES: The proposed expenditure of $1 milion is not much for the construction
of a courthouse. What will it purchase?

Mr PARKER: Planning has commenced for the construction of a new courthouse at
Joondalup which will be completed in late 1991. The $1 million is for the first stage of chat
process and a full court complex with associated facilities is proposed in the light of
continuing growth in the northern corridor. Crown Law went thruugh the criminal and civil
matters in the courts to assess whether the first suburban based courthouse of any substance
should be a replacement for the Fremantle courthouse or should be constructed in the
northern suburbs. It turned out that more criminals live in the northern suburbs! Anyway, it
was decided to construct the new courthouse at Joondalup.

Division 6 put and passed.

Division 7: Economic Development and Trade, $7 409 000 -

Mr COURT: I presume that the Defence Technology Precinct is the facility in the Jervoise
Bay area?

Mr Parker: That is right.

Mr COURT: Is this amount for the development of the land component, road services, etc?
What are the costs for and will the land be sold freehold or leasehold? Also, what sort of
industries does the Governmnent intend to attract? I raise the same queries with regard to the
Technology Park Development. I thought the Technology Park Development would be a self
funding exercise. It has been operating for some years now and it should now be making
money rather than needing loan funds.

Mr Parker: If you look at the internal funds and balances, you will see the net source of
funds includes $7.4 million. The amount-to be expended is approximately $8.5 million for
the Defence Technology Precinct and almost $2 million for the Technology Park
Development. The source of funds is $7.4 million from borrowings and $3 million from
internal funds and balances which would include recoupment of funds as a result of the sale
of Technology Park lots.

Mr COURT: I would have thought in both cases that as it is prime real estate it would be a
money making exercise and not one which would require funds. At what stage is the
Defence Technology Precinct and why is it necessary to provide funds?

Mr PARKER: As the Deputy Leader of the Opposition knows, in order to capitalise on the
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marine support facility, the Government is establishing a Defence Technology Precinct on
25 hectares of land in the Henderson Estate. The commercial ventures will be able to obtain
freehold land in the defence precinct to establish a service and manufacturing base.
Subdivision of approximately half of the 25 hectare site was completed at June 1989, and
freehold lots will be available for sale from approximately September. The precinct will
make an important contribution to the growth of the de fence industry in Western Au stral ia. it
is intended that this amount will be recouped ultimately but this development has only just
started.

The Technology Park capital works budget for this year covers three elements of upgrading
and expansion. Firstly, an integrated project including upgrading of landscaping, air-~
conditioning, access control for security, irrigation and signage systems has commenced and
is envisaged to be completed early in 1990. During this year two further projects are
expected to commence, both of which were deferred from last year due to the need for
additional research. The core budding - that is, Technology Centre - will be upgraded and
slightly expanded in order to improve its efficiency in providing common user facilities. The
research and development building is planned to be expanded in line with demand.

Technology Park is no longer my responsibility; it was for a while and my recollection is that
there are recoups coming in from Technology Park of a capital nature. Quite a lot of it is on a
leasehold basis, particularly in the technology centre and the so-called incubator unit where
little businesses go and grow into big ones. They are often not only on a lease basis but also
virtually on a subsidised lease basis. Ultimately ir is intended to sell that area and I have been
having discussions with the Minister for Economic Development and Trade about this matter
because it is my view that if not immnediately certainly in the near future there is good reason
to sell the remainder of Technology Park; we have established the concept and the quality
control and [ do not see why we should be involved in it any longer.

Mr Court: There is nothing shown for assistance to the Orbital Engine Company.

Mr PARKER: [ think that is because the original amount was in this Budget but the ongoing
assistance we provided last year I think is funded out of Consolidated Revenue Fund.
Mr BRADSH-AW: If that was the Minister's reply to that Division, I wish to speak to it.

The CHAIRMAN: Perhaps the member can raise his matters under the items.
Mr BRADSHAW: I intended to speak but the Minister jumped up before me.

The CHAIRMAN: In future, before the Minister replies I will ask for other contributions.
However, we are now on page 11, "Economic Development and Trade".

Item: Defence Technology Precinct -

Mr COURT: I am concerned in relation to the defence technology precinct that insufficient
land has been put aside for the types of industries we wish to attract related to a defence
buildup. An allocation of 25 hectares does not seem a lot of land. I am also concerned that
opposite where the ship lift facility is located, for example, it seems that a reasonable amount
of land is available, but I think that in 10 years' time that area will be too small. When these
things are planned we must look to the future to ensure that plenty of land is available
because the idea in the case of the ship lift facility was to attract spin-off industry much of
which would be located in the defence technology precinct. Is more land available if that site
is inadequate?

Mr BRADSHAW: I placed a question on notice regarding the proposed tannery at Boyanup
to the Mintister for Economic Development and Trade about two weeks ago and he indicated
that up to $600 000 was to be allocated to an offset trade business with Asea Brown Boveri
who have the contract for rail electrification in the metropolitan area. Is that $600 000 purely
for the tannery, which was supposed to cost up to $2 million? I find it astounding that
$600 000 is set aside.

The CHAIRMvAN: I am sorry, but that subject is not covered under the items. I made it clear
previously that we could not debate matters not covered under the items. I think it unlikely
the detail is available, in any event. The member will have to find another avenue to ask his
questions. I know he has tried to raise this matter for a number of days.

Mr Court: He tried to get up on the general debate.
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The CHAIRMvAN: It is a matter of the quick and the dead.

Mr BRADSHAW: I do not think you had your mind on the job, Sir.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! I do not think the member had his mind on the debate as he was
not on his feet and gave no indication he wished to speak.

Mr BRADSHAW: I was waiting to speak and the Ministerjumped to his feet.

The CHAIRMAN: If the member had risen at the same time that may not have happened.
Perhaps we can get out of this situation by the Minister providing the information.

Mr BRADSHAW: It seems strange that $600 000 was set aside. I turn now to Barrack
Sil icon.

Mr PARKER: That comes up later under resource development. My understanding in
relation to the defence technology precinct is that although 25 hectares of land is being
developed at the moment that is being excised from the Henderson industrial estate owned by
the Industrial Lands Development Authority. A considerable amount of that estate is still
available for future expansion. As I understand it, considerably more land can be developed
than the current subdivision.

Mr Grill: That is my understanding also.

Mr PARKER: There is an opportunity for further expansion on the ship lift side of the road.
The Government is considering ways of handling the area to the south of the ship lift which
was originally used for some of the Woodside modules and may be used for that again in a
way which adds to the general opportunities for industrial development in the area. I think
that would be correct.

Mr Grill: Yes.
Mr PARKER: In relation to the question asked by the member for Wellington, my
understanding is that the amount of money allocated to Asea Brown Boveri is not purely in
relation to the tannery complex, although it may have been allocated to that complex.

Mr Grill: No.

Mr PARKER: It was a result of the set-up costs incurred by Asea Brown Boveri of entering
into the substantial counter trade arrangements which were post the contract entered into with
the Government in relation to the railways. In other words, the Government introduced its
counter trade policies only after the company got its contract. Therefore, its tendering
procedure did not make allowances for it, nor did anybody else's, so we made it clear to all
people when talking about counter trade that there would be an allocation for set-up costs in
that regard. I think that is what that amount arises from.

Mr Grill: Yes. The $600 000 really is investigation costs relating to the whole of the counter
trade of $66 million.
Mr Court: That sounds a bit vague to me.

Mr Grill: You are a bit slow, that is all.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! As this discussion is not technically in order, members should get
on with the debate.

Division 7 put and passed.

Division 8: Education, $64 406 000 -

Mr BRADSHAW: I rum to the schools in my electorate. I am thankful that the Minister for
Education came into the electorate and looked at the Dardanup, Boyanup and Capel schools
because they have problems with their capital works programs, which vary from school to
school. It is not only those areas that I am concerned about. The Harvey school and other
schools in my electorate need certain capital works done to them. I would likec to see money
spent at the Dardanup Primary School, which needs a new resource centre. Boyanup school
has transportable classrooms - as has Capel Primary School - which are hot in the summer
and cold in the winter. They need something done to them. These schools are not in areas
which are declining but ones which have suddenly grown in the past few years as people
want to live in these areas. As a result the population is increasing. I would like to see more
money spent in these towns to ensure that people are happy to live there. People will not
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want to live in the Dardanup, Boyanup and Capel areas, knowing chat their children will not
be in a situation about which they will be happy. It is time the Ministry of Education started
to look at upgrading these facilities to encourage people to go back to country areas. Rather
than just pay lip service to (he concept of decentratisation, we should start putting our money
where our mouth is,.
About five years ago some money was raised at the Harvey High School in part payment for
the provision of a covered assembly area and gymnasium. At present the facilities are not
satisfactory, and the Government should get dinkumn and finish off that program within the
next two years, instead of saying it may or may not happen. We ar-e now one month away
from 1990 and people expect that these sorts of facilities will be provided. Today's
generation of students will be our future citizens with the task of making sure that the country
runs on an even keel. They should receive the high standard of education to which they are
entitled, rather than the second-rate facilities now being experienced by some students.
The CHAIRMAN: [ am not having a go at the member, but I say for the guidance of him and
other members that what he has just said was technically not in order because the items he
was talking about - Dardanup and Boyanup schools - do not have a capital works allocation.
Mr Bradshaw: That is the problem.
The CHAIRMAN: Yes, from your point of view, but from my point of view that matter
should have been raised during the second reading debate.
Mr Bradshaw: I tried to do that, but you would not let me.
The CI-AIRMAN: That was under the CommLittee stage of the general Budget debate. It
should have been raised under the second reading of the General Loan and Capital Works
Fund debate.
Item: Works In Progress and Completed Works -

Mrs EDWARDES: On page 12, under Additions and Improvements to High Schools, the
amount of $750 000 has been allocated to Perth Modem. What will this provide?
Dr LAWRENCE: A tender has just been let for additions to the staff room, which was 100

small for the size of the school. The member will be aware that Perth Modem has a
substantial art and craft program, which is of a very high standard, but the facilities are
distinctly substandard. A pottery area, kiln, and work area will be provided, and substantial
improvements will be made to the classrooms for ant purposes for the lower secondary
program.
Mr FRED TUB BY: Mr Chairman -

The CHAIRMAN: I suggest that if you have several items to raise, you raise them at the one
time because you are allowed to speak only twice under Items.
Mr FRED TUBBY: On page 13. under Other School Facilities - Covered Areas, last year's
allocation was $700 000. This year's allocation is $358 000. A large number of schools still
do not have covered assembly areas. I understood there was to be a progressive program to
ensure that all schools of a certain size would eventually have suitable covered area facilities.
Why has the Budget allocation for that program been halved this year? I would have
expected it to be larger, because of increased costs. The allocation for Minor Works has been
cut back considerably: $151 000 was allocated last year, and there is no allocation this year. I
presume that is not the minor works which are split up between all the districts?
Dr LAWRENCE: No. The Government still has an ongoing commitment to increase the
number of covered assembly areas. The programmed capital expenditure in the Budget
overall on all educational facilities, including renovations, improvements and minor works,
for this year is $125.3 million, which represents an increase of $30.6 million, or 32 per cent,
on the expenditure for 1988-89. So this is a very substantially increased Budget. There has
been a lot of pressure on that Budget to build new schools, or second or additional stages to
schools, because of the very rapid growth in our primary school population, and the high
level of mobility. In order to house an additional 1 100 students - and I stand to be corrected
on that - in this State between 1983 and 1989 we opened up 39 new primary schools. We
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have a very highly mobile population, and the judgment was that it was more important in
this Budget, given the very substantial increase in it, to provide those new places. Given that
our population growth is slowing a little, and that in some areas - particularly at the
secondary level - we are experiencing a decline momentarily, we will be in a better position
next year to pick up again that program of works for covered assembly areas.

In respect of minor works, most of the money is actually allocated in the Consolidated
Revenue Fund expenditure. I am not sure what was the allocation in the previous year's
Budget, but it was probably for administration in the central office rather than actual
expenditure. The amount of $150 000 would represent the minor works' allocation for many
of the districts, one by one, and would be a single year's allocation.

Mrs EDWARDES: On page 13, under Education Support Centre - Kalgoorlie - Loma
Mitchell, there is an allocation of $524 000. That seems to be an incredibly high amount for
a support centre. Why does that figure appear to be so high? I also want to raise the same
question as did my colleague in respect of the Other School Facilities. This year's Budget
allocation is about 36 per cent lower than last year's amount. There is an allocation of
$358 000 for Public Areas, $565 000 for Primary Libraries, $94 000 for Toilet Replacements,
and $351 000 for Radio Transceivers. Where will these items be located?

The other items are on page [4 of the Budget under the heading Miscellaneous. An amount
of $2 million-odd has been allocated to land acquisition. Could the Minister advise where
this land is proposed to be purchased, if that can be identified? An amount of $150 000 has
been allocated for transportable preprimary centres, and an amount of $500 000 for
transportable classrooms. I notice the "Budget Outlook" indicates that 13 new transportable
classrooms are to be provided. Are those the classrooms to be acquired with the $500 000,
and are they identified as going to any particular place?

Dr LAWRENCE: The member for Kingsley's first question related to the Loma Mitchell
Education Support Centre at Kalgoorlie. It is a very expensive program because basically the
whole centre has to be replaced. It is quite a substantial centre and it was in such a poor state
of repair that that is the amount of money necessary to make it good, as well as the additional
add-on costs that occur in more remote areas, and Kalgoorlie has particularly high building
costs.
As to the other school facilities items, the amounts of money shown for covered areas would
be carryover amounts from programs previously described in last year's Budget. As for radio
transceivers, they were promised to the Schools of the Air to upgrade their transceivers and
all Schools of the Air will be receiving some of that funding. I do not have the locations for
the toilet replacements and primary libraries here but they will have been decided upon.
Money for toilet replacements is almost on an as needs basis because clearly it can be an
emergency item, but a typical cost is about $80 000 to $100 000. It is mainly to bring some
of the old-fashioned toilets in the older schools, which are stuck in the middle of the
playground, into the school building so that the children do not have to run out in the rain. I
am sorry that 1 do not have a list of the primary school libraries here but I will provide them
to the member in writing.
The figure for land acquisition is based on what we believe to be the two or three acquisitions
which will need to be made by the ministry depending on growth. [ can provide the member
with examples, but they are not listed in the Budget. It is a figure that anticipates growth and
sometimes the anticipations can be wrong, but I think the member will find there is a site in
the eastern suburbs near Annadale, another in Mandurah - which is growing extremely
rapidly - and another in the northern suburbs, around the member for Wanneroo's area.
Again. I will provide the member with those details. They do change depending on
availability and growth rate. We are typically quite far ahead of the population growth, so
sites that have a rapidly growing population already have primary school sites acquired, but
having that money set aside means that we can take advantage of new developments and
insist on the land being set aside.

Mrs Edwardes: Does the figure allocated for transportable classrooms relate to the
13 classrooms identified in the Budget, and what does a transportable classroom cost?

Dr LAWRENCE: It is difficult to say. It is somewhere in the order of $35 000 to $50 000,
depending on the type of transportable, but an additional amount of between $ 10 000 and
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$20 000 is added to the cost, depending where it is moved to within the State. My figures
might be slightly out of date but we are talking of up to $50 000 per unit so obviously the
money does not go very far and every time they are moved that adds significantly to the cost
of the unit. In relation to the preprimnary centres, again I will provide the member with the list
because they are not specifically described in the Budget Papers, nor indeed in my notes here.
Th~y do have the obvious advantage that we can move them around depending on increases
in enrolments in preprimrnay areas, and in some cases that has been very dramatic indeed. I
went to an area a couple of days ago where they have a new school and already there is some
pressure on the preprimaiy centre because of huge population growth in the surrounding
areas. We can quite quickly transport a preprimary centre there, with purpose built toilets
and so on. A fair amount of flexibility remains, so that at the beginning of the school year we
can move them to where the children are.
Division 8 put and passed.

Division 9: Health. $41 593 000.-
Mir BRADSHAW: I notice some money has been set aside for a cardiac catheter unit at the
Fremantle Hospital and I want to pay tribute to those peoplo in the area who lobbied both the
Government and the Opposition quite strongly for this facility before the election. In this day
and age it is very important that people have access to thise sorts of facilities in hospitals. It
is all very well to say that such a facility is provided at a hospital in Western Australia but the
people living south of the river in the area served by the Fremantle Hospital should have
access to such facilities and [ am pleased the Government has fulfilled its election promise to
provide that unit.
I notice also that funds have been set aside for the Ceraldton Regional Hospital. About
$8 midllion was promised to be spent on that hospital; however, I am disappointed that the
Government is talking about only $800 000 being spent, with the promise of another
$1.5 million. I wonder what is happening with regard to the other several million dollars,
which would bring the figure to the promised total of $8 million but which seemns to be
missing from this Budget. Why will that money not be spent in this area when it has been
promised to the people of Geraldton?
Mr Parker: I was responsible for getting the cardiac catheter unit at Fremantle Hospital. The
lobby group came to see me and I took up their case instantly.
Mr BRADSHAW: That is not the message I got from those people.
Mr Parker: They saw me in August last year and it was ordered in November.
Mr BRADSH-AW: What about the $8 million-odd which was promidsed to the Geraldfton
Regional Hospital? Only about $800 000 has been spent.
Mr Parker: We have spent $438 000 so far, and there is an allocation this year of
$1.5 million. The carryover - in other words what is to be spent in future years - is
$6.6 million.
Mr BRADSHAW: That $8 million was promised about two years ago and it is sad that it has
taken so long for the Government to bring that promise to fruition. The Bunbury Regional
Hospita. however, is in a more desperate simuation than the Geraldton Regional Hospital but
it has not had one cent allocated for it under the General Loan and Capital Works Fund. The
Bunbury Regional Hospital probably has a much larger drawing capacity of patients that the
Geraldton Hospital.
Mr Parker: Look at all the money we are putting into Margaret River for the member for
Vasse.
Mr BRADSHAW: I think that is admirable, because the Margaret River Hospital was well
and truly due for upgrading. It amazes me that, whereas before people were saying the old
hospital should be knocked down, now that a decision has been made to build a new hospital
there people want the old building retained. It is a pity that no money is allocated to the
Bunbury Regional Hospital under this Capital Works program. Perhaps the Treasurer would
comment on whether some money might be made available for its upgrading, which is well
and truly overdue, considering the services available in Bunbury.
Mr BLAIKIE: This is probably my swan song for the Margaret River Hospital.
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Mr Court: No, you will want equipment and beds next year.
The CHAIRMAN: I thought the member was promising to retire.
Mr BLAIE: No, certainly not. I want to acknowledge the Government's promise to spend
$1.8 million on the hospital this year and indicate the gratitude of the comnmunity. The
hospital is virtually complete and will be opened in January or Febmuary next year. While a
great deal of hard work, representations, blood, sweat and tears went into securing the new
hospital at Margaret River, the same process is being endured over the future of the old
hospital. The latest information I have is that the Government is now prepared to give up the
old hospital to the local community which will use it as a community centre.

Mr Parker: I do not think that has been decided at all.

Mr BLAIKIE: If the Government has not decided that, I am now putting a firm proposition
that it ought to decide to do that. Far from my retiring from this subject, the Treasurer will
probably have me coming back next year and the year after that, probably for at least 18
months, because by that time the present Government will be out of office and circumstances
will change.

The new hospital will be very important in servicing the needs of the community. However
there is a hospital site of some 15 acres and I appeal to the Government not to allow the
balance of that site to be chopped up. There will certainly be a future ongoing health need
and as I indicated earlier about the short-sightedness in the planning for the existing police
and courthouse complex at Busselton, if the Government turns a-round and sells half the site
or uses it for other purposes, in 15-20 years' time the local member of Parliament - whoever
he might be - will be complaining of similar short-sightedness. I thank the Government for
the new hospital but I suggest it retain the site. The Governument should ensure it is used for
community purposes as the development of the district will mean that the remaining site will
be fully utilised.

For the record, Margaret River has gone through a rather remarkable series of changes in
relation to the doctors who have serviced that area. This is a matter in which I have been
closely involved; in fact it probably led me into politics in the first place. Back in 1962 the
town was without any medical officer at all. I became a member of the local authority and
convinced my fellow Augusta-Margaret River Shire councillors to build a modem house and
advertise around the world to get a medical officer to come to the comnmunity. The council
did that but there was rather a shock honror reaction from the local authority because as a
result of advertising in The Lancet - an international medical magazine - it received a reply
from a Pakistani doctor. In 1962 Margaret River was not quite the multicultural centre it is
today. However, before the shire was able to give an indication about whether it would
accept that doctor's application, it received a reply from an Irish doctor. Not only did the
Irish doctor have the necessary qualifications as a general practitioner, but his wife was also a
general practitioner and could help as well. The shire eventbally settled for the Irish couple
and needless to say, almost 30 years later, that couple is still living and still practising
medicine in the community. Today Margaret River has six doctors practising in the
community. Those doctors have really only come to the town over the past four to five years
because they saw that the medical facilities available would change significantly.
I give the Goverrnent full credit for that. The hospital has not only meant an improvement
over the outmoded facility used to date but it has also encouraged more medical officers to
come to the community. Consequently Margaret River today is probably better serviced by
medical practitioners than most country towns in Western Australia. I have been involved in
this matter for more than 30 years and I want to offer an accolade to thie Government for
building a new hospital.

Mr PARKER: In response to the comments made in relation to the Geraldton Regional
Hospital by the member for Wellington, as I said by way of interjection some of the
$8.5 million was spent last year, and contract documentation has been completed for the first
major stage of that redevelopment. Stage I will proceed to tender shortly and will involve a
major two level addition to provide facilities for casualty, administration and therapy
services. Refurbishment of existing facilities and services will also be included and will
involve a day hospital, theatres, kitchen and engineering services upgrading. Space will be
provided for the future expansion of permanent and restorative care accommodation. It takes
time for these things to be designed; money has to be allocated for design and that takes time.
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Mr Bradshaw: Not three years. You have only spent $2.5 million, at the most, out of that
$8.5 million.
Mr PARKER: I do not know whether it is three years. The Government is about to spend
the rest of that money. Once the tenders are met, it will be full steamn ahead.
I must say I am not familiar with the Margaret River Hospital; certainly no-one other than me
has the authority to allocate the old hospital to anyone because it has to come before me in
my capacity as Treasurer. No-one has asked me about it yet; that is not to say it will not be a
good idea in the final analysis. At one stage the Notre Dame people were interested, but they
have indicated they are not interested any longer.

Mr Blaikie: I have spoken to them; I indicated that the site would be too small and that they
should be looking at alternative Crown land where they can become established in a proper
way in an area with an ongoing future.

Mr PARKER: I will take that on board, together with the point about the subdivision of land.
I will take that to the Minister for Health. I thank the member for Vasse for his compliments
to the Government in respect of its decision about the Margaret River Hospital.

Division 9 put and passed.

Division 10: Land Administration, $17 541 000 - put and passed.
Division 11: Marine and Harbours, $7 788 000 -
Mr MINSON: I note that expenditure on the Geraldton Marina last year was $1.5 million;
the proposed expenditure this year is $4.4 million, and the total expenditure is to be around
$13 million or $14 million. Considering the project is half finished, how does the final figure
stack up at the moment?

Mr PARKER: Some of the $13 million or $14 million figure involved private development
on the shore site, on the freehold land. The proposed expenditure of $6.5 million was within
the Department of Marine and Harbours; there may be some expenditure under Westrail as
well. It is anticipated we will Finish work this financial year on the breakwater, the marine
wall, commencing sand reclamation, foreshore improvements and beach rehabilitation. The
work will finish within this financial year. As I understand it, the rest of the money is
freehold development and will be funded separately.
Division I I put and passed.

Division 12: Mines, $1 927 000 - put and passed.

Division 13: Office of Government Accommodation, $14 628 000 -
Mr BLAIXIE: Proposed expenditure this year on Parliament House additions is $350 000.
Expenditure last year was around $700 000; proposed expenditure the previous year was
$2 020 000. which represents a shortfall of $1.3 million in proposed total expenditure. Last
year's Capital Works Program included $1 million for air-conditioning of Parliament House.
The 1990 Budget papers show no item for air-conditioning. What has happened to the air-
conditioning? Will the additions be to this building or to the annexes?

Mr PARKER: This decision was made by Government when assessing its priorities. We
have been constrained, not so much by revenue raising but by a decision of the Loan Council.
We are constrained as to how much we can borrow; we cannot vary that. We do not have
that discretion. We look at priorities within the amount, and the allocation to Parliament
House had a lower priority than other things clamouring for our attention throughout the
State. We decided to continue to suffer as members of Parliament, and to reduce the amount.
We will consider an application which Mr Speaker will make to us in the future which he
raised and discussed at the annual meeting of the Joint House Committee. As far as this
year's allocation is concerned, we have deferred any consideration of air-conditioning and
associated works in the existing building, which would cost $3.4 million, and the additions of
$8.3 million. The allocation this year of $300 000 is for asbestos removal. Outstanding
planning fees take the figure to $350 000. We are not proceeding this financial year; we will
examine the situation in the context of the Budget next year. Every year the Loan Council
Treasurer tells us he will loosen up, but in fact he tightens up.

Mr Court: Did Laurie get the money?
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Mr PARKER: We simply have constraints in this funding and in our ability to borrow. It is
not that we cannot service the borrowings; we have the funds to service borrowings, but we
cannot borrow. We have to work within that context. As a result, that question is deferred.
We decided the community would take the view, in a time of competing priorities, that
Parliament House has a low priority.

Mr Blaikie: The Treasurer is wrong, because in last year's Budget around $8 million was
allocated and the community did not object.

Mr PARKER: Also last year's Capital Works Program was relatively generous.

Mr Blaikie: The money was still allocated and the community did not comment at all. I had
a group of schoolchildren here today: I showed them the sweat boxes of the H-ansard staff.
Frankly, it is not good enough for staff to work in those conditions.

Mr PARKER: I understand the point. It is a subject of fierce debate within the Budget
Committee.

Mr Blaikie: It should not be a mailer for fierce debate!

Mr PARKER: The decision has been made. We will examine it again. I know Mr Speaker
is putting forward a proposition, but I have not seen it.

Mr Blaikie: The Government wastes money on the Swan Brewery site but it cannot spend
money on this place. This place is a working/living place and will be so for the next 50
years, but the Governmnent is not spending money on it.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Dr Gallop): Order!

Mr Court: The Government has spent money on the Swan Brewery.

Mr Blaikie: You have 120 or 130 people working here permanently!

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order!

Mr PARKER: That may well be the case, but the Government has made the decision and that
is the basis upon which amounts have been allocated.

Mr Blaikie: You have a misguided view.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order!

Division 13 put and passed.

Divisions 14 to 17: Office of Technical and Further Education, $18 035 000; Police,
$14 213 000; Premier and State Administration, $244 000; Regional Development and
the North West, $63 000 - put and passed.

Division 18: Resources Development. $9 814 000 -
Mr BRADSHAW: In reply to question 505 on Wednesday, 30 August 1989, the Treasurer
said -

A total payment of $13.95 million has been paid to Barrack in respect of the
relocation of the silicon smelter project. Of this amount, $8 million is repayable to
the Stare pursuant to section 6A of the Silicon (Picton) Agreement Act.

In reply to a further question he said that an amount of $4.7 million had also to be paid. I
understand from the agreement that Barrack will repay the Government $8 million and the
Government will then pay that $8 million back to Barrack.

Mr Parker: That is not right. There was an extended period for repayment and there were
certain circumstances under which the funds could be written off.

Mr BRADSHAW: The. agreement Act stated that the Government would pay the company
$8 million, the company would then repay the Government $8 million, and then the
Government would pay the company the $8 million.

Mr Parker: It was not as simple as that. It did not happen like that. Time had to elapse and
so forth. Itf that is in the agreement Act it is a mailer of record.

Mr BRADSHAW: Then the Treasurer has tried to mislead the people of Western Australia
by saying that the $8 million would be repaid by the company. In fact, the CGovernment was
going to repay that money to the company. We asked in the debate on the agreement Act
why these arrangements had been made and were not given an answer.
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Mr Parker: I am not sure that the member's interpretation of the Act is correct. I will have
another look at it.

Mr BRADSHAW: I asked a further question and the Treasurer indicated that $4.7 million
would be repaid to Barrack because it was late starting up. Apparently, under the agreement
Act, if the company had not begun production by June 1989, for every month's delay up to
six months the Government would pay $ 1.1 million. The figure mentioned by the Treasurer
was $4.7 million.

Mr Parker: No, the amount was $4.4 million on account of the monthly amount, $80 000 for
road costs, $120 000 for freight costs and $ 100 000 for hazardous gases.
Mr BRADSHAW: WWl the total amount to be paid to the company include the
$Lt3.95 million plus the $4.7 million?

Mir Parker: An amount of $8 million plus $4.7 million. As I understand it, the
$13.95 million includes the $4.7 million, and is nor additional to it.
Mr BRADSHAW: I was not clear on that. I know there was an amount of $8 million plus
some relocation money from the Picton site which totalled about $2 million.

Mr Parker: I cannot recall that detail. The question that you are asking is whether the
$4.7 million is on top of the $13.95 million and the answer is no, it is within it.

Mr COURT: I understand that the agreement was if the project was delayed because of
relocation to the site certain payments would be made.
Mr Parker: Yes, $4.4 million of the $4.7 million is a final settlement of that delay. There
was an agreement that there was a four month delay. No further amounts are to be paid.
Mr COURT: Were there considerable delays?

Mr Parker: The only delays we agreed to pay for were those associated with the move.
Other delays were occasioned by industrial actions, but we were not liable for those. There
were delays occasioned by the move, by redesign, by work that had to be done on the
footings, and the normal processes. That resulted in a $4.4 million payment.

Mr COURT: I think the company got a fairly good deal out of the whole exercise.

Mr Parker: [ think it has done well. It has an opportunity to expand. It is a very positive
development for the State, especially for the south west.

Mr COURT: I had a look at the operation the other day with the member for Wellington. If
the development had gone ahead at Picton it would have stood out like a sore boil. The
buildings are very large. We were given assurances that there would be no problems with the
earlier site. if the development had gone ahead on that site it would not have been well
located. I was under the impression that it would be a reasonably small plant, but it is a big
operation.

What plans does the Government have for the existing site of SCM Chemicals at Australind?
There has been talk that the whole of the processing operation will be shifted to Pemberton.
What is the possibility of that happening?

Mr PARKER: There have been discussions between SCM Chemicals and the Government.
The company originated discussions with me about a year ago concerning its desire to
expand its plant at Kemerton and its desire to continue the operation of its sulphate plant for a
longer time. I, in turn. indicated my desire, which I had expressed before, but which I
expressed again a bit less than a year ago when the people from the US were here, that the
whole plant should move to Kemerton. The company has had further discussions with me
and with the Minister for South-West, as I understand it. on this issue and discussions are
going on. Those discussions will include discussions with relevant local people and in
particular with the Harvey Shire Council.

Mr Bradshaw: it took them a while to get to the Harvey Shire Council.

Mr PARKER: The Harvey Shire Council and the Government are working closely together
on this issue. The Harvey Council's Shire Clerk and President were provided with
confidential information ahead of official information being provided to the shire in the early
stages of the discussion. It was provided on the basis that it was for their information only.
Any discussions that take place, certainly before any decision is made by Government, will
involve the Harvey Shire Council and the community. I understand that the Minister for
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South-West has bad some interaction with the comrmunity about this issue and has invited it
to express its view. For a very short period of pain the community will get a substantial
benefit, but that is yet to be agreed. It will be a major achievement if it can be achieved and
will be good for Australind and for the industry.
Mr Bradshaw: How can you tie it up so that they have to leave after three years?
Mr PARKER: The company will leave when we tell it to. We can shut the plant down
under the agreement.

Mr Bradshaw: Next year?
Mr PARKER: Yes, I think it will be in October. It is a question of law. The law is that it
can be closed in this way.
Mr Bradshaw: What happens if it wants to continue for another three or four years?
Mr PARKER: It is saying it wants to continue for another three or four years, but the
Government takes the view that it will be less than that. We would change the law to reflect
any new date.
Division 18 put and passed.

Division 19: Services, $2 469 000 -
Mr COURT: Why does the Government need to own a printing service?
Mr PARKER: I am not the person to go into the long philosophical detail of that; it is not my
arena. I know that the Premier feels strongly about this issue, having been involved with the
printing service during the time he was the responsible Minister and having presided over the
upgrading of the service in terms of its efficiency. I understand that the Minister for Labour
was also involved. The general view is that there are a number of important reasons that the
Government should be involved in the printing service. As part of its election policy, the
Government gave a commitment that it would maintain the State Printing Division. That
commitment was given by the Government to the people who sought such a commitment
prior to the election. Therefore, the Government intends to maintain the service, but to
ensure that it becomes more efficient. The capital expenditure we are considering is designed
to ensure the efficiency of the division.
It is inevitable that the Government has to do some printing. The printing requirements of
this House are substantial and often require confidentiality and highly technical services. If
the Government is to have the facilities to do that there is no reason that it should not be used
to the optimum extent to do other things as well. The member's question is somewhat
rhetorical and he can debate the matter with the Minister for Works and Services at some
other time.
Mr COURT: My question was certainly not rhetorical. I am referring to all the items which
come under this division. The private sector has made it clear that it can provide the services
provided by the Government Printer and it can certainly undertake the work that is required
for Parliament House.
Mr Parker: What about the confidentiality aspect?
Mr COURT: The private sector can be just as confidential as the Government sector. As I
understand it, a lot of the work required by Parliament House is done by the private sector.
The private sector is saying that the Government is continually providing new equipment to
its printing service. The printing service would not otherwise be able to compete with the
private sector. Instead of continuing to pour millions of dollars into this service, which seems
to be an annual exercise, the Government could stimulate the private sector by allowing it to
take on its work.
Division 19 put and passed.
Divisions 20 to 28: Sport and Recreation, $6 956 000; Transport, $20 000; Hedland
College. $3 321 000; State Housing Commission, $650 000; Metropolitan (Perth)
Passenger Transport Trust, $9 200 000; Western Australian Government Railways
Commission, $10 033 000; Agriculture Protection Board, $8 000; Authority for
Intellectually Handicapped Persons, $1 560 000; Building Management Authiority,
$4 873 000 - put and passed.
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Division 29: LandCorp, $5 693 000 -
Mr COURT: I refer to the redevelopment of the Swan Brewery. The amount allocated last
financial year was $5.5 million and the same amount has been allocated ths financial year.
This is really becoming a joke. The cornmunity have made clear what they chink about
spending a great deal of money on that redevelopment.

The member for Vasse raised a very good point when he said that the Government had
delayed basic expenditure on Parliament House - not so much for the benefit of members, but
for the staff who work'in what is an important operation. It is a building of which the public
should be proud. But the Government can keep allocating money to the redevelopment of the
Swan Brewery. What a debacle this issue is becoming! The way in which the Govenrment
has handled this issue over the years shows that it sneaks these things tough and says that it
is not going to do certain things. In one case it said it was not going to build a multistorey car
park, but it built a ramp for a multistorey car park.

Mr Graham: The idea of Richard Court and Bill Ethell on the same platform tickles my
fancy.

Mir COURT: If the Government continues to push through this project, what will be the total
cost, including the associated works? As the Goverrnent knows, the Opposition is strongly
opposed to the development. The development has also been opposed by a wide range of
people, including concerned citizens who wanted the land to become part of the Kings Park
area so that the public could enjoy the waterfront from the park, and later an Aboriginal issue
was involved in opposition to the development.

The last informnation I had on this development is that a 700-seat theatre complex would be
built, together with a car park with 70 bays. How does the Government expect a theatre of
that size to work if only 70 car parking bays are provided?

Mr Parker: It is not a theatre in the sense of the Playhouse. It was intended to be a
multipurpose studio type theatre.

Mr COURT: It will still have 700 seats. How will people get to that site?

Mr Parker: Have you ever heard of public transport?

Mr COURT: Has the Minister ever tried to gyet to that site by public transport? That site has
been vandalised. Initially one Berlin wall was built there, and now two have been erected. It
is one of the most beautiful parts of the river at the entrance to the city and it now looks
absolutely terrible. It is a concrete jungle which is ready made for the graffiti that is starting
to appear. The concept of a beautiful parkland area should be considered by the Government.
It is prepared to spend approximately $20 million on that development and the public quite
rightly feels that the Government has its priorities wrong.
Mr PARKER: I do not intend to embark on a long justification for or discussion of the
Government's decision in this matter. It has been the subject of an extraordinary level of
debate, as the Deputy Leader of the Opposition has indicated. Whatever the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition may think of the Government's position, it has maintained that same
position all along. The Government may or may not be right but it has been absolutely
consistent, open and up-front.

Mr Court: In no way has it been.

Mr PARKER: The Government's position has always been known and its opposition to the
views of the various groups opposed to the redevelopment has been stated firmly. The total
amount allocated to date is $11L.2 million, which includes $5.5 million spent last year and
$5.6 million proposed for this year.
Mr Court: Plus the original purchase price.
Mr PARKER: As I said earlier, I recall the member for Contesloe writing to the Government
and the Press saying that the Government should purchase that site.

Mr Hassell: To return itto public open space.

Mr PARKER: The Government never promnised to return it to public open space although it
agreed to purchase it.

Mr Hassell: Brian Burke said that it would be turned into a park.
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Mr PARKER: I do not think be ever said that. He certainly never said it in my recollection.
From the beginning he was a strong advocate of the redevelopment of the site.
Mr H-assetl: I can produce his Press release in which he said it was purchased for the public.
Mr Pearce: There is a big difference between purchasing it for the public and turning it into a
park.

Mr PARKER: It is a different question indeed. It is proposed for the public, but many more
people will be able to use it under the proposed development than if it were a park.

Mr Hassell: The Treasurer got the stoty wrong about the letter I wrote to the newspaper.

Mr PARKER: I have a clear recollection of that letter because I was surprised when I read it
in the paper.

Mr Hassell: I suggest that the Treasurer should check that because he will find that he has it
back to front.

Mr PARKER: Whatever else one might say, the Government has been up-front about the
proposed development on this site.
Division 29 put and passed.

Divisions 30 to 34: Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation, $451 000; Waterways
Commission, $600 000; Western Australian Museum., $358 000; Advances to
Independent Schools, $36 2 1000N; Advances to Sundry Bodies, $7 500 000 - put and
passed.

Schedules I and 2 put and passed.

Clauses I to 4 put and passed.

Title put and passed.

Report

Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, an motion by Mr Parker (Treasurer), and transmitted to the Council.

LOAN BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 20 September.

MR COURT (Nedlands - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [1.12 am]: This eml is to
authorise the Government to borrow $150 million.
Mr Hassell: For Rothwells?

Mir Parker: It has nothing whatever to do with Rothwells.

Mr COURT: It could be the counter trade deal the Minister for Economic Development and
Trade was talking about. This money is required to finance the State's Capital Works
Program that we have just debated in relation to the Appropriation (General Loan and Capital
Works Fund) eml. Therefore, the Opposition supports the emn.
M'VR PARKER (Fremantle - Treasurer) [1.13 am]: I thank the Opposition for its support of
this Bill, which I comnmend to the House.
Question put and passed.

Bil read a second time.

Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Parker (Treasurer), and transmitted to the Council.

House adjourned at 1. 14 am (Friday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

HEALTH - BENTLEY HOSPITAL
Nurses - Shortage

1742. Mr HASSELL to the Minister for Health:

(I) What is being done about the shortage of nurses'at Bentley Hospital?

(2) When are the agreed to and recommended staffing levels going to be
implemented by the Health Department?

(3) Is the Minister aware that services to the community may be reduced if the
staffing shortage is not rectified immediately?

(4) What action does the Minister intend to take now to alleviate this problem?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) The nursing staff establishment of the hospital is to be increased by 16.17
FTEs, comprising six FTEs authorised on 27 October 1989 and a further 10. 17
FTEs added with effect from 23 November 1989.

(2) Immediately.

(3) Shortage has been rectified.
(4) Action has been taken as outlined in (1) and (2).

WHJTLAM TURNBULL - GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT
"Ongoing Advisory Role" - Appointment Terms

1750. Mr H-ASSELL to the Premier:

(1) Further to question 1654 of 1989, when was Whitlarn Tumnbull first given an
1.ongoing advisory role"?

(2) What were the contractual terms of appointment?

(3) What tasks other than "the feasibility of a petrochemical industry in Western
Australia" has Whitlamn Tumnbull undertaken, or is it currently undertaking?

(4) Is that firm employing -

(a) Tony l~oyd;
(b) Kevin Edwards;

(c) their - or either of their - firm(s) or company~ies)

for any work on behalf of the Government?

(5) What fees or retainer are payable, or at what rate per unit of time to Whitlam
TurnbuUl?

(6) What payments have been made to date to Whitlamn Tumnbull by the
Governm-ent?

(7) Will the "initial report" be made public?

(8) Which Minister or department is the contracting party with Whitlam Turnbull?

(9) Is the fim acting in any other matter or matters for -

(a) any other department;

(b) any Governent body or instrumentality?

(10) What personnel from Whirlarn. TumbuUl are based in Western Australia?

(11) What are the qualifications of the Whitlam Turnbull personnel working on the
"initial report"?

Mr PETER DOWDENG replied:

(1) As stated in the answer to question '765, Whitlamn Turnbull was given an
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ongoing role on 19 April 1989. Prior to that time, Whitlarn Turnbull was
retained by the Goverrnent to advise on Rochwells.

(2) Normal appointment terms f'or advisory set-vices of this kind.

(3) See answer to question 1274.
(4) No.

(5) A monthly retainer plus reimbursables has been negotiated. The amount
reflects the time Whitlan Tumnbull devotes to the work and it is in line with
charges made by simiflar professional consultants.

(6) See answer to question 1334.

(7) The purpose of the report is to provide interested panties with details of the
project.

(8) See answer to question 964.

(9) See answer to question 1274.

(10) 1 am not aware of any personnel permanently based in Western Australia.

(11) See answer to question 1274.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS ACT 1979 - AMENDMENTS
Consideration

1766, Mr KIERATH to the Minister for Labour

(I) Is the Minister considering any amendments to the Industrial Relations Act
1979?

(2) If yes, with whom has the Minister discussed the proposals?

(3) When does the Minister expect the amendments to be introduced into
Parliament?

Mr TROY replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) The Western Australian Tripartite Labour Consultative Council.

(3) In the near future.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS ACT 1979 - SECTION 96H
Prosecutions - Employers, Breach Allowance Criteria

1773. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Labour:

(1) How many prosecutions have been instituted in each of the last five years
under section 96H of the Industrial Relations Act 1979?

(2) What criteria are used for determining which employers are allowed to be and
remain in breach of section 96B of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 by
having a no union ticket no start employment policy?

(3) What criteria are used to determine which unions are allowed to breach
section 96F of' the Industrial. Relations Act 1979 by encouraging employers to
have a no union ticket no stant employment policy?

Mr TROY replied:

(04)-3)
None.

OFFICE OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS - WAGES UNDERPAYMENT
"Un ion Faces the Axe in Youth Wages Row" Report - First Written

Report

1792. Mr KIIERAT1- to the Minister for Labour:

Referring to question 1170 of 1989, and to the article in The West Australian

A7271-17 of 6 September 1989 entitled "Union faces the axe in youth wages row" -
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(a) will the Minister advise if this is the first ever written report prepared
by the Office of Industrial Relations to the Government outlining such
practices;

(b) if not, how many other reports have been produced;
(c) when were they prepared;
(d) what action did the Government take with respect to each report?

Mr TROY replied:

The answer is the same as char which I put on the Notice Paper in reply to question
1170 of 1989.
(a) I am unable to answer the question without specific details of the report to

which the member refers.
(b)-(d)

Not applicable.
WORKFORCE - STATISTICS
Union Membership - Statistics

1796. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for Labour
(1) What is the total work force of Western Australia?
(2) What is the total union membership in Western Australia?
(3) How many union members are in unions affiliated with the Trades and Labor

Council of Western Australia?
Mir TROY replied:
(1) 760 500 - as at October 1989. Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
(2) 205 100 - as at August 1988. Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
(3) 195 620 -total financial membership. Source: Trades and Labor Council.

MINERAL SANDS - RAILWAY TRANSPORT, NANNUl' AREA
Feasibilityv Inquiry, South West Srtegv - Government Progress

1821. Mr BLAIKIE to the Minister for South West:
(1) With the release of the Government's South West Strategy in November 1988.

what progress has the Government made on "the feasibility of transporting
mineral sand by rail will be investigated as part of the development of
infrastructure in the Nannup area"?

(2) Further to (1), would the Minister provide details of all committees, reports,
studies, etc to date?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

(1)-(2)
The feasibility of transporting mineral sands by rail has been investigated by a
number of studies and committees established by the Government, including -

An interdepartmental cask force to assess the technical and economic
aspects of different transport opt ions for mineral sands.
An advisory committee to the task force mentioned above - made up of
representatives from the Shires of Augusta-Margaret River, Capel,
Busseizon, and Nannup - to examine the possible impacts of the
various transport routes and methods.
The Nannup infrasurucrur study. to examine possible effects of mining
on the town of Nannup.
A feasibility study into the recomumissioning of the Capel-Busselton
and Wonnerup-Nannup railway lines.
An analysis of the liely impact of mineral sands mining on local
comnmunities, currently being undertaken by the Social Impacts Unit.
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CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT - LEASES
20 Year Terms - Details

1823. Mr BLAJICE to the Minister for Conservation and Land Management:
(1) Would the Minisrer provide details of those leases currently under the control

of the Department of Conservation and Land Management that are subject to
20-year term leases?

(2) What leases would be considered for conversion to 40-year term and why?
Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) There are 43 20-year leases on State forest for purposes such as Government
works and communication facilities, State Energy Commission facilities,
recreation camps and sporting facilities.

There are 12 leases of 20 years and more on national parks, as follows -

Facility Term of Lease Dating
(Years) From

Matilda Bay Restaurant 20 19.10.85
Royal Freshwater Bay

Yacht Club 50 3. 12.53
Scout Association 21 1.01.78
Mounts Bay Sailing Club 21 1,07.74
Royal Perth Yacht Club 21 1.07.83
Perth Dinghy Sailing
Club 21 1.07.81

University Boat Shed 21 1.09.84
Hamelin Bay Caravan Park 21 16.08.74
SEC radio site 20 yr, 3 mth, 22 days 22.05 .84
Shire of Manjimup -
Pioneer Lake 21 20.03.84

Shire of Warineroo -
Gloucester Lodge 21 14.08.79

Hamersley Iron radio
site Indefinite 14.10.83

The leases with a period in excess of 20 years were entered into prior to the
proclamation of the Conservation and Land Managern~nt Act 1984 and are
accommodated by section 150 of the Act.

(2) The Conservation and Land Management Amendment Bill 1989 seeks to
obtain a maximum lease period of 40 years for CALM lands other than State
forest and timber reserves. TIn some instances, substantial investment will be
required for facilities on conservation reserves such as national parks. The
security of a 40-year lease period is more likely to make such investments
attractive to lessees and to enable development of better quality facilities for
the public.

The existing national park leases will receive individual consideration as to the
lease term once the Act is amended.

SHARK BAY - WORLD HERITAGE LISTING
Negotiations

1839. Mr HASSELL to the Premier:

(1) Further to question 1703 of 1989. what negotiations and/or discussions are
being held with the local people with respect to a World Heritage listing for
the Shark Bay area?

(2) What negotiations and/or discussions are being held with the Commonwealth
Government on the subject?

(3) At what level - officer or political - are any such discussions taking place?
(4) Who is representing Western Australia in any such discussions?
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(5) When did the last meeting or meetings take place?
Mr PETER DOWDING replied:
(1) The ministerial commnittee on World Heritage listing, which involves local

people, has recently presented its report to the Government.
(2) None.

(3)-(5)
Nat applicable.

CHILDREN'S COURT - MAGISTRATE
Full Time Appointment

1849. Mr HASSELL to the Minister for Justice:

(1) In June 1988, was a Children's Court magistrate, fuUl time, appointed?

(2) Was the position advertised?

(3) If not, why not?

(4) On what basis of qualification and experience was the appointee so appointed?

(5) What was the former position of the appointee?

(6) How was the appointee found for the position, if it was not advertised?
(7) Have current positions been filled or are they to be filled after advertising?

(8) What process of selection is to be used for current positions?
(9) What pay attaches to the positions?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) No.

(3) There was a suitable person available for appointment.

(4) The appointee has considerable experience as a justice of the peace and in the
administration of Aboriginal affairs.

(5) The Commissioner for Aboriginal Planning.

(6) The appointee was invited to accept the position.
(7) An advertisement appeared in The West Australian on 21 October [989 calling

for applications for Children's Court magistrates on a full time, part time or
casual basis.

(8) The President of the Children's Court will shortly appoint a selection panel
which he will chair.

(9) Full time, $8 L 076 per annum. Part time and casual rates are calculated on a
pro rata daily basis.

HOUSING - RESIDENTIAL BUrLDING LOTS
Metropolitan Region - Availability Statistics

1867. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Planning:

(1) How many residential building lots were available within the metropolitan
region as at -

(a) I January 1986;

(b) I January 1987;
(c) I January 1988;
(d) I January 1989?

(2) How many of these lots were utilised for building purposes during the years -

(a) 1986;
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(b) 1987;
(c) 1988;
(d) during the first six months of 1989?

(3) What has been the percentage increase in the price of the average residential
lot in the metropolitan region taking the December 1.985 price as the basis
for -

(a) 1986;

(b) 1987;

(c) 1988;
(d) the first six months in 1989?

Mrs BEGGS replied:
(1) (a) 27 600;

(b) 25 129;

(c) 23 500;
(d) 22 660.
These tots are defined as residential building lots that are vacant but not
necessarily serviced and/or available in the marketplace or for sale.

(2) (a) 9 920;
(b) 9 770;

(c) 14 250;

(d) 7 470;

(3) (a) 33.7 per cent increase - November 1985 to November 1986 median
price;

(b) 15.4 per cent decrease - November 1986 to November 1987 median
price;

(c) 52.7 per cent increase - November 1987 to November 1988 median
price;

(d) 7.1 per cent increase - November 1988 to June 1.989 median price.

Average figures axe not available. Figures are from the Real Estate Institute of
Western Australia.

ASBESTOS VICTIMS - STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMSSION
CS)? Ltd Compensation Agreement - Settlement Payments

1971. Mr COURT to the Treasurer:.
(1) Have any of the people who are to be compensated under the agreement

reached between the State Government Insurance Commission, CSR Ltd and
the asbestosis sufferers as announced in October received their settlements?

(2) If yes, when were the settlements paid?

(3) If no. when will the settlements be fialised?
(4) What is the reason for the delay?

Mr PARKER replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

(3) Anticipated that moneys will be forwarded to plaintiffs' solicitors, Stater and
Cordon, within the next seven days.

(4) The money has not been paid because of the need to ensure Plaintiffs'
executed deeds of releases and/ar delivered consents to judgment in the form
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required by the defendants and the State Governineni Insurance Commission
in respect of each of the 200 claims.

COMMUNITY SERVICES DEPARTMENT .- McCALL CENTRE, CQTTESLOE
Preschool Section - Closure Decision

1879. MW HASSELL to the Minister for Community Services:

Further to question 1775 of 1989 regarding the McCall Centre in Contesloc -

(a) when will a decision be made on the preschool section of the McCall
Centre;

(b) if a decision is made to close down the preschool centre where will -

(i) children referred there by the department be placed next year;
(ii) children who attend from the nearby community be placed?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

(a)-(b)
A decision has been made that the McCall Centre preschool section will
continue to operate.

TRADING HOURS - COMMI'FEE INQUIRY REPORT
1891. Mr TU~BBY to the Minister for Consumer Affairs:

(1) Has the committee inquiring into retail trading hours brought down its report?
(2) If yes, is this report to be made public and, if so, when?

(3) When is a decision likely to be made on recommaendations contained in this
report?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:,

(1) Yes.
(2)-(3)

A decision has not yet been made. It is expected that it will be made and
announced within the next three weeks.'

WATER RESOURCES - PARTRIDGE AREA, MANDURAH SHIRE
!nsufficient Scheme Water

1899. Mr NICHOLLS to the Minister for Water Resources:

(1) Is the Minister aware of the lack of scheme water to southern areas of the
Manduxab Shire, in the vicinity of Parkridge?

(2) Can the Minister advise -

(a) what is the quality of bore water in this location being used for human
consumption; -

(b) what is the acceptable quality;

(c) what is the time frame for supplying reticulated water to this area?

(3) Can the Minister explain the lack of water pressure being experienced in new
residential areas towards Falcon and in San Reino?

(4) What is necessary to increase this water pressure?

(5) When will it be provided?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(1) Yes. There have been several inquiries from developers wishing to extend the
Park Ridge water supply scheme.

(2) (a) Private bores in this area are limited to using the shallow ground water
which is reported to be high in iron, brown in colour and distasteful.
They prefer to drini from their rainwater tanks.

(b) As stated in "Guidelines for Drinking Water Quality in Australia
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1987" by the National Health and Medical Research Council and the
Australian Water Resources Council.

(c) There is no fixed time frame for the extension of reticulated water to
this area. There have been no approaches from the Mandurah Town
Council health surveyors which would indicate any health concerns.
Ant extension may result from subdivisional activity in the area or from
applications from residents who, under existing mains extension
policy, would be required to contribute to the cost.

(3) There have been a few complaints of low water pressure in the Estuary Park
subdivision south from Mandurah towards Falcon. Measurements have
confirmed that water pressures are above the authority's minimum standards.
Pressures of 22 metres head were recorded compared with the minimum
standard of 15 metres head. The complaints have been from people who have
moved from areas of higher water pressures to new houses on large lots -
greater than 2 000 square metres - and are ttying to establish a large garden
area. There are generally long lengths of internal plumbing involved and the
minimum diameter water pipe allowable has been used. This produces
considerable pressure loss within the properties concerned.

A contractor working in the Meadow Springs subdivision north of Mandurah
burst the supply main to San Remo or' three occasions within a fortnight
recently and each time due to the extent of the damage San Remo was out of
water for a few hours. That may have led to the low water pressure
complaints in San Remo.

(4) The Water Authority will measure water pressures for residents experiencing
problems and give general advice.
Residents in Estuary Park could engage plumbers to install larger diameter
internal plumbing to reduce pressure losses on their side of the water meter.

(5) Not applicable.
STRIKES - [RON ORE COMPANIES

Stockpiling For Export - Ministerial Opposition

1901. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Resources Development:

In view of the Government's approval of the Federal Government's and airline
companies' handling of the pilots' dispute, is the Minister still opposed to iron
ore companies building up stockpiles to fulfil export sale contracts in case of
strike action?

Mr PARKER replied:
I have always supported iron ore companies building up stockpiles to take
advantage of market opportunities that may arise, and indeed have spent a
considerable amount of time persuading unions that they should not see
stockpiles as a threat but rather as something that adds to their job security.

WATER AUTHORITY - DAMS
Landscape Architectural Work - Tenders or Direct Commission

1902. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Water Resources:

Does the Water Authority of Western Australia invite tenders on fees or
expressions of interest for landscape architectural work around dams, or
commission landscape architects directly for such work, without observing the
customary rotation among interested professionals?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

The Water Authority policy on the utilisation of all types of consultants
requires the calling of submissions and expressions of interest. However, on
some urgent minor works, services are sometimes contracted directly in
accordance with petty contracts procedures.
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

APPROPRIATION BILLS - ROTHWELLS LTD/PETR OCHEMICAL DEALS
Consolidated Revenue Fund Budget - Separate Treatment

375. Mr MacKINNON to the Treasurer:

Will the financial commitments stemming from the Government's
involvement in the RothweUs/petrochemical deals be presented to the
Parliament next year in Bills separate from the CRF Budget, and not as pant of
it?

Mr PARKER replied:

The Government will determine these issues in accordance with the
commitments I gave to the House, which were enshrined in a motion passed
by the House last night. It depends on precisely what legislation the
Government brings forward. As I indicated last night, the Government will
introduce legislation in the autumn session -

Mr Macinnon: I kniow that, but will you bring this forward as part of the Budget?
M%,r PARKER: Earlier this afternoon the Leader of the Opposition said that if I did not

like something he said I shouted at him. The Leader of the Opposition has
developed the habit in the last few weeks of asking a question inadequately,
then sitting down and asking more and more questions while Ministers are
trying to provide the answers. The question was simple and straightforward
but the supplementary questions from the Leader of the Opposition are not. I
will answer the'question he asked.
The Government made a commitment last night that will be honoured in full.
Legislation will be introduced to deal with the ordinary annual services of
Government in the autun session of Parliament prior to next year's Budget
period. so that it can be passed in the autumn session, and the Budget in the
spring session can comply with the desires expressed to the Government.

PREMIER - CHARITY FUNCTION ATTENDANCE
Leader of the Opposirion's Comments

376. Dr GALLOP to the Premier:

Is the Premier aware of comments made by the Leader of the Opposition in
the House last night in relation to the Premier's attendance at a charity
function?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

It is a good question because some members on the back bench feel that
matter should be raised again. I have looked at the Leader of the Opposition's
gratuitous comments in the uncorrected copy of Hansard.

Mr Court: You did not look, your adviser looked.

Mr PETER DOWDINGO: Does the Deputy Leader of the Opposition have a real
problem?

Mr Court: No, I am just correcting you.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Notwithstanding those comments last night, I will not be
deterred from attending important charity fundraising functions such as the
one I attended last night. The events leading to that function raised $852 000
for that charity, and I was delighted to add the prestige of my office to that
function. I have discovered that the Leader of the Opposition. in fact, pulled
out of that function at 7.15 last night.

Mr Macinnon: That is not true.
Mr PETER DOWDING: When did the Leader of the Opposition teUl the organisers

he could not attend?
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Mir Macinnon: At about six o'clock, when I knew that the historic Bills were
coming to this House from another place.

Mr PETER DOWDING: As members know, these are structured functions and a lot
of effort goes into ensuring that they operate properly, The crowning of the
winner of this quest was an extremely important function for the organisers
and the participants, and I had a formal role to play in that function. If the
Leader of the Opposition thinks it would have been appropriate for me not to
have fronted or to have sent one of the other Minister or backbenchers, after
all the organisation and effort involved in this function, I clearly do not agree
with hint. With all due respect, it is a cheap shot at the organisers, the quest
and die charity.

Mr Court: You were asked if we could deal with that message after the function and
you said no.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Why does the Deputy Leader of the Opposition think I
refused? Whose Bill is it? It is the Treasurer's Bill.

Mr Court: I asked you at six o'clock if you wanted to put it off to attend that
function, and you said it would continue.

Mr PETER DOWDING: That is right. But the Leader of the Opposition criticises me
for not staying back.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr PETER DOWDING: That is a very cheap shot, firstly because it is for the
Treasurer - in whom I have the utmost confidence - to deal with that Bill, and
he did a very good job. Secondly, when the Opposition brushes aside all the
political polemics that go on in this House, the Leader of the Opposition is
driven to -

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr PETER DOWDING: The Government did not rearrange the business because the
Treasurer of the day had the responsibility and the capacity to deal with it.

Mr Court: I explained it was being handled by the Leader of the Opposition and you
would not give him the time to attend that function.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! We shall not make any progress in question time if this sort
of inquisition goes on. I am toying with the idea of a trial period without
question time because I do not think we are making progress and we are not
helping the parliamentary institution by the events in this Chamber. I caution
members that I am considering that possibility and I hope they will cooperate.

Mr PETER DOWDING: It was a cheap political shot by the Leader of the Opposition
to which I am responding because he raised the matter and not I. Under the
circumstances it should be seen by the community that the Opposition is now
driven to running its entire campaign based on cheap, political shots.

TAXES AND CHARGES - PAYROLL TAX REBATE
New South Wales - Business Operations. Rural Areas Establishment Incentive

377. Mr COWAN to the Premier:
(1) Is the Premier aware of the scheme launched by the New South Wales

Government to rebate payroll tax in the form of tax holidays and incentive
grunts to businesses which establish or expand their operatiuns in country
areas?

(2) Will the Premier review the New South Wales scheme with a view to
assessing its suitability for duplication in this State?
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Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(1) 1 have seen reference in the newspaper to the Gireiner Goverrnent's
endeavour to provide incentives of that sort.

(2) 1 draw to the attention of the House that the Labor Government has
progressively moved the threshold level of payroll tax to ensure even more
businesses than ever before are exempt from the tax. However, any
suggestion which encourages the sort of policies which this Government has
espoused since 1983, with a great deal of success, of assisting decentralisation
and getting some rejuvenation into country areas - which is a long term
interest of the Leader of the National Party - is worthy of examination. The
Government will examine it in the context of the discussions that would lead
to it framing next year's Budget.

DECRIMINALISATION OF SODOMY BILL - ADULT BOOK SHOPS EFFECTS
Peachey. Mr Brian - Comments, Newspaper Article

378. Mr DONOVAN to the member for Ashburton:

(1) Has the member seen Mr Brian Peachey's comments in last night's Daily
News concerning the effect of the decrimninalisation of sodomy Bill on
businesses such as adult book shops?

(2) If so, can she comment on this article?
Points of Order

Mr THOMPSON: It is perfectly appropriate for the member to answer the question,
but I understand that the Standing Orders say that a question may be asked of
a member other than a Minister about a matter for which he or she may be
responsible, but only on notice; not without notice.

Mr PEARCE: I have actually been in the position - in fact, when I introduced this
Bill in 1977 - of being on the receiving end of a question without notice from
the member for Cortesloe; and the Speaker who was then in the Chair ruled
that it was perfectly in order.

The SPEAKER: Far be it from me to rule against the very good ruling made by that
Speaker.

Questions without Notice Resumed

Mrs BUCHANAN replied:
(1)-(2)

Yes, I have seen the article. Mr Peachey's attitude is, to say the least, very
difficult to follow. On the one hand, he disagrees with the decriminalisation
of homosexuality; on the other hand he seeks to make use of this legislation to
suit his own purposes in making an outrageous attack on the sale of goods of
which he happens to disapprove. Such action puts in grave doubt the
credibility of Mr Peachey and his organisation. The businesses which
Mr Peachey wishes to "hit with a wave of injunctions" - as he puts it - do not
fall within the ambit of this Bill. I reiterate what I said earlier today: This Bill
does not seek to promote homosexuality, it simply aims to take the law out of
people's bedrooms. It is time Mr Peachey, and people of his ilk, supported
this long overdue reform.

STRIKES - PRIME MINISTER'S STATEMENTS
Damages, Employers Right to Sue - Right to Strike, Equivocal Right

379. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for Labour:

(1) Is the Minister aware of two recent statements by the Prime Minister,
Mr Hawke, as reported in The West Australian of 29 November 1989, in
which he said that it was open for all employers to sue striking workers for
damages; and that he does not think the right to strike can be an unequivocal
right?

(2) Can the Minister advise whether these statements reflect the industrial
relations policy of the Dowding Governent?
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Mr TROY replied:

(I0-(2)
The situation in relation to the pilots' dispute has been a subject of
considerable debate again during the past week. Let me make it very clear
that a few days ago the Premier made a statement, in which he gave a very
clear undertaking in relation to the Government's support: of the right to strike.
There is no question that we believe in the industrial process whereby there is
an avenue for employees to withdraw their labour. I refer the member's
attention to a provision in the International Labour Orgarnisation Convention,
to which we are a signatory, which also provides that right. That point needs
to be clearly established.

We have seen in the pilots' dispute over these last sad and unfortunate

17 weeks that people have chosen to take a path of confrontation rather than
cooperation. When they step outside the system - a system that can provide
relief, and an effective settlement of a dispute - they enter the law of the
jungle, the jungle which members opposite continually prescribe as being the
appropriate solution for industrial disputation. The Prime Minister has clearly
established that as a result of the Liberal Party's lack of support in the Senate,
with the latest round of amendments to the Federal Industrial Relations Act,
the Liberal Party has failed to address the necessary balances in the industrial
relations process. Members opposite should look very clearly at their Federal
colleagues' support - or lack of it - for that issue; therein lies the answer.

ELECTIONS - SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
Liberal Parry Leader. John Olsen -Conceder Confirmation

380. Mr GRAHAM to the Premier:

Can the Premier confirm that the South Australian Liberal Party leader, John
Olsen, has conceded defeat following the State election on Saturday?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

Yes; I was aware of that. This is now the fourth occasion in 18 months that
the Liberal Party has lost an election.

Mr Court: We got 53 per cent of the vote.

Mr PETER DOWDING: After the Deputy Leader of the Opposition had interjected
when I sat down on the last occasion, it suddenly struck me that he was
suggesting we should defer one of the most constitutionally important debates
that the Treasurer should ever deal with because I am going to a function.
That shows the lack of seriousness with which members approach the
parliamentary processes. The South Australian election result demonstrates
clearly that once again the electorate had a number of concerns, which it
indicated via the ballot box.

Mr Taylor interjected.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The Leader of the Opposition said the only reason I went to
the Spastic Welfare Association function last night was that I had a thirst for
publicity. Whiat a beauty! He is getting better and better.
The electorate was clearly indicating to the Labor Party that it would have no
truck with a Liberal Government; under nio circumstances could a Liberal
Party present a viable alternative. That is very appropriate when one considers
that all the Federal Liberal Party can talk about is the question of interest rates.
It cannot deliver, nor can it promise, nor can it even speculate about,
mechanisms to deal with interest rates which are any different from the way a
Labor Governent might deal with them. Since 1983, Labor Governments
have served Australia very well. They do not claim to be perfect, nor to
necessarily have every solution to every problem that confronts us. The
comm-unity believes that great credit must go to the Labor Party and to Prime
Minister Hawke and Treasurer Keating for the work they have done in
reforming Australia. it is not likely the electorate will give the Liberal Party
any support at the next Federal election.
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Point of Order
Mr MENSAROS: Mr Speaker, I seek your guidance. Does the fact that you allowed

this question indicate that in future we can ask similar questions from
Ministers of the Crown, or the Premier?

The SPEAKER: If it is perfectly proper for the question to be asked by a member of
the Labor side, it is perfectly proper for it to come from the other side.

Questions without Notice Resumed

SOUTH WEST DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - SMITH. MR Di,.
Press Release Statement - Full Briefing on Authority Initiatives, Substantiation

381. Mr NICHOLLS to the Minister for South-West:

(1) Will the Minister inform the House if he is able to substantiate his statement,
which was made in a media release on 18 October 1989, which said, "In State
Parliament yesterday, Mr Smith undertook to give the Opposition a full
briefing on authority initiatives, particularly in the Peel region"?

(2) If so, on what page of Hansard is it recorded?

(3) If not, what action will the Minister now take to explain to this Parliament, the
public of Western Australia, and the Premier, why a false statement was made;
and is the Minister planning to resign?

Mr D.L. SMITH ,replied:
(1)-(3)

This is exactly the same issue the member raised about two nights ago in.
relation to the Budget Estimates, and I said to him on that occasion that [
would try to ascertain the origins of that element of the Press release and
communicate with him in that regard.

Mr MacKinnon: You are still trying to find out.

Several members interjected.

Mr D.L. SMITH4: 'I am not sure if everyone on the Opposition benches wants to hear
the answer: The absolute assurance I can give the member opposite is that the
substance of that Press release was that as far as members opposite are
concerned, if they want access to the office of the South West Development
Authority for information in relation to any projects in the south west being
supervised by the South West Development Authority, they can have access to
that office or to my office for the infonmation they require. That assurance is
given quite unequivocally. If the member for Mandurab would take advantage
of that offer, instead of knocking the South West Development Authority and
spending his rime on matters of this kind, it would be much more in the
interests of the south west in general. I am not sure whether the comment was
made as an interjection which H-ansard has not picked up -

Several members Interjected.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I can assure the member for Mandurah that I have asked the officer

who prepared that release to carry out the necessary research to establish on
what the information was based and relay it to the member.

HOMOSEXUALITY - STATE SCHOOLS, SEX EDUCATION CLASSES
Labor Government and Labor Party Policies

382. Mr AINSWORTH4 to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is the policy of the Labor Government the same as the policy of the Labor
Parry in relation to the inclusion of homosexuality in sex education classes in
Stare schools?

(2) If yes, when will the Minister be implementing that policy?

(3) If no, will the Minister explain to the House how the Labor Government's
policy differs from the policy of the Labor Parry?
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:

1 have seen some scurrilous misreporting of what purports to be the Labor
Government's policy on teaching or proselytising about homosexuality in
schools. If one reads the policy of the Labor Party in regard to homosexuality,
one sees it is a perfectly proper description of the aspirations of the party. I
have made it clear in my statements, following some early alarmist talk about
promoting homosexuality in schools, that the current practice in schools will
not change. We have an extremely well developed policy in health education.

Mr Macinnon: "Tmust me"!

Dr LAWRENCE: Is the Leader of the Opposition saying that there are teachers in our
schools who would stand up in front of classes and suggest that they should
adopt a homosexual point of view or practice? He should not be absurd! Not
only would it not be contemplated by this Government, but also no responsible
teacher in this State would accept a request by any Government to do that.
We are not requesting teachers to do it. We are not promoting homosexuality
in schools as a matter of policy, and I have stated that before; and neither
would any responsible person in this State.
NULLAKI PENINSULA - ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE

Government Action
383. Mr P.J. SMITH to the Minister for Environment:

Can the Minister inform the House what action is being taken over
environmental damage on the Nullaci Peninsula?

Mr PEARCE replied:

Firstly -

An Opposition member: Is that a gazetted road?

Mr PEARCE: It is not a gazetted road, but even if it were, no-one has the right to
bulldoze a sensitive environmental area, there or anywhere else, without
obtaining proper environmental clearance. That includes the Main Roads
Department. No-one is permitted to do environmental damage, for whatever
reason, without suffering the consequences.

Mr Kierath: Does LandCorp have to obtain environmental clearance?

Mr PEARCE: Of course it does. LandCorp proposals to develop a number of areas
around the metropolitan area have stalled pending environmental clearance.
Environmental clearances are expected of all Government authorities, as they
are of private people. If I am hearing from members of the Opposition an
undertone of support for Palos Verdes Estates and its efforts to avoid
obtaining environmental clearances and to do extensive environmental
damage on that peninsula area, let them say so honestly. Is there support on
the Opposition side of the House or is there not?

Mr Watt: It is not in my electorate, but if you ever contact the Albany Shire Council
or the Environmental Protection Authority you will find that I have been in
constant communication with them to make sure that the law is complied with.

Mr Peter Dowding: Do you agree with the bloke sitting next to you?

Mr Wan: I have never discussed it with him.

Mr PEARCE: I would appreciate some public support from the member for Albany
and members opposite.

Mr Watt: I can't remember the last time I put out a Press release and had it published.

Several members interjected.
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Mr PEARCE: The member may have intended that remark as a criticism of a
journalist, but I would suggest he has a look at whoever is writing his Press
releases. I have initiated a prosecution against Palos Verdes Estates, and
summonses were served yesterday on the company's solicitors to bring those
people to court for the environmental damage they have caused. I am pleased
to announce that prosecution, because the Palos Verdes people have shown no
sign of remorse or repentance for their actions1 and they must now face the
court.

Secondly, because the company has consistently refused to comply with an
EPA order to rehabilitate that area, an order lawfully made under the
Environmental Protection Act, I have authorised the EPA to spend up to
$15 000 in addition to $5 000 already spent by the Albany Shire Council.

Mr Watt: Where did the $ 100 000 estimate come from?

Mr PEARCE: The estimate is for all the work required to rehabilitate that area
completely.

Mr Watt: The shire reckons that estimate is grossly exaggerated.

Mr Pearce: If it is grossly exaggerated and the cost is, say $50 000, that is what will
be recouped from the company. All the environmental damage which the
company has done will be put right. It is incumbent ott the company to do
that. If the company wants to do it at its own expense in the most economical
way it can, chat is what the company ought to be doing. It ought to be obeying
the law. [f it does not, the EPA will do the work and we will recover the
money from the company under the Act. I have authorised $50 000 to do
essential stabilising work to make sure that the situation does not Worsen
during the summer as a result of the dryness of the soil, the winds, and other
problems. If the shire is right, only $20 000 may have to be recovered from
Palos Verdes Estates. 1 do not care what the sum is as long as we recover all
the money required to repair the environmental damage. The issuing of
summonses is a separate matter, because I miust that will lead to fines once
these people are convicted, if they are, and that will be separate from the
Fixing of the damage.

All the communication the member appears to have been having with the
Shire of Albany does not appear to be doing what I have been trying to do,
and that is to draw the attention of the public to the gravity of these people
thumbing their noses ax the law. The member for Albany seems to be
down-playing the matter himself.

Mr Watt: I do not have the thirst for publicity that some people have.

Mr PEARCE: Why did the member put out a Press release which did not get printed?
[t seems to me that if the member is putting out Press releases he has a thirst
for publicity. The fact that they are not being printed means that no-one is
giving him a drink. I am very disappointed that the Government does nor
have the kind of support from the Opposition that we should have when we
take a stand for the environment. I would expect support from members
opposite if they are serious on this matter.

HEALTH - HOSPITALS, PATIENT'S RECORDS
Patient's Leg Loss - HospitalI Negligence

384. Mrs EDWARDES; to the Minister for Health:

(L) Is the Minister for Health aware of the case of a man who lost his leg because
of alleged negligence in a hospital for which the Minister is responsible, as
raised by the member for Cottesloc last night?

(2) Is the Minister aware of the refusal of that hospital to provide the man's
medical records for his own use?

(3) As the Government is now committed to introducing freedom of information
legislation early next year, will the Minister in advance of that legislation
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instruct public hospitals to make patients' records available to those patients
when requested?

(4) If not, why not?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1)-(4)
I did not hear the member for Cottesloe's remarks last night, although I am
aware of the incident to which the member referred. Kowever, the advice
given is as a result of advice obtained from the Crown Law Department in
respect of the status of hospital records. That is the basis for the advice.


